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LC makes contingency plans for
government shutdown
The unions representing Library of Congress
workers signed a Memorandum of
Understanding with LC April 5 regarding
employees’ furlough status in the event that a
Continuing Resolution to prolong appropriating
FY2011 funding for the federal government is not enacted by
midnight, April 8. The LC Professional Guild told its members that
employees will be notified via email if they are placed in a furlough
status. George A. Williams, media relations manager for the District of
Columbia Public Library, has informed American Libraries that a
federal shutdown could close the 25-library system, as well as most
other city services....
American Libraries news, Apr. 6

Library advocacy: One message,
one voice
Richard Dougherty writes: “We are all too
familiar with stories about reductions in
library hours, library closures, staff layoffs,
canceled children’s programs, and reduced
materials budgets. While many readers may
not remember, similar stories appeared in
the media throughout the 1990–1992
recession. One of ALA’s responses to the 1990s recession was to
organize a ‘Rally for America’s Libraries/Caravan on Wheels’ that
traveled from Atlanta to Washington, D.C., after the 1991 ALA Annual
Conference. Designed to capture media attention, its objective was to
encourage librarians to tell their stories to local news outlets.”...
American Libraries feature

National Library Week 2011
What isn’t great about libraries? In this
video (2:49), librarians talk about the
value of libraries as community centers,
places to develop skills and interests, and
as tools for democracy and society.

http://alexanderstreet.com/newvideo2011.htm
http://americanlibrariesbuyersguide.com/
http://americanlibrariesmagazine.org/news/04062011/contingency-plans-government-shutdown-made-library-congress
http://americanlibrariesmagazine.org/news/04062011/contingency-plans-government-shutdown-made-library-congress
http://americanlibrariesmagazine.org/features/04042011/library-advocacy-one-message-one-voice
http://americanlibrariesmagazine.org/features/04042011/library-advocacy-one-message-one-voice
http://americanlibrariesmagazine.org/al_focus/national-library-week-2011-what-isnt-great-about-libraries
http://ala-apa.org/certification/
http://slisweb.sjsu.edu/slis/generalADS.htm
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Featuring speakers Loriene Roy, Sara Kelly
Johns, Loida Garcia-Febo, Andromeda
Yelton, JP Porcaro, and others. Edited by
Greg Landgraf, with music by DoKashiteru ....
AL Focus, Apr. 6

Quotes about libraries
From Cicero to Maya Angelou to Keith
Richards, lots of people have had
interesting and important things to say
about libraries. This video (2:05), edited by
Greg Landgraf for National Library Week
2011, collects a number of those quotes,
such as “The America I love still exists at the front desk of public
libraries” (Kurt Vonnegut, 2004)....
AL Focus, Apr. 6

Japanese libraries assess damage
Some three weeks after the March 11 9.0-
magnitude earthquake and subsequent tsunami
that has taken the lives of tens of thousands and
damaged or destroyed at least 125,000 buildings
in the Tōhoku (northern) region of Honshu,
Japan’s main island, the Japanese library and
cultural-heritage communities are utilizing email
and social media to alert each other, as well as foreign colleagues and
friends elsewhere, of their status....
AL: Global Reach, Apr. 5

Association libraries
Q. How many public association libraries are
there in the United States? Why are they
association and not municipal? A. Table 5 of
the Public Libraries Survey, Fiscal Year 2008
(PDF file), published by the Institute for
Museum and Library Services, indicates that
14.9% of the 9,221 public libraries reporting in 2008 were “Nonprofit
association or agency libraries,” or about 1,375 libraries, nationwide.
These are defined as public libraries that are privately controlled but
meet the “statutory definition of a public library in a given state.”...
AL: Ask the ALA Librarian, Apr. 5

ALA News

OIF Conference on Privacy and
Youth
The Office for Intellectual Freedom held a

http://americanlibrariesmagazine.org/al_focus/national-library-week-2011-quotes-about-libraries
http://americanlibrariesmagazine.org/global-reach/japanese-libraries-assess-damage-begin-recovery
http://www.americanlibrariesmagazine.org/ask-ala-librarian/association-libraries
http://harvester.census.gov/imls/pubs/Publications/pls2008.pdf
http://ala.informz.net/ala/archives/archive_1212744.html
http://www.americanlibrariesmagazine.org/inside-scoop/conference-privacy-and-youth-day-1
http://www.americanlibrariesmagazine.org/inside-scoop/conference-privacy-and-youth-day-1
http://slisweb.sjsu.edu/slis/generalADS.htm
http://www.iii.com/promotions/encoresynergy/
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Conference on Privacy and Youth in Chicago
March 24–25 that brought together some 50
librarians, privacy advocates, educators,
authors, artists, and policy experts to
discuss the work they are doing to engage and educate young people
in privacy protection. Sponsored by the Open Society Institute, the
conference aimed to expand the focus on Choose Privacy Week (May
1–7 this year) with programming specifically geared toward reaching
youth. Megan Schliesman, librarian at the Cooperative Children’s Book
Center, provides a summary on the I Love Libraries website. OIF has
produced a video (5:17) featuring Lava Row founder Nathan T.
Wright, who was a speaker at the conference.... 
AL: Inside Scoop, Mar. 24–25; I Love Libraries, Mar. 31; YouTube, Mar. 30

First-ever National Donate A Book Day
In celebration of 85 years of sharing the joy of
reading, Direct Brands’ Book-of-the-Month Club is
announcing the first-ever Donate A Book Day,
beginning on April 14 during National Library Week.
This Day of Donation is facilitated by a partnership
with ALTAFF. On April 14, readers across the country
are encouraged to donate new or gently used books
to their local libraries. Books not added to the
library’s collection will be given to the Friends of the Library....
ALTAFF, Apr. 6

A new Guide for the Perplexed
The Library Copyright Alliance has released A Guide for the Perplexed
Part IV: The Rejection of the Google Books Settlement (PDF file), an
analysis of the latest decision in the Google Books Search case and
its potential effect on libraries. The LCA is comprised of ALA, ACRL,
and the Association of Research Libraries. This guide is the latest in a
series prepared by LCA legal counsel Jonathan Band to help inform
the library community about this landmark legal dispute....
District Dispatch, Apr. 1

Mason Crest donates to Money Smart
Week @ your library
Mason Crest Publishers will donate one of its new
“Junior Library of Money” sets to a library
participating in Money Smart Week @ your library. In
addition, Mason Crest is offering a 25% discount to
all ALA members who purchase the full set of books
for the event, taking place April 2–9. The “Junior
Library of Money” series teaches young adults about
money skills. It contains 14 volumes and is targeted for kids 12 and
older....
Chapter Relations Office, Mar. 31

National Bookmobile Day:
Bookmobiles Rock!
This slideshow, courtesy of Rose Huling,
bookmobile coordinator with the Morse
Institute Library in Natick, Massachusetts,
and the Association of Bookmobile and
Outreach Services, shows bookmobiles past
and present, all in time for National Bookmobile Day, April 13. The

ALA Annual Conference
in New Orleans, June 23–
28, 2011. Help us create
the Annual Conference
T-shirt. Vote for the
color shirt you like best.
The color with the most
votes wins! Don’t miss
your chance to participate
—this poll closes April
30.

Pass on great
preservation tips to
your patrons with this
poster that features
easy-to-follow
guidelines for
protecting personal
treasures, family
heirlooms, collectibles,
and more. Celebrate
Preservation Week
this April 24–30, or
year-round. Developed
with ALCTS. NEW!
From ALA Graphics.

New this week
in American

Libraries

http://www.americanlibrariesmagazine.org/inside-scoop/conference-privacy-and-youth-day-2
http://www.privacyrevolution.org/index.php/privacy_week/
http://ilovelibraries.org/news/topstories/privacy2011.cfm
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B7A7gYEydnw
http://www.americanlibrariesmagazine.org/news/ala/book-month-club-launches-first-ever-national-donate-book-day-partnership-altaff
http://www.wo.ala.org/districtdispatch/?p=5860
http://www.wo.ala.org/districtdispatch/?p=5860
http://www.wo.ala.org/districtdispatch/wp-content/uploads/2011/04/LCA-Chin-Decision.pdf
http://www.americanlibrariesmagazine.org/news/ala/money-smart-week-your-library-april-2-9-mason-crest-donating-junior-library-money-set
http://www.americanlibrariesmagazine.org/news/ala/money-smart-week-your-library-april-2-9-mason-crest-donating-junior-library-money-set
http://www.chicagofed.org/webpages/education/msw/ala/index.cfm
http://olos.ala.org/columns/?p=257
http://olos.ala.org/columns/?p=257
http://www.alaannual.org/
http://www.alaannual.org/
http://www.facebook.com/alagraphics#!/alagraphics
http://www.facebook.com/alagraphics#!/alagraphics
http://www.alastore.ala.org/detail.aspx?ID=2823
http://www.alastore.ala.org/detail.aspx?ID=2823
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event is an opportunity for bookmobile fans to make their support
known—thanking bookmobile staff, writing a letter or email to their
libraries, or voicing their support to community leaders. And check
out more historical bookmobileana on Larry Nix’s blog....
OLOS Columns, Apr. 6; Library History Buff Blog, Apr. 6

ALA is us, and we’re looking younger
ALA is us: This was the overall message of Jim Rettig’s article, “Is the
Association Ripe for Rebellion?” in American Libraries in January. If
we don’t like it, he says, we should quit whining and do something
about it. He’s absolutely right. Complaining accomplishes nothing. It’s
easy to forget the experience of being a brand-new ALA member.
Despite the challenges they face, many young members are actively
working for change already....
ALA Membership Blog, Apr. 6

Participate in or help sponsor the 8th Annual
Training Showcase
The training showcase is a poster-type session at the ALA Annual
Conference that gives participants, exhibitors, and sponsors a chance
to show best practices in library training, learning, and continuing
education. It will be held the afternoon of Sunday, June 26. The
planning committee is on the lookout for libraries, library
organizations, presenters, speakers, and vendors to participate—
anyone who has a great training or staff development program they’d
like to share. Apply by April 30....
ALA Learning, Apr. 6

How-To Handbooks help patrons use
library tools
Part of library advocacy is reminding people of the
wide range of resources and support their local library
offers to help them address important issues. The new
series of Library How-To Handbooks from ALA Editions
does just that, promoting the library as the best
source of information on finding out how to pay for
college or how to look for a job....
ALA Editions, Apr. 4

The best Día programming ideas
An annual celebration of children, families and
reading since 1996, Children’s Day/Book Day, known
as Día, emphasizes the importance of literacy for
children of all linguistic and cultural backgrounds.
Just in time for Día’s 15th anniversary, ALA Editions
and ALSC present “El día de los niños/El día de los
libros: Building a Culture of Literacy in Your
Community through Día,” by Jeanette Larson, which
offers a wealth of ready-to-use programs, easily adaptable for a
variety of cultures....
ALA Editions, Apr. 5

Library Advocacy
1991

Perpetual Beta

Inside Scoop

Ask the ALA
Librarian

Librarian’s Library

Solutions and
Services

AL Focus

Great Libraries
of the World

Library Company of
Philadelphia. An
independent research
library specializing in
American history and
culture in the 17th–
19th centuries that is
open to the public free
of charge, the Library
Company houses a
noncirculating
collection of rare
books, manuscripts,
broadsides, ephemera,
prints, photographs,
and works of art. It
was founded in 1731
by Benjamin Franklin
as a subscription
library supported by its
shareholders, as it is
to this day.

http://libraryhistorybuff.blogspot.com/2011/04/bookmobileana.html
http://www.americanlibrariesmagazine.org/ala-members-blog/ala-us-and-we-re-looking-younger-every-day
http://americanlibrariesmagazine.org/features/01042011/association-ripe-rebellion
http://americanlibrariesmagazine.org/features/01042011/association-ripe-rebellion
http://alalearning.org/2011/04/06/apply-now-to-be-a-sponsor-or-participant-in-the-8th-annual-training-showcase/
http://alalearning.org/2011/04/06/apply-now-to-be-a-sponsor-or-participant-in-the-8th-annual-training-showcase/
http://www.americanlibrariesmagazine.org/news/ala/how-handbooks-help-patrons-get-most-out-library
http://www.americanlibrariesmagazine.org/news/ala/how-handbooks-help-patrons-get-most-out-library
http://www.americanlibrariesmagazine.org/news/ala/best-programming-ideas-building-culture-literacy-through-d
http://americanlibrariesmagazine.org/features/03222011/building-culture-literacy-through-d
http://www.alastore.ala.org/detail.aspx?ID=3106
http://www.alastore.ala.org/detail.aspx?ID=3106
http://www.alastore.ala.org/detail.aspx?ID=3106
http://americanlibrariesmagazine.org/features/04042011/library-advocacy-one-message-one-voice
http://americanlibrariesmagazine.org/features/04042011/library-advocacy-one-message-one-voice
http://americanlibrariesmagazine.org/features/04042011/library-advocacy-one-message-one-voice
http://www.americanlibrariesmagazine.org/perpetualbeta
http://www.americanlibrariesmagazine.org/insidescoop
http://www.americanlibrariesmagazine.org/askthelibrarian
http://www.americanlibrariesmagazine.org/askthelibrarian
http://www.americanlibrariesmagazine.org/columns/librarians-library
http://www.americanlibrariesmagazine.org/solutions-and-services
http://www.americanlibrariesmagazine.org/solutions-and-services
http://www.americanlibrariesmagazine.org/al_focus
http://www.librarycompany.org/
http://www.librarycompany.org/
http://www.librarycompany.org/about/index.htm
http://www.librarycompany.org/about/index.htm
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Featured review: Series
nonfiction for youth
Stefoff, Rebecca. Stephen King. From the
Today’s Writers and Their Works series.
Grades 9–12. Sept. 2010. 184p. Marshall
Cavendish, library edition (978-0-7614-
4122-9).
It’s not just that Stephen King writes dark
material—it’s that he writes so much of it.
The formative years of this wildly prolific
master of the macabre are shown as vital to
his worldview: the discovered box of his dad’s H. P. Lovecraft
books; Sputnik-era Cold War fears; the activism and drug
experimentation of the ’60s; the famous first three pages of
Carrie that his wife, Tabitha, rescued from a trash can in 1972.
Stefoff then has the daunting job of synthesizing King’s
gazillion books and movies without losing pace with his
personal life and publishing experiments, a task she pulls off
swimmingly....

Top 10 series nonfiction:
2011
Daniel Kraus writes: “It was a
stellar year for series aimed at older readers—8 of the top 10
new series launched in the past year are aimed at middle- and
high-school readers. Not only that, but there is a notable dark
streak: vampires, true crime, and the Holocaust. Not the
lightest of fare but great reading regardless.”...

Free Booklist webinars in April
Booklist’s free webinar series is growing rapidly, attracting
crowds of attendees. Booklist editors host leading
practitioners, authors, and publishers’ representatives at least
once a month on a variety of topics that offer immediate tips,
tools, and resources. The webinars are recorded and archived
on the Booklist Online webinars page. In April, webinars on
tackling tough topics, graphic novels, multimedia, and high-
demand mysteries will be offered....
Booklist Online Learning, Apr. 4

@ Visit Booklist Online for other reviews and much more....

New Orleans Update

New Orleans restaurants
Dining is a passionate art form in New Orleans.
The city’s restaurants and chefs are world-
renowned and award-winning, and they will
make your visit to New Orleans an unforgettable
experience. NewOrleansRestaurants.com makes it

Linderman Library,
Lehigh University,
Bethlehem,
Pennsylvania.
Designed by
Philadelphia architect
Addison Hutton and
built by founder Asa
Packer in 1878 as a
memorial to his
daughter, Lucy Packer
Linderman, the
Venetian Gothic library
was made of iron and
several varieties of
stone, with white-tile
walls that amplified
the gas illumination
and a central rotunda
that featured a hand-
painted stained glass
window. Extensive
renovations in 2007–
2009 added new
classrooms and
seminar rooms, a
humanities commons,
new computer
technology, climate
controls, collaborative
student spaces, and a
glass wall between the
1878 library and its
1929 addition that
allows people to see
the old library as they
walk in.

This AL Direct feature
showcases 250 libraries
around the world that are
notable for their exquisite
architecture, historic
collections, and innovative
services. If you find yourself
on vacation near one of
them, be sure to stop by for
a visit. The entire list will be
available in The Whole
Library Handbook 5, edited

http://www.booklistonline.com/ProductInfo.aspx?pid=4684605
http://www.booklistonline.com/ProductInfo.aspx?pid=4684605
http://www.booklistonline.com/ProductInfo.aspx?pid=4701699
http://www.booklistonline.com/ProductInfo.aspx?pid=4701699
http://www.americanlibrariesmagazine.org/news/ala/tough-topics-graphic-novels-multimedia-and-mysteries-free-booklist-webinars-april
http://www.americanlibrariesmagazine.org/news/ala/tough-topics-graphic-novels-multimedia-and-mysteries-free-booklist-webinars-april
http://www.americanlibrariesmagazine.org/news/ala/tough-topics-graphic-novels-multimedia-and-mysteries-free-booklist-webinars-april
http://www.booklistonline.com/GeneralInfo.aspx?id=63
http://www.booklistonline.com/
http://www.neworleansrestaurants.com/restaurants/
http://library.lehigh.edu/
http://www3.lehigh.edu/News/V2news_story.asp?iNewsID=2084
http://www.alastore.ala.org/detail.aspx?ID=3092
http://www.alastore.ala.org/detail.aspx?ID=3092
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easier for you to make your dining reservations
ahead of time. Click each restaurant listed here
for further information and follow the links at top
right for their menu, location, dress code, and hours of operation....
NewOrleansRestaurants.com

New Orleans Botanical Garden
The New Orleans Botanical Garden has its roots
in the Great Depression as a project of the
Works Progress Administration. Originally known
as the City Park Rose Garden, the garden
opened in 1936 as New Orleans’ first public
classical garden. The garden’s collections
contain over 2,000 varieties of plants from all
over the world, set among the nation’s largest stand of mature live
oaks. Its Thursdays at Twilight concert program offers visitors a
chance to stroll through the gardens at dusk, then settle in with a
mint julep and enjoy the finest jazz, classical, and Latin American
musicians the city has to offer....
New Orleans Botanical Garden

Traveling with less luggage
Myscha Theriault writes: “Thanks to security hurdles and checked-
baggage fees, limiting luggage has become less of an extreme travel
choice and more of a survival strategy. After living for six months out
of one small backpack, I learned a thing or two about traveling light.
Here are my top tips for traveling with less luggage.”...
McClatchy-Tribune News Service, Mar. 28

What happens after you check your bag
Brett Snyder writes: “On March 30, I attended the official launch of a
new inline baggage screening system in Delta’s Terminal 5 at LAX.
After taking the tour, it dawned on me that a lot of people probably
don’t know what happens to their bags after they kiss them goodbye.
So, let’s talk about it. But first, let’s talk about what inline baggage
screening is.”...
The Cranky Flier, Mar. 31

Division News

ACRL talks Google Books, ROI, digitizing 
Jennifer Howard writes: “Like many other people, academic librarians
are wondering what happens now that a federal judge has tossed out
the proposed settlement in the lawsuit over Google’s book-scanning
project. Some of them got together for an informal roundtable
discussion of the ruling at the ACRL conference in Philadelphia. The
discussion was led by Corey Williams, associate director of the ALA
Office of Government Relations.” Presenters also took up the problem
of how libraries can demonstrate their value to their institutions, and
whether conventional attempts to measure return on investment are
any use in that campaign. Digitizing campus newspapers was another
topic....
Chronicle of Higher Education, Apr. 1; Wired Campus, Apr. 1

by George M. Eberhart, which
is scheduled for publication
later this year by ALA
Editions.

Career Leads
from

Digital Repository
Manager, Brown
University, Providence,
Rhode Island. Oversees
the development of the
Brown Digital
Repository (BDR), a
Fedora Commons–
based initiative that is a
locus for digital objects
that support scholarly
work at Brown.
Supervises the Digital
Repository Programmer
and will manage and
contribute to
collaborative
development efforts to
deliver critical
repository services for
the university. Works
with librarians in the
Scholarly Resources
group to establish data
ingestion, curation, and
publication practices in
support of research

http://www.garden.neworleanscitypark.com/
http://www.garden.neworleanscitypark.com/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=12:thursdays-at-twilight-garden-concert-series&catid=5:concerts&Itemid=38
http://www.chicagotribune.com/travel/sns-travel-with-less-luggage,0,1329485.story
http://crankyflier.com/2011/03/31/what-happens-after-you-check-your-bag/
http://chronicle.com/blogs/wiredcampus/librarians-talk-google-books-orphan-works-and-whats-next/30700
http://chronicle.com/article/College-Librarians-Look-at/126975/
http://chronicle.com/blogs/wiredcampus/archive-watch-digitizing-the-campus-newspaper/30717
http://ala.informz.net/ala/archives/archive_1212744.html
http://joblist.ala.org/modules/jobseeker/Digital-Repository-Manager/16959.cfm
http://joblist.ala.org/modules/jobseeker/Digital-Repository-Manager/16959.cfm
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ACRL conference Flickr photos
Check out these photos tagged with acrl2011
and relive ACRL’s 2011 Philadelphia Conference,
March 30–April 2. Also, check out the Twitter
feed #acrl2011 to see ongoing comments. On
the right is Baylor University E-Learning
Librarian Ellen Filgo and her poster session on
“Hashtag Librarian: Embedded in a Class Via Twitter and Blogs.” And
here is a listing of conference papers with links to their PDF files....
ACRL

R U a frump?
Will Manley writes: “It seems that all the
twitterati and friend feeders have their shirts,
pants, blouses, and dresses in a knot over a
keynote address given at the recent ACRL
conference in Philadelphia. The address was
given by Clinton Kelly (right), a man I had never
heard of because I choose not to waste time
and money on television service. Clinton Kelly,
according to his Wikipedia article, is a fashion expert who has a highly
popular television show called What Not to Wear. What not to wear is
always a sore subject with librarians.”...
Will Unwound, Apr. 4

PLA’s Virtual Spring Symposium
On March 30, PLA offered more than 675
online attendees a full day of professional
development during its first-ever Virtual
Spring Symposium. Participants gathered in
groups at their libraries or watched on their
own throughout the United States and
Canada, with one attendee logging on from
the United Kingdom. PLA’s next virtual conference event will be in
conjunction with the 2012 PLA Conference, March 13–17....
PLA, Apr. 5

New AASL advocacy brochures
AASL is offering a new advocacy tool to help school
librarians generate and guide discussions with
stakeholders about quality school library programs.
School Library Programs Improve Student Learning is
a series of brochures, each designed to speak to a
specific stakeholder audience within the school library
community, including administrators, policymakers,
parents, and teachers. The series will be released successively
throughout April and May. Brochures will be freely available for
download and for purchase in packs of 25....
AASL, Apr. 4

AASL and Figment.com: Teen writing
contest
In honor of the 2011 School Library Month theme,
“Create Your Own Story,” AASL and Figment.com have
collaborated to present a month-long story-writing
festival for teens. Students age 13 and up are invited
to participate in four story-writing contests to be
judged by some of young adult literature’s most exciting authors:
Gayle Forman (this week, right), Alyson Noel, Lauren Oliver, and

across the disciplines,
including new forms of
user-controlled
information
management....

@ More jobs...

Digital Library
of the Week

The Digital Library of
the Caribbean is a
cooperative digital
library of resources
from and about the
Caribbean and circum-
Caribbean. The library
provides access to
digitized versions of
cultural, historical, and
research materials
currently held in
archives, libraries, and
private collections. The
amount of open access
content it provides
surpasses many
commercial Caribbean
collections. Some of its
special features
include the Caribbean
Newspaper Digital
Library, the Caribbean
Map Collection, and
Haiti: An Island
Luminous.
Administered by
Florida International

http://www.flickr.com/photos/davidsilver/5580345119/
http://www.flickr.com/photos/jenica26/5586518005/
http://www.flickr.com/photos/tags/acrl2011/
http://search.twitter.com/search?q=%23acrl2011
http://www.ala.org/ala/mgrps/divs/acrl/events/national/2011/papers/index.cfm
http://willmanley.com/2011/04/04/will-unwound-405-r-u-a-frump/
http://www.americanlibrariesmagazine.org/news/ala/pla-delivers-its-inaugural-virtual-spring-symposium-more-675-participants
http://pla.org/ala/mgrps/divs/pla/plaevents/plaspringsymposium/index.cfm
http://pla.org/ala/mgrps/divs/pla/plaevents/plaspringsymposium/index.cfm
http://www.americanlibrariesmagazine.org/news/ala/new-aasl-advocacy-brochure-series-helps-school-librarians-guide-discussion-stakeholders
http://www.ala.org/ala/mgrps/divs/aasl/aaslissues/brochures/advocacybrochures.cfm
http://www.alastore.ala.org/detail.aspx?ID=3360
http://www.americanlibrariesmagazine.org/news/ala/aasl-and-figmentcom-celebrate-school-library-month-teen-writing-contest
http://www.americanlibrariesmagazine.org/news/ala/aasl-and-figmentcom-celebrate-school-library-month-teen-writing-contest
http://figment.com/
http://aasl.org/ala/mgrps/divs/aasl/aaslissues/slm/schoollibrary.cfm#figment
http://aasl.org/ala/mgrps/divs/aasl/aaslissues/slm/schoollibrary.cfm#figment
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Paolo Bacigalupi. A new contest in a different genre of creative fiction
will be announced each week in April....
AASL, Apr. 5

Nicholas Carr to join discussion at AASL
National Conference
Best-selling author Nicholas Carr will be on hand to
discuss “Is Google making us stupid?” during the AASL
15th National Conference and Exhibition in
Minneapolis, October 27–30. Chosen as the
conference-wide read for the One Book, One
Conference discussion, Carr’s book, The Shallows:
What the Internet is Doing to Our Brains, asks the
question, “As we enjoy the Net’s bounties, are we sacrificing our
ability to read and think deeply?”...
AASL, Apr. 5

Teens choose “Geek Out @ your library”
Hundreds of teens voted for the 2012 Teen Tech Week theme,
selecting Geek Out @ your library as their favorite, with 62% of the
vote. Using the theme, librarians will be able to build programs and
events that highlight the expansive technology offerings available to
teens, for free, at public and school libraries during next year’s
celebration, March 4–10. Teens who took the survey also answered
questions about how they used technology both at home or in school
and public libraries....
YALSA, Apr. 5

YALSA YA Forum in ALA Connect
Beginning this week, YALSA will host YA Forum, a monthly discussion
just for division members. Each discussion will focus on a specific
topic and will be moderated by an expert in the field. YA Forum is
hosted in YALSA’s space in ALA Connect. The April edition of YA
Forum focuses on self-censorship; Stephanie Reynolds, convenor of
YALSA’s intellectual freedom interest group, is the moderator....
YALSA, Apr. 5

Learning4Life student video
contest winners
AASL has announced announce the winners
of its “Learning4Life in My School Library”
student video contest. Launched in
December, the contest solicited videos
detailing how school libraries empower
students to be lifelong learners. Sixty-three entries were received,
and winners at the elementary, middle, and high school level were
selected based on the SchoolTube user rating system and a panel of
judges....
AASL, Apr. 4

Learn how QR codes can benefit your
library
On April 20, PLA will host a live, hour-long webinar,
“Cracking QR Codes: What Are They and How Can
They Help Your Library?” as part of its “Public
Libraries at Work” monthly webinar series. Carson
Block, IT director of the Poudre River (Colo.) Public
Library District, will lead this webinar designed to provide an
uncomplicated introduction to QR Codes. The deadline to register is
April 18....

University in
partnership with the
University of the Virgin
Islands and the
University of Florida,
the library’s technical
infrastructure is
provided by the
University of Florida in
association with the
Florida Center for
Library Automation.

Do you know of a digital
library collection that we can
mention in this AL Direct
feature? Tell us about it.
Browse previous Digital
Libraries of the Week at the I
Love Libraries site.

Public
Perception 
How the World 
Sees Us

“There something
definitely different
about playing the
New York Public
Library. There’s not
many venues I play
that have big stone
lions outside, apart
from my house, of
course.”

—Musician Elvis Costello, who
performed in November for a
small audience at the Stephen
A. Schwarzman Building,
Spinner, Mar. 31.

@ More quotes...
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PLA, Apr. 5

ALTAFF Special Outreach Services Luncheon
Sign up for ALTAFF’s Specialized Outreach Services luncheon June 25
and find out firsthand how three diverse individuals in Louisiana faced
change in their libraries and communities. Learn how they joined
forces with staff, trustees, Friends, local politicians, and the
community to make it all come together and create new beginnings
for their libraries. Advance ticket purchase required....
ALTAFF

Awards

Peter Suber wins L. Ray Patterson
Copyright Award
Peter Suber has been named this year’s recipient of
the L. Ray Patterson Copyright Award, which is given
by the Copyright Advisory Subcommittee of ALA’s
Office for Information Technology Policy in recognition
of the pursuit and support of the Constitutional
purpose of the U.S. Copyright Law, fair use, and the
public domain. Suber, a philosophy professor at Earlham College in
Richmond, Indiana, is cited for his work in the open access movement
in response to increasing costs of scholarly journals—an alternative
venue for scientific publishing that would provide free, public access
to scientific information for the public good....
District Dispatch, Apr. 6

Century Scholarship S.O.S.
The ASCLA Century Scholarship Committee finds itself without
sufficient funds to award the typical scholarship of $2,500 for FY2011.
The largest applicant pool in recent memory has applied for the
scholarship, and the winner will use funds to help pay for accessibility
tools not covered by standard financial aid. If you can contribute any
amount, please do so at this time....
ASCLA Blog, Apr. 5

2011 Tournament of Books
A Visit From the Goon Squad by Jennifer Egan has won
the 2011 Tournament of Books, an annual, irreverent
literary contest structured like and coinciding with the
NCAA basketball tournament, sponsored by The
Morning News. A team of literary judges decided each
round of the competition, and all the judges voted on
the final two books: Jonathan Franzen’s Freedom and
Egan’s novel. Egan earned nine votes; Franzen earned
eight....
GalleyCat, Apr. 4

Seen Online

Ruling spurs effort to form Digital Public Library

Confront Your Clutter!
Downsize! by Wanda
Urbanska

Share Your Library Story in
17 Syllables and 140
Characters

Money Smart Week @ your
library

John Garfield, Film Noir and
the Hollywood Blacklist

Explore the Abraham
Lincoln Collection 

Library of Congress Selects
25 Films for Preservation

Great Songs and the Artists
Who Created Them: Laura
Nyro's And When I Die

Have You Filed Your 2010
Federal Individual Income
Tax Return? by Carlon B.
Walker

 Join Us on Facebook

Subscribe to our 
Newsletter

TweetWatch

Follow:
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Now that a federal judge in New York has derailed Google’s bold plan
to build the world’s largest digital library and bookstore, some
scholars and librarians see an opportunity to bring new urgency to a
project to create a universal public library—one that, they say, would
be far superior to Google’s because it would not be commercial. The
lofty effort, the Digital Public Library of America, counts a long list of
heavyweights among its supporters, but the endeavor remains in its
infancy....
New York Times, Apr. 4

In wake of lawsuit, Wisconsin library
reschedules anti-abortion film
A Wausau, Wisconsin, anti-abortion group went
forward with plans to show the anti-abortion
documentary Blood Money April 3 in the downtown
library after county officials determined there was not
enough evidence that protests would lead to a civil
disturbance—the reason given as to why they had
offered to move the screening to a nonlibrary public
meeting room. In response, Peter Breen, an attorney representing
three Wausau members of the group 40 Days for Life, withdrew a
request for a restraining order against library Director Ralph Illick and
other county officials....
Wausau (Wis.) Daily Herald, Apr. 1

Pastor hacks library’s filter to
view child porn
The case of a Hernando, Mississippi,
minister busted for child porn on a public
library computer has tongues wagging. Oak
Grove Baptist Church Pastor Eddie Prince
faces one count of possession of child
pornography. His arrest has people wondering how he got caught
doing such a private thing in the middle of the Hernando Public
Library. But library staffers saw Prince in December and reported him
to the manager, who called police. Patron Sharon Savittieri thinks the
public library is one of the best places to use a computer to access
the internet, because of its usually effective filters....
WREG-TV, Memphis, Tenn., Apr. 5

Houston libraries brace for cuts, layoffs
Already squeezed by curtailed hours and reduced staff, Houston Public
Library officials pulled the budget belt a notch tighter April 1, telling
the city how they plan to cope with an expected budget cut of almost
$10 million for the fiscal year starting July 1. Library Director Rhea
Lawson told employees that the budget reduction will mean reduced
staffing and closure of some of the system’s 42 branches. Workers
affected by the cuts will be informed by May 1....
Houston Chronicle, Apr. 1

Wisconsin Library Legislative Day—
finally
Despite having been rescheduled on a day of
rainy, cold weather, nearly 200 individuals
attended Library Legislative Day on March 22 in
Madison. Marshall Community Library Director
Diana Skalitzky attended the event to let Rep.
Keith Ripp (right) and Sen. Mark Miller know
how the local library serves the community and why the repeal of
maintenance of effort could cause problems....

Kansas Library
Asssociation, Annual
Conference, Topeka,
Apr. 6–8, at:
#kla2011

Oregon Library
Association, Annual
Conference, Salem,
Apr. 6–8, at:
#ola11

American Association
of Community
Colleges, Annual
Convention, New
Orleans, Apr. 9–12,
at:
#aacc2011

National Library Week,
Apr. 10–16, at:
#nlw11

Texas Library
Association, Annual
Conference, Austin,
Apr. 12–15, at:
#txla11

National Bookmobile
Day, Apr. 13, at:
#nbd2011

American Libraries
news stories, blog
posts, tweets, and
videos, at: 
amlibraries

Calendar

Apr. 19:
So, You Want to Get
Out of Print:
Strategies and
Perspectives from
Publishers and
Librarians, webinar,
1–2:30 p.m. Eastern
time. Sponsored by the
Society for Scholarly
Publishing.

May 2–3:
Connecticut Library
Association, Annual
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WLA Blog, Mar. 30; Waterloo and Marshall (Wis.) Courier, Mar. 30

Modified filtering bill gets Idaho lawmakers’
approval
Legislation to require library computers to use filtering software to
block content deemed offensive to minors has cleared the Idaho
legislature. The Idaho House voted 69–0 to approve the bill April 5,
sending it to the governor’s desk. The measure now gives libraries
more flexibility in blocking content and deciding when filters should be
turned off, a compromise asked for by the Idaho Library
Association....
Boise Idaho Statesman, Apr. 5

Newport Beach library story went a bit too far
Little did city officials in Newport Beach, California, know that the
concept of doing away with books would spark the ire of librarians,
book lovers, and library users around the world. Some even thought
that the city was doing away with books at its libraries entirely, which
was not the case. To be clear, Newport Beach Public Library Services
Director Cynthia Cowell proposed shuttering the nearly 60-year-old
Balboa branch (the city’s original library) and instead open an
electronic branch at Marina Park when a planned community center is
completed....
Newport Beach (Calif.) Daily Pilot, Apr. 4

University of Hawaii librarian wins bias case
Vickery Lebbin has been promoted from Librarian IV to Librarian V at
Hamilton Library after the Hawaii Labor Relations Board ruled that she
was denied a promotion because of negative letters in her personnel
file criticizing her union activities. UH was also ordered to remove the
negative comments from Lebbin’s file and to post online information
about the case....
Pacific Business News, Apr. 1; University of Hawaii System

Indian state bans book hinting Gandhi
had gay lover
A state in western India banned Pulitzer-Prize winner
Joseph Lelyveld’s new book about Mahatma Gandhi
after reviews saying it hinted that the father of India’s
independence had a homosexual relationship. The
author says his work is being misinterpreted. Gujarat’s
state assembly voted unanimously March 30 to
immediately ban Great Soul: Mahatma Gandhi and His
Struggle with India. The book has not yet been released in India, so
few there have actually read it....
Associated Press, Mar. 30

EFF backs California digital reading privacy bill
California Sen. Leland Yee (D-San Francisco) has introduced the
Reader Privacy Act of 2011 (SB 602) with backing from the California
Affiliates of the American Civil Liberties Union and the Electronic
Frontier Foundation. The legislation would require the government and
other third parties to get a warrant or court order to obtain access to
sensitive reading records. The bill mirrors the privacy and free speech
safeguards in the California constitution and other areas of California
law....
Electronic Frontier Foundation, Mar. 30

School librarian correctly picks
Final Four

Conference, Stamford
Hilton, Stamford.
“Come Together, Move
Forward.”

May 2–4:
New Jersey Library
Association, Annual
Conference, Ocean
Place, Long Branch.
“Equality, Liberty,
Opportunity: Libraries
Are Essential.”

May 4:
Day Against DRM. An
opportunity to unite a
wide range of projects,
public interest
organizations,
websites, and
individuals in an effort
to raise public
awareness.

May 4–6:
Florida Library
Association, Annual
Conference, Doubletree
Hotel at the Entrance
to Universal Orlando.
“Open Libraries...Open
Minds.”

May 4–6:
Maryland / Delaware
Library Associations,
Joint Conference,
Clarion Resort, Ocean
City, Maryland.
“Library Heaven 2011.”

May 11–13:
Utah Library
Association, Annual
Conference, Davis
Conference Center,
Layton. “Utah
Libraries: At the Core
of Our Communities.”

May 13:
LIBRIS 2011,
conference,
Orangeburg-Calhoun
Technical College,
Orangeburg, South
Carolina.
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Using a mix of favorite numbers, letters,
and animals, a school librarian was the
only person to correctly pick the Final Four
teams in the NCAA basketball tournament
out of 3 million submissions to a Yahoo
contest. Diana Inch (right), a librarian at
Jefferson (Oreg.) High School, correctly picked Butler, Kentucky,
UConn, and VCU. She will win $5,000 in the Yahoo! Tourney Pic ’Em
contest. In this exclusive interview with Roto Arcade, Inch reveals her
unusual strategy....
KGW-TV, Portland, Oreg., Apr. 1; Yahoo! Sports: Roto Arcade, Mar. 31

Kate Mossman, roller derby demon
During the day, Everett (Wash.) Public Library
Assistant Director Kate Mossman (right) is the
consummate professional, all buttoned-up blouses and
tailored slacks. But at night, out comes the black T-
shirt and spandex shorts, the pads, the helmet, and
the mouth guard. Mossman is a speed demon on eight
wheels, the captain of a local roller derby team called
the Camaro Harem, and her nickname is “Unshine.”...
Everett (Wash.) Herald, Apr. 4

NYU food library joins the big leagues
In February, New York University’s Fales Library and
Special Collections acquired 21,000 books about food
and cooking that were donated by George and Jennifer
Lang, the longtime owners of Café des Artistes on the
Upper West Side. That made the Fales collection one of
the largest culinary collections in the country. Fales
Director Marvin J. Taylor said the collection focuses less
on menus and more on cookbooks and food-related
items like pamphlets....
New York Times: City Desk, Apr. 5

Johnson Bayou branch opens,
more than five years after Rita
The Johnson Bayou branch of the Cameron
Parish (La.) Library has opened its doors for
the first time since Hurricane Rita in
September 2005. The community invited state
and local officials to a March 31 ribbon-cutting
ceremony to celebrate the first reopening of a library in the parish
since Rita destroyed four library branches. The building was built to
resemble a lighthouse, serving as a beacon of knowledge and hope....
KPLC-TV, Lake Charles, La., Mar. 31

Main library in Gary to close
Readers in Gary, Indiana, are losing their
main library and one branch to cost-
cutting. Library board members had the
choice of maintaining the main library at a
cost of $2 million each year to operate, or
closing each of the five branches, which
cost between $200,000 to $500,000. Board President Tony Walker
said the March 28 decision was not popular, but there were no good
options. A total of 30 library workers stand to lose their jobs....
WBBM-TV, Chicago, Mar. 30

May 13–18:
Medical Library
Association, Annual
Conference,
Minneapolis Convention
Center, Minneapolis.
“Rethink.”

May 15–20:
IFLA Metropolitan
Libraries
Section,Annual
Conference, Queens
Library, Jamaica, New
York. “The Metropolitan
Library: A Diverse
Community.”

May 16–19:
Academic Library
Development and
Advancement
Network, Annual
Conference, High
Country Conference
Center, Northern
Arizona University,
Flagstaff, Arizona.
“Take a Road Trip
through Academic
Library Fundraising.”

May 20:
Mobile Technologies
in Libraries Forum,
Chemical Heritage
Foundation Conference
Center, Philadelphia.
Sponsored by the
National Information
Standards
Organization.

May 24:
Vermont Library
Association, Annual
Conference, St.
Michael’s College,
Colchester. “Something
to Offend Everyone.”

June 1–3:
Society for Scholarly
Publishing, Annual
Meeting, Westin Copley
Place, Boston. “It’s
What Counts: How
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Teen stabbed in Steamboat Springs library
A Steamboat Springs, Colorado, teenager was taken to the hospital
with knife wounds to both hands after police said a man stabbed him
April 4 during an altercation at Bud Werner Memorial Library. Police
arrested Adam Huber, 40, and placed him in custody at Routt County
Jail. Witnesses in the reading area said a group of three teenage boys
grew increasingly rowdy on the balcony above the teen reading area
before Huber grabbed one of the teens by the coat....
Steamboat (Colo.) Today, Apr. 4

Woman arrested after disturbance in college library
Police and a woman they arrested in the Los Medanos College library
in Pittsburg, California, are providing differing accounts of what led to
a March 28 struggle in which she struck her head. Police say
Raychelle Williams ignored commands to leave the library after
speaking on her cellphone Monday, but Williams and a witness
disputed the accusations. An officer “grabbed my arm and he threw
me into a bookshelf,” Williams said....
San Jose (Calif.) Mercury News, Mar. 30

Go back to the Top

Tech Talk
The best free software of 2011
Eric Griffith writes: “Every year at this time, PCMag
takes a look at what is worth installing on your PC
—software that’s totally free that does the job as
well as, if not better, than the big boys. That’s not
to say programs from Microsoft, Adobe, and
hundreds of other developers aren’t worthwhile, but
you should always be aware of your options,
especially when they’re free. With that in mind, we’re here again to
gather the best of the freebies.” The software is grouped by category,
from anti-malware to video....
PC Magazine, Apr. 4

Get the most from YouTube
Editor
Amy-Mae Elliott writes: “YouTube’s online
Editor launched in June 2010 as a very
basic video editing suite. Now it has seven
full-time developers working on it and new
features are gradually being introduced.
Mashable spoke to Tom Bridgwater, a YouTube software engineer,
about how to get the most from the free video editing software. If
you’d like to know how to trim your videos, improve the image
quality, and add free music, then take a look through this gallery of
short video demos.”...
Mashable, Apr. 3

Gender gaps in library tech
Michael Steeleworthy writes: “Like most
professions, there are gender gaps in
librarianship. Every day, I am surrounded
by women. These women are top-rate
librarians who are moving and shaking in
their respective fields. So that’s why my stomach turned inside out
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when I read this Library Journal article on the future of the ILS. But
when you’re reading it, take a close look at this photograph (above).
This roundtable of 13 LIS experts has only two women in it.”...
The Zeds: Academic Librarianship, Apr. 2; Library Journal, Apr. 1

Rip, store, and organize: The
ultimate media guide
Robert Heron and Tim Ferrill write: “We
will show you how to rip, convert, store,
and stream all your media—while retaining
the highest possible level of quality. The
first step is to transform your collection of CDs, DVDs, and Blu-ray
discs into files that can be played on the platform of your choice.
Regardless of your storage method, you’ll initially want to spend some
time making sure you have an optimized file hierarchy for your
library.”...
Maximum PC, Apr. 4

Spoiled by the all-in-one gadget
Sam Grobart writes: “AT&T’s March 20
announcement that it plans to acquire T-Mobile
was quickly analyzed to be bad news for
consumers. If the merger is approved, rates are
likely to go up. But a rise in rates would bring the
United States in line with many other countries.
Consider what a smartphone can do, and the devices it replaces, and
its value increases. A refurbished iPhone 3GS is currently on sale for
$19. With the least-expensive data and voice plans and a two-year
contract, a customer would pay around $1,800 over 24 months,
including taxes and fees.”...
New York Times, Mar. 26

Four useful Twitter automation
tools
Kristi Hines writes: “While some automation
tools do nothing but make your social media profile look like an
announcement board, other tools can be used to sync right into your
normal engagement to give it a helpful boost. Here are some Twitter
automation tools, services, and tips, which when used the right way,
can be a valuable addition to your social media strategy.”...
Social Media Examiner, Mar. 30

Twitter brings out advanced search, discovery
algorithms
M. G. Siegler writes: “A couple weeks ago, we wished Twitter a happy
5th birthday, but also noted that there was still much work to be
done. On April 4, Twitter has taken a few small steps to alleviate at
least one of those issues. In a blog post, Twitter notes that an update
to its search algorithms will now suggest key accounts to follow for
any topic you search for. The other key change: Twitter has finally
ported over Advanced Search from the Twitter Search standalone
site.”...
TechCrunch, Apr. 4; Twitter Blog, Apr. 4

Check out Cuyahoga County Library’s checkout app
In anticipation of National Library Week, April 10–16, Cuyahoga
County (Ohio) Public Library announced on its Facebook Wall that it
will soon be launching CCPL Mobile, which will enable patrons to
check out items sitting on library shelves with their smartphones. The
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app will be available to CCPL cardholders for free from the app stores
of all smartphone and tablet platforms, including Android, BlackBerry,
J2ME, Palm OS, Symbian S60, Windows Mobile, iPhone, and iPad....
Cuyahoga County (Ohio) Public Library, Apr. 5

Insert special characters in documents,
email, and web pages
Rick Broida writes: “Earlier today I needed to use the
word cliché in a blog post. (Well, two posts, if you
count this one.) Just one problem: My keyboard
doesn’t have an ‘accented-e’ key. Most word
processors offer an ‘insert symbol’ feature, but if
you’re working elsewhere—text editor, email client,
web form—you probably won’t find such a tool. One
option is to use the Character Map utility which is
bundled into Windows. Here’s a more complete Character Map list of
these Alt codes.”...
PC World, Apr. 5

News from the typosphere
Manual typewriters aren’t going gently into the
good night of the digital era. Old Underwoods,
Smith Coronas, and Remingtons are attracting
fresh converts who recognize them as well-
designed, functional, and beautiful machines. At a
series of events called “type-ins,” they’ve been
gathering in bars and bookstores to flaunt a sort of post-digital style
and gravitas, tapping out letters to send via snail mail and competing
to see who can bang away the fastest. Check out Life magazine’s
gallery of famous people and their typewriters and Ron “Typewriter”
Mingo, the world’s fastest typist (2:54)....
New York Times, Mar. 30; Life, Apr. 1; YouTube, Mar. 27, 2009

Five ways to reuse an Altoids tin
Brett McKay writes: “#1. iPod case. Take an
Altoids tin, add a little foam or other padding
like felt, cut a hole in it, and voilà—you’ve
got yourself a sturdy iPod Nano or Shuffle
carrying case. The case will protect the iPod
from scratches and other damage, deter
would-be thieves, and keep your headphones and iPod together in
one place. And you don’t even have to take your iPod out to listen to
it; the headphones go through the hole. People will wonder if you’re
listening to your mints.”...
Life Scoop, Apr. 4

Publishing
Gone with the Wind
manuscript rediscovered
A page from American literary history,
stored away at the Pequot Library in
Southport, Connecticut, since the 1950s
and rarely on public view, is back in the
spotlight. The last four chapters of the
final typescript of the novel Gone With
the Wind—believed to have been burned
by the husband of author Margaret Mitchell following her death in
1949—will be exhibited through May 7 to celebrate the 75th
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anniversary of the book. The manuscript was donated to the library
by George P. Brett Jr., head of Macmillan publishing and president of
the library in 1953–1958. The only other remaining chapters of the
typescript are chapters 43 and 44, held in a vault in Atlanta....
Bridgeport Connecticut Post, Mar. 30

New U.S. Government Manual
now online
A new, web-based edition of the United States Government Manual,
the official handbook of the federal government, is now online. The
Office of the Federal Register developed the new edition with the
Government Printing Office to provide more timely access to the
organizations, programs, and leadership of the federal government.
The new version will be continuously updated to reflect changes in
government throughout the year—a marked improvement over the
annual snapshot in the printed edition....
OFR Blog, Apr. 4

Academic Video Online Complete 
Electronic publisher Alexander Street Press has
announced plans to launch an integrated online
repository of academic video titles. The new
platform, Academic Video Online Complete, will also
make it possible for subscribers to cross-search all of
their Alexander Street videos from a single interface.
New collections will include art and architecture,
religion and philosophy, law and criminal justice,
politics and current affairs, among others. The company also launched
three new video collections: Filmakers Library Online, Education in
Video, and Counseling and Therapy in Video, Volume II. Take
advantage of the Sneak Peek at the top of this newsletter....
Alexander Street Press, Apr. 5

The future of libraries in the e-book age
Lynn Neary writes: “A lot of attention has been focused on the way
bookstores and publishing companies are managing the e-book
revolution. The role of libraries has often been overlooked. But when
HarperCollins Publishing Co. recently announced a new policy that
would limit the number of times its e-books can be borrowed, it
sparked a larger conversation about the future of libraries in the
digital age.”...
NPR: All Things Considered, Apr. 4

Listen up! It’s National Poetry Month
Mary Burkey writes: “Audiobooks + poetry =
perfect partners. There’s no better way to
experience the literary form created for oral
expression than through listening to a great
recitation. Audiobooks are a fantastic way to carry
a poem in your pocket on April 14 (National Poem
in Your Pocket Day) or any day during National
Poetry Month. Most major audiobook publishers have poetry in their
catalogs, but a few companies have extensive, excellent
collections.”...
Booklist Online: Audiobooker, Apr. 5

Top 10 books about teens behaving
badly
YA author Cat Clarke writes: “There’s nothing I like
better than settling down with a book about teenagers
doing something they shouldn’t. No one wants to read
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about teenagers going to school, behaving impeccably
in class, then going home and being polite to their
parents: Repeat and yawn. I want to read about the
bad kids, the misunderstood kids, the interesting kids.
I defy anyone to yawn over any of these: my top 10 books with teens
behaving badly.”...
The Guardian (U.K.), Apr. 4

Double Fold, double jeopardy
Rebecca Rego Barry writes: “Ten years ago this month,
the novelist and essayist Nicholson Baker published an
oddball of a book: a nonfiction jeremiad about library
policy in the United States called Double Fold: Libraries
and the Assault on Paper. One wonders how Baker
sold his publishers on a book about libraries, but he
had written a few essays for the New Yorker and other
magazines on topics like card catalogs and ‘books as
furniture’ that no doubt found a following. Glancing over my copy of
the book now, my spare marginalia belies the power this book has
had on me.”...
The Millions, Apr. 4

A reality check for Steinbeck and Charley
In the fall of 1960 an ailing, out-of-sorts John
Steinbeck, depleted as a novelist, decided that his
problem was he had lost touch with America. He
outfitted a pickup truck as a sort of land yacht and set
off from his home in Sag Harbor, New York, with his
French poodle, Charley, to drive across the country.
The idea was that he would travel alone, stay at
campgrounds, and reconnect himself with the country
by talking to the locals he met along the way. But his
1962 account of the trip, Travels with Charley, apparently contains a
large percentage of fiction....
New York Times, Apr. 3

Author’s heirs uncensor a classic war
novel
When James Jones’s novel From Here to Eternity
was published in 1951, a few things were gone that
had been in the original manuscript: explicit
mentions of gay sex and a number of four-letter
words. Jones objected to the changes at the time,
but eventually he gave in to his publisher, Scribner.
Sixty years later, Jones’s estate has made a deal
with e-book publisher Open Road to issue a digital
version that restores those cuts....
New York Times, Apr. 4

Why do people collect first
editions?
Laura Massey writes: “The most important
thing to keep in mind is that very few first
editions are actually valuable. A book’s
market price is dependent on many factors,
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including condition, scarcity, and demand.
For instance, the Harry Potter novels are
very popular, but so many first-edition
copies were printed of the later books in the series that even fine
copies are worth next to nothing. On the other hand, some books
that are scarce on the market are of little monetary value simply
because there is no demand for them.”...
The Cataloguer’s Desk, Mar. 28

Where did steampunk come from?
Jess Nevins writes: “The task of defining steampunk
has become surprisingly difficult. Wildly differing
definitions are currently in use. But certain tropes
appear in most definitions of steampunk. Steam
power and dirigibles are so common in steampunk as
to be stereotypical or even archetypal steampunk
iconography. The following is a baker’s dozen of the
more interesting uses of these steampunk tropes in
fiction of the pulp years.”...
io9, Apr. 4

Actions & Answers
An alternate reality game for
New York Public Library
Jane McGonigal is known for her
progressive thoughts on videogames and
how they can change the world. One of
the methods through which she
expresses her views is the alternate
reality game, a technique that combines the real world with concepts
found in games like quests and rewards. On May 20, McGonigal will
bring a new ARG to the New York Public Library to raise interest in its
collections. McGonigal’s Find the Future: The Game gives players
missions associated with 100 humanity-inspiring objects found in the
library. Watch the video (1:42)....
The Escapist, Apr. 2; YouTube, Mar. 28

25 new entries for the National
Recording Registry
Librarian of Congress James H. Billington named
25 new additions to the National Recording
Registry of the Library of Congress, ensuring that
these cultural, artistic, and historical recordings
always will be available to the American public.
The selections for the ninth annual registry bring
the total number of recordings to 325 and include the first recorded
sounds captured by Édouard-Léon Scott de Martinville in 1853 or
1854, as well as Al Green’s 1971 album Let’s Stay Together....
Library of Congress, Apr. 6

EPA strategic library plan lagging
The American Association of Law Libraries, the Medical Library
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Association, and the Special Libraries Association sent a letter (PDF
file) April 4 to Sen. Barbara Boxer (D-Calif.), Chair of the
Environment and Public Works Committee, to urge her to hold
additional oversight hearings on the Environmental Protection Agency
library network. A troubling report (PDF file) released by the
Government Accountability Office in November 2010 found that EPA
has still not finished its strategic plan, despite spending more than
three years on it....
AAAL Washington Blawg, Apr. 4

Libraries’ digital direction
Most college library directors would order print
books removed from the library if there was a
robust and trustworthy way to provide access to
electronic versions, according to Library Survey
2010: Insights from U.S. Academic Library
Directors (PDF file), a new report by Ithaka S+R that offers a
strategic analysis on the state of the library. The study also reveals
undercurrents of doubt from directors about how to proceed
strategically as their institutions navigate from print to electronic
collections. Most worry that they don’t know enough about the costs
and benefits of the various models of e-book access...
Inside Higher Ed, Apr. 4; Ithaka S+R, Apr. 4

A taxonomy of literacies
Lane Wilkinson writes: “We have digital
literacy, visual literacy, transliteracy, critical
literacy, information literacy, scientific
literacy, health literacy, computer literacy,
digital literacy, media literacy . . . the list
goes on and on. Nobody colors within the
lines, so there’s a lot of confusion out there.
What do we do with all these literacies everybody is arguing about
these days? After thinking it over for a few hours, here’s what I came
up with. It’s actually easy to identify two separate ways of thinking
about literacy: media-specific literacy and media-neutral literacy.”...
Sense and Reference, Mar. 30

Dedicated to standards (PDF file) 
Andrew Pace writes: “I have no qualms about expressing my love-
hate relationship with standards. For the decade that I have been
involved with NISO, I have both articulated the collective sigh heard
throughout the community whenever a standards initiative is
announced and decried lack of adherence to the most basic of
standards that make libraries more efficient and all of our jobs easier.
But truth be told, my patience for standards nay-sayers is waning
more quickly than it once did.”...
Information Standards Quarterly 23, no. 1 (Winter)

Seven good sources for
mathematics videos
Richard Byrne writes: “When I was a high school student, one of the
most frustrating things about doing mathematics homework was
getting home and not remembering one step that would make all of
the difference between having the right or wrong answer. Today’s
high school students don’t have that problem if they have internet
access at home. A student today can jump on the web and find some
tutorials to refresh his or her memory. Here are some good places to
find math tutorial videos on the web.”...
Free Technology for Teachers, Apr. 5
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No one starts at your website
David Lee King writes: “Guess what? Your patrons aren’t starting their
information searches at your library’s website. In fact, OCLC checked
that out. In its Perceptions of Libraries, 2010: Context and
Community report, OCLC found that no one starts their info searches
at a library website. Yep, a big, fat 0%. And you know what? That’s
ok. Here are a couple of thoughts about that.”...
David Lee King, Mar. 31

Information will out
Kate Sheehan writes: “For quite some time, I was under the
impression that ‘information wants to be free’ was a rallying cry for
access and simplicity, not content you didn’t have to pay for.
‘Information will out’ was the underlying meaning I focused on. Free
has long been the reason libraries are inconvenient. Many libraries
have worked out ways to ease patron pain when it comes to our
collections, but our hands are often tied when it comes to ease of
use.”...
ALA TechSource blog, Apr. 5

Birth year bash
Neil Hollands writes: “Here’s a fun theme for an
upcoming book group meeting: Ask each reader in
your group to select a book that represents the year
of his or her birth. For added fun, bring food or drinks
that were typical of the era, memorabilia, a copy of
the bestseller list, or a list of events that occurred
during the year (either literary happenings or
important events in the news). If your group is game
(and of a workable size), you might extend the birth
year bash for an entire cycle.”...
Booklist Online: Book Group Buzz, Mar. 30

Working with administrators
Jennifer Larson and Linda Braun write: “This is a collaborative blog
post written by a protégé and mentor in YALSA’s mentoring program.
Jennifer is the protégé and Linda is the mentor. We’ve been talking
about how to gain support for teen services and how to work with the
library administration to let them know all about the great activities
and work being done by teen librarians. As our conversations
developed, we realized that what we were talking about made for a
great series of blog posts. Our first is on how to gain support from
administration for teen projects.”...
YALSA Blog, Apr. 4

Wisconsin catalogers make a new
StoryCorps record
After the StoryCorps trailer set up in the La
Crosse (Wis.) Public Library parking lot, archivist
Anita Taylor Doering discovered that the library
would receive recordings of the La Crosse
interviews by responding to a survey. She
committed the library to cataloging what grew into 116 interviews into
the local catalog and WorldCat to make them more globally available.
StoryCorps has been so impressed with the quality of the item-level
record for each interview that it is considering using the cataloging as
a template for bibliographic records of StoryCorps interviews
nationally...
OCLC, Mar. 30

Gamify your library fines

http://www.davidleeking.com/2011/03/31/no-one-starts-at-your-website/
http://www.oclc.org/reports/2010perceptions.htm
http://www.oclc.org/reports/2010perceptions.htm
http://www.alatechsource.org/blog/2011/03/information-will-out.html
http://bookgroupbuzz.booklistonline.com/2011/03/30/birth-year-bash/
http://yalsa.ala.org/blog/2011/04/04/linda-jennifer-talk-about-working-with-administrators/
http://www.ala.org/ala/mgrps/divs/yalsa/profdev/mentoring.cfm
http://www.oclc.org/us/en/news/membership/2011/announcement2.htm
http://www.oclc.org/us/en/news/membership/2011/announcement2.htm
http://www.swissarmylibrarian.net/2011/03/31/gamify-your-library-fines/
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Brian Herzog writes: “Sweden is turning driving the speed limit into a
game, complete with cash rewards. Instead of just using traffic
cameras to catch people speeding, they’re also using them to catch
people obeying the speed limit. By following the law, those people
earn a chance at winning a share of the revenue generated by
speeding tickets. How awesome would it be to do this with library
overdue fines?”...
Swiss Army Librarian, Mar. 31; NPR: Weekend Edition, Mar. 27

Best library cover story ever
Larry Nix writes: “On May 8, 1952, two
Spaniards from Bilbao, Spain, sent a letter to
the Los Angeles Public Library in hopes of
winning a bet. The bet was based on the
envelope (right) in which the letter was
enclosed. The envelope was addressed only
with a drawing, and the bet was that this would be sufficient to get
the envelope and enclosed letter delivered to the library. The letter
(English on one side and Spanish on the other) requested that the
director of the library respond if it arrived safely.”...
Library History Buff Blog, Apr. 4

Go back to the Top

http://www.npr.org/2011/03/27/134866003/gamifying-the-system-to-create-better-behavior
http://libraryhistorybuff.blogspot.com/2011/04/best-library-cover-story-ever.html
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The State of America’s Libraries, 2011
The Great Recession may have come to an end,
but hard-pressed Americans continue to turn to
their local libraries for help in finding a job or
launching their own business. This and other library
trends of the past year are detailed in the State of
America’s Libraries, 2011, released during National
Library Week, April 10–16, as an American Libraries
digital supplement and on the ALA website. Here
are the key trends covered in the report....
Public Information Office, Apr. 11

Kicking our doors back open
Libraries have seen more than their share of
fiscal cliffhangers recently, and the
celebration of National Library Week, April 10–
16, offers no respite. But through the power
of social networks, a loyal customer base, and
elected officials who eventually read the
handwriting on the wall, some rays of light
permeate the gloom. Yet for those who see the library as a brick-and-
mortar collection of stuff, such as publishing consultant and e-book
enthusiast Mike Shatzkin, the institution seems to be on the brink of
running its course....
American Libraries news, Apr. 13; The Shatzkin Files, Apr. 8

The evolving library
Elise Valoe writes: “Over the last decade, a
fundamental shift has occurred in how
students perceive and utilize libraries. No
longer seen as traditional book warehouses,
libraries are now collaborative environments
where individuals and groups converge to
study, socialize, and gain access to resources. The library was once a
place to find and check out books. But today, the library is a center
of interactive learning.”...
American Libraries feature

http://americanlibrariesmagazine.org/archives/issue/state-americas-libraries-2011
http://alexanderstreet.com/newvideo2011.htm
http://americanlibrariesbuyersguide.com/
http://www.americanlibrariesmagazine.org/news/ala/job-seekers-entrepreneurs-continue-turn-their-local-library-help-state-americas-libraries-r
http://americanlibrariesmagazine.org/archives/issue/state-americas-libraries-2011
http://ala.org/ala/newspresscenter/mediapresscenter/americaslibraries2011/index.cfm
http://www.americanlibrariesmagazine.org/inside-scoop/kicking-our-doors-back-open
http://www.idealog.com/blog/it-will-be-hard-to-find-a-public-library-15-years-from-now
http://americanlibrariesmagazine.org/features/04112011/evolving-library-redesign-supports-new-teaching-learning-styles
http://ala-apa.org/certification/
http://slisweb.sjsu.edu/slis/generalADS.htm
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Booking passage to a new home
Rick Haverinen writes: “When the U.S. Army
Transportation School at Fort Eustis, Virginia, received
marching orders from the Base Realignment and
Closure Commission in 2005 to move its location, the
school’s administrators realized that some of the
caissons to be rolled along to Fort Lee, Virginia,
needed to include the tonnage of the school’s
collection of books. The expert Army transporters
needed transportation for their own repository of
recorded knowledge and culture, which had not been moved for
nearly 60 years.”...
American Libraries feature

Obituary: Patricia Berger
Patricia Berger, 84, 1989–1990 ALA president, died
March 27 from complications following a fall. Pat
received the 1984–1985 Federal and Armed Forces
Libraries Round Table Achievement Award, which
recognizes promotion of library and information service
and the information profession in the federal
community. As ALA president, she appointed the
committee that drafted ALA’s Preservation Policy....
AL: Currents

Seed lending libraries bloom
San Francisco Public Library’s Potrero branch
has opened a seed-lending library, making it at
least the fourth public library with such a
program. Seed libraries allow patrons to
“check out” carefully organized vegetable
seeds to plant on their own. After harvesting
the crops, they save and return seeds to be used in the next growing
season. The East Palo Alto branch of the San Mateo County (Calif.)
Public Library is starting one too....
AL: Green Your Library, Apr. 6; PC Sweeney’s Blog, Apr. 12

ALA News

Most challenged books of 2010
Justin Richardson’s and Peter Parnell’s And Tango
Makes Three tops the list of the ALA Top Ten List
of the Most Frequently Challenged Books of
2010. The list was released April 11 as part of
the ALA’s State of America’s Libraries 2011
report. The book has appeared on the list for the
past five years and returns to the number one slot after a brief stay
at the number two position last year....
Office for Intellectual Freedom, Apr. 11

Nation celebrates National
Library Week, April 10–16
Americans continue to turn to their local

http://americanlibrariesmagazine.org/features/04082011/booking-passage-new-home
http://americanlibrariesmagazine.org/columns/currents/obituaries
http://www.americanlibrariesmagazine.org/green-your-library/seed-lending-libraries-bloom
http://pcsweeney.com/2011/04/12/im-starting-a-seed-library-at-my-library/
http://ala.informz.net/ala/archives/archive_1212744.html
http://www.americanlibrariesmagazine.org/news/ala/and-tango-makes-three-waddles-its-way-back-number-one-slot-america-s-most-frequently-challe
http://www.americanlibrariesmagazine.org/news/ala/americans-continue-turn-their-libraries-nation-celebrates-national-library-week-april-10--0
http://www.americanlibrariesmagazine.org/news/ala/americans-continue-turn-their-libraries-nation-celebrates-national-library-week-april-10--0
http://slisweb.sjsu.edu/slis/generalADS.htm
http://www.iii.com/promotions/encoresynergy/
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libraries for help finding a job and other
important services, as the nation
celebrates National Library Week, April 10–
16. The spokesman for this year’s National
Library Week is author John Grisham
(right), who recently spoke of the value of
libraries in a video (3:10). Events within National Library Week
include National Library Workers Day (April 12) and National
Bookmobile Day (April 13). And each April is School Library Month,
which celebrates the value of school librarians and their impact on
student achievement....
Public Information Office, Apr. 11

New “Our Authors, Our Advocates”
PSAs
Four new author public service announcements will
be available to library advocates on April 13,
through the “Our Authors, Our Advocates” initiative.
The new PSAs by Neil Gaiman (The Graveyard
Book), Kathy Reichs (Virals), Pam Muñoz Ryan (The
Dreamer), and Carmen Agra Deedy (right, 14 Cows
for America) are available on the I Love Libraries
website. Through the initiative, authors lend their
support for libraries through media interviews,
podcasts, and public service announcements....
Public Information Office, Apr. 12

Audrey Niffenegger visits Aurora
bookmobile
Audrey Niffenegger (right), library supporter
and author of The Time Traveler’s Wife, Her
Fearful Symmetry, and the illustrated novel
The Night Bookmobile, raised her voice in
support of America’s bookmobiles as 2011
Honorary Chair of National Bookmobile Day, celebrated on April 13.
Niffenegger appeared at the Aurora (Ill.) Public Library on April 10,
where she sat behind the wheel of the library’s bookmobile....
Visibility @ your library, Apr. 12

Quilters for National Library Week
Master Quilter Penny Halgren writes: “The United States celebrates
National Library Week on April 10–16. Why are libraries important to
quilters? There are a number of reasons. For one, most libraries carry
books about crafts, quilting included. If the library you use does not
have a book you are looking for, let them know. Another reason to
celebrate National Library Week is that these days, libraries are
becoming much more than buildings full of books. They are offering
community projects that encourage fellowship, involvement, and
learning a new skill.”...
How to Quilt, Apr. 11

National Library Week freeze
mob at Holyoke Mall
Becky Plimpton, director of the Joshua
Hyde Public Library in Sturbridge,
Massachusetts, brought together about

ALA Annual Conference
in New Orleans, June 23–
28, 2011.

For the first time at
Annual Conference, ALA is
featuring a free Film
Program, which will be
showing Mine, The Most
Dangerous Man in
America, Library of the
Early Mind, and Pink
Saris.

The most dangerous man
in America himself, former
U.S. military analyst
Daniel Ellsburg, who
precipitated a national
political controversy in
1971 when he released
the Pentagon Papers, is
the Auditorium Speaker
on Sunday, June 26, 8–
9:15 a.m.

Polls remain open to
vote in the ALA election
through April 22.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A8x86GsHwIg
http://www.ilovelibraries.org/ourauthors/ourauthorsouradvocates/authorpage/Carmen_Agra_Deedy_.cfm
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A8x86GsHwIg
http://ala-apa.org/nlwd/
http://www.ala.org/ala/aboutala/offices/olos/nbdhome.cfm
http://www.ala.org/ala/aboutala/offices/olos/nbdhome.cfm
http://www.ala.org/ala/mgrps/divs/aasl/aaslissues/slm/schoollibrary.cfm
http://www.americanlibrariesmagazine.org/news/ala/new-our-authors-our-advocates-public-service-announcements-available-ilovelibrariesorg
http://www.americanlibrariesmagazine.org/news/ala/new-our-authors-our-advocates-public-service-announcements-available-ilovelibrariesorg
http://www.ilovelibraries.org/ourauthors/ourauthorsouradvocates/index.cfm
http://www.ilovelibraries.org/ourauthors/ourauthorsouradvocates/index.cfm
http://www.pio.ala.org/visibility/?p=2859
http://www.pio.ala.org/visibility/?p=2859
http://www.facebook.com/bookmobileday
http://www.how-to-quilt.com/articles/4078-national-library-week.php
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6CgDmratqX0
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6CgDmratqX0
http://www.alaannual.org/
http://www.alaannual.org/
http://www.alaannual.org/content/now-showing-ala-film-program
http://www.alaannual.org/content/now-showing-ala-film-program
http://www.alaannual.org/content/auditorium-speaker-series
http://www.americanlibrariesmagazine.org/news/ala/polls-remain-open-until-april-22-ala-2011-election
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75 people at the Holyoke Mall April 10
for a freeze mob session promoting
National Library Week. Just after 4:20 p.m., the group took a spot
and froze in place with book in hand (or on the floor) for five
minutes. Watch the video (3:55)....
YouTube, Apr. 10

Register soon for National Library
Legislative Day
National Library Legislative Day, May 9–10, is
quickly approaching, and members of Congress
need to hear from you and other constituents that
support for libraries is always the best thing for
our nation—particularly when the leaders of a
Republican-led House of Representatives and a
Democrat-led Senate have different ideas about the best course of
action to recover from the economic recession. Mention American
Library Association 2011 for the discounted hotel rate at the Liaison
Hotel in Washington, D.C., and register for NLLD now....
District Dispatch, Apr. 12

ALA Virtual Library Legislative Day
ALTAFF’s Virtual Library Legislative Day is part of the ALA National
Library Legislative Day on May 9–10, when hundreds of library
advocates will descend on Capitol Hill to meet with members of
Congress and their staffs. Library advocates who cannot make it to
Capitol Hill for the event can still be a part of the effort by calling and
emailing their elected officials on May 10, or any time during the
week of May 9–13....
ALTAFF, Apr. 12

Librarians headline national
BTOP summit
More than 100 representatives of
community anchor institutions, telecom
policymakers, and broadband providers
convened on March 29 at the Schools,
Health & Libraries Broadband Coalition BTOP Summit in Washington,
D.C. The event was organized in order to demonstrate the success of
the Broadband Technology Opportunities Program, which was created
by the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act—aka the “economic
stimulus bill”—and enacted in February 2009....
District Dispatch, Apr. 8

Annual Conference guide for
programming librarians
The ALA Public Programs Office announced
a new online resource for librarians who
present cultural and community programs
and events: the Programming Librarian’s Guide to ALA Annual
Conference. Part of ProgrammingLibrarian.org, with a conference
calendar feature and consolidated listings of programs and events
scheduled for the 2011 ALA Annual Conference in New Orleans, the
guide is a one-stop resource to help programming librarians get the

In this course, Joanna
M. Burkhardt draws
from her bestselling
book Teaching
Information
Literacy: 50
Standards-Based
Exercises for College
Students to show you
how to create
challenging, engaging
lessons and exercises
that will give college
students the
foundation they need
to distinguish between
the easiest sources to
find and the best
sources to use. NEW!
From ALA Editions.

New this week
in American

Libraries

State of America’s
Libraries, 2011

The Evolving Library

Booking Passage

Currents (NEW)

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6CgDmratqX0
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6CgDmratqX0
http://www.wo.ala.org/districtdispatch/?p=5973
http://www.wo.ala.org/districtdispatch/?p=5973
http://www.affinia.com/Washington-DC-Hotel.aspx?name=Liaison-Capitol-Hill
http://www.ala.org/Template.cfm?Section=eventsconf&Template=/Conference/ConferenceList.cfm&ConferenceTypeCode=M
http://www.americanlibrariesmagazine.org/news/ala/ala-virtual-library-legislative-day-allows-library-advocates-contact-congress-home
http://www.wo.ala.org/districtdispatch/?p=5949
http://www.wo.ala.org/districtdispatch/?p=5949
http://shlbc.org/
http://shlbc.org/
http://www.americanlibrariesmagazine.org/news/ala/new-online-guide-ala-annual-conference-targets-programming-librarians
http://www.americanlibrariesmagazine.org/news/ala/new-online-guide-ala-annual-conference-targets-programming-librarians
http://www.programminglibrarian.org/annual/
http://www.programminglibrarian.org/annual/
http://www.alastore.ala.org/detail.aspx?ID=3346
http://www.alastore.ala.org/detail.aspx?ID=3346
http://www.alastore.ala.org/detail.aspx?ID=3346
http://www.alastore.ala.org/detail.aspx?ID=3346
http://www.alastore.ala.org/detail.aspx?ID=3346
http://www.alastore.ala.org/detail.aspx?ID=3346
http://www.alastore.ala.org/detail.aspx?ID=3346
http://americanlibrariesmagazine.org/archives/issue/state-americas-libraries-2011
http://americanlibrariesmagazine.org/archives/issue/state-americas-libraries-2011
http://americanlibrariesmagazine.org/archives/issue/state-americas-libraries-2011
http://americanlibrariesmagazine.org/features/04112011/evolving-library-redesign-supports-new-teaching-learning-styles
http://americanlibrariesmagazine.org/features/04082011/booking-passage-new-home
http://americanlibrariesmagazine.org/columns/currents
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most of their conference experience....
Public Programs Office, Apr. 12

Commemorate the Civil War
Sesquicentennial with programming
April 12, 2011, was the 150th anniversary of the start
of the Civil War, and PPO, in partnership with the
National Constitution Center and the National
Endowment for the Humanities’ “We the People”
initiative, is commemorating the milestone with a
large-scale tour of the national traveling exhibition
“Lincoln: The Constitution and the Civil War.” Online
applications are being accepted through May 5....
Public Programs Office

A typical day in California: One million
library visitors
The library is the one free community space that
sustains democracy, levels the playing field, values
the individual, nourishes creativity, opens young
minds, builds community, supports families, builds
technology skills, and offers sanctuary—all free of
charge to the user. On October 4, 2010, California Snapshot Day
(PDF file): 1,012,563 Californians visited a library, 770,831 items
were checked out or renewed, and 26,962 people received literacy
tutoring, homework help, and information literacy instruction at a
library....
California Library Association

Multilingual programming for Día
Jeannette Larson writes: “Author Pat Mora, founder
of El día de los niños/El día de los libros (Children’s
Day/Book Day), is frequently asked is whether Día
is only for Latinos and Spanish-speakers. The
celebration is also an opportunity to recognize the
beauty of any and all languages and cultures. One
option for a storytime program is Mirror by Jeannie
Baker, which is almost wordless but features side-by-side illustrations
that highlight similarities and differences between an Australian and a
Moroccan family. Mora offers more suggestions on her website.”...
ALSC Blog, Apr. 13

Michigan student to serve as OITP
Google Policy Fellow
Jessie Mannisto (right), an LIS student at the
University of Michigan, will serve as the 2011 Google
Policy Fellow for the ALA Office for Information
Technology Policy. The 2011 Fellows will spend 10
weeks this summer at Google’s host organizations in
Washington, D.C., San Francisco, Toronto, and Ottawa
working on internet and technology policy issues, including free
expression, privacy, security, and intellectual property....
OITP, Apr. 11

ALA-APA Salary Survey now every two years
The publication frequency for the ALA-APA Salary Survey: Librarian —
Public and Academic has changed to biennial. The next issue will be
published in 2012. Library directors and human resources staff who
are part of our random sample will be contacted by the ALA
consultant between December 2011 and January 2012....

Perpetual Beta

Inside Scoop

Green Your Library

Ask the ALA
Librarian

Librarian’s Library

Solutions and
Services

AL Focus

Great Libraries
of the World

Pennsylvania
Hospital, Medical
Library, Penn Health
System, Philadelphia.
The hospital was
founded by Benjamin
Franklin and Thomas
Bond in 1751, making
it the first in the North
American colonies. The
first library book was
donated in 1762 by
John Fothergill, a
British physician and
friend of Franklin’s.
The collection
continued to grow and
in 1847 the American
Medical Association
designated it as the
first, largest, and most
important medical
library in the United
States. It now includes
the most complete
American collection of
medical books
published between
1750 and 1850.
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ALA–Allied Professional Association, Apr. 7

Mastering the challenge of library
management
Change is essential but can be stressful, especially
when it upsets established routines and patterns. In
their new ALA Editions book The Challenge of Library
Management: Leading with Emotional Engagement,
Wyoma vanDuinkerken and Pixey Anne Mosley help
library managers lead staff through episodes of
change while remaining empathetic. Peppered with
short narratives that use real-life examples of change
principles, this book shows library managers how to engage library
staff in the process....
ALA Editions, Apr. 12

Featured review: Reference
McNeill, William H., and Jerry H. Bentley,
eds. Berkshire Encyclopedia of World
History. Dec. 2010. 2nd ed. 6 vol., 3,152p.
Berkshire, hardcover (978-1-933782-65-2).
It’s a tall order to tackle all of world history,
even in a six-volume set such as this, with
more than 3,000 pages, 1,200 illustrations,
100 maps, and 580 articles. Still, this is the
noble intention of the second edition of the
well-received original published in 2005. More than 300
scholars in the fields of archaeology, anthropology, geography,
history, sociology, and more contribute their expertise.
Knowledge from these various disciplines is synthesized,
summarized, and presented in an easy-to-read fashion.
Emphasis is placed on social change and cultural contact over
time and place. The list of entries begins with Abraham and
ends with Zoroastrianism. Some notable entries in between
are Horses, Hygiene, Libraries, Ottoman Empire, Salt, Slave
trade, Trees, and Waste management....

Spring e-reference update,
2011, part 1: Databases
Mary Ellen Quinn writes: “We asked
reference database publishers
‘What’s new?’ and they responded with the following
information about new databases as well as significant updates
and enhancements to existing databases. Information is
effective February through July 2011.”...

@ Visit Booklist Online for other reviews and much more....

Rare Collections
Library, State Library
of Pennsylvania,
Harrisburg. This state-
of-the-art, climate-
controlled facility
opened in 2008 to
preserve the state’s
bibliographic treasures,
among them the 422-
volume Pennsylvania
Assembly Collection
purchased by
Benjamin Franklin in
1745, books and
pamphlets published in
the state from 1685 to
1845, handwritten
hymnals from the
Ephrata Cloister, and
early commonwealth
newspapers.

This AL Direct feature
showcases 250 libraries
around the world that are
notable for their exquisite
architecture, historic
collections, and innovative
services. If you find yourself
on vacation near one of
them, be sure to stop by for
a visit. The entire list will be
available in The Whole
Library Handbook 5, edited
by George M. Eberhart, which
is scheduled for publication
later this year by ALA
Editions.
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New Orleans Update

Café du Monde
Lonely Planet writes: “The Café Du Monde is
overrated, but you’re probably gonna go
there, so here goes. The coffee is decent and
the beignets (square, sugar-coated fritters)
are inconsistent. The atmosphere is off-
putting: You’re a number forced through the
wringer, trying to shout over Bob and Fran
while they mispronounce ‘jambalaya’ and a street musician badly
mangles John Lennon’s ‘Imagine.’ At least it’s open 24 hours. You
might be able to capture some measure of noirish cool as the drunks
stumble past in the Edward Hopperesque wee hours.” The iconic
French Quarter restaurant reopened two and a half months after
Katrina....
Café Du Monde; Lonely Planet

Riverwalk Marketplace
Riverwalk Marketplace is a mall located in
the Central Business District along the
Mississippi River waterfront stretching from
the base of Canal Street upriver to the
Ernest N. Morial Convention Center. It is
connected to the adjacent Hilton New
Orleans Riverside Hotel. By the 1980s, increased use of containers in
shipping made some of the older riverfront wharves less useful, so
two were demolished and the land was used as part of the 1984
World’s Fair. After the fair, this section was redeveloped into an
upscale mall for both tourists and locals....
Riverwalk Marketplace; 1984 World’s Fair Photo Tour

Guide to getting bumped (or not) 
Michelle Higgins writes: “Airlines regularly
overbook flights to help offset no-shows and to
ensure that flights are packed with paying
customers. That may increase this year as
airlines continue to cut capacity in an effort to
keep up with rising fuel prices, leaving fewer
seats for passengers. Most people volunteer to give up their seats in
return for some form of compensation, like a voucher for a free flight,
and there is a small but passionate group obsessed with accruing
frequent-flier miles. Here are some insider tips to the bumping game.
In most cases, do the opposite if you want to keep your seat.”...
New York Times, Apr. 6

Division News

YALSA celebrates Support Teen Literature Day
Librarians all across the country are encouraged to participate in
Support Teen Literature Day on April 14. YALSA celebrates the event
on Thursday of every National Library Week. Its purpose is to raise
awareness among the general public that young adult literature is a
vibrant, growing genre with much to offer today’s teens....
YALSA, Apr. 12

2011 WrestleMania XXVII

Career Leads
from

Librarian II, Youth
Services (Latino
Outreach), Santa
Monica (Calif.) Public
Library, Fairview
branch. This is a
bilingual (English /
Spanish) professional
librarian position, with
supervisory functions
relative to youth (ages
0–17), branch library
operations, and Latino
Outreach services.
Participates in
programming,
development of the
library collection,
reference services,
readers’ advisory,
cataloging, materials
circulation, information
technology, or
coordinating a
specialized service or
program. Performs
youth programs,
including storytimes
and summer reading,
some conducted in
Spanish. Promotes
library-school relations
through class visits and
supervises after-school
programs, including a
branch library volunteer
tutoring program and a
youth technology
center. Spanish-
language duties also
include system-wide
collection development
(youth and adult), web
content development,
and computer
classes....
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Reading Challenge champs
Eric Jose, Marinna Vela and Brandy Eggleston
were crowned national champions in the
WrestleMania XXVII Reading Challenge in
Phoenix on April 2, sponsored by YALSA and
WWE. In addition to being named national
champions, Jose, Vela and Eggleston won ringside seats to
WrestleMania XXVII. WWE Legend Jimmy “Mouth of the South” Hart
served as emcee....
YALSA, Apr. 12

YALSA seeks member manager
for The Hub
YALSA is looking for a member manager
for The Hub, its teen literature-focused
blog. The Hub provides a one-stop-shop for teens and librarians to
help them locate high quality audio, video, and text content related to
young adult literature. Applications for the member manager position
are due June 1. Full details, including qualifications, duties and
honoraria, are available on The Hub website....
YALSA, Apr. 12

Betsy Appleton is 2011 ALCTS Emerging
Leader
Betsy Appleton (right), electronic resources librarian at
George Mason University in Fairfax, Virginia, has been
selected as the ALCTS-sponsored Emerging Leader for
2010–2011. ALCTS sponsors one Emerging Leader who
has chosen collections and technical services as a
career and is a member of the division. For her
Emerging Leader project, Appleton selected the Preservation Week
Marketing Plan....
ALCTS, Apr. 11

Preservation Week thanks its
sponsors
Preservation Week, coming April 24–30, is
made possible by the generous support of its
sponsors and partners. For the 2011
celebration, Preservation Week thanks Archival Products, Gaylord, the
HF Group, Ithaka, and Familyarchives.com. Sponsors and
organizational partners provide Preservation Week with a wealth of
information and support for its free webinars. Be sure to download
your logos, press release tips, event ideas, and speakers’ bureau
information....
ALCTS, Apr. 11–12

ALSC Charlemae Rollins President’s
Program
At the ALA 2011 Annual Conference in New Orleans,
ALSC will be hosting the Charlemae Rollins President’s
Program on June 27. The program is entitled “How
Libraries can Best Serve Special Needs Patrons,
Especially Those with Autism Spectrum Disorders
(ASD).” The keynote speaker is Ricki Robinson (right),
a leader in developing multidisciplinary treatment plans for children
with ASD....
ALSC, Apr. 12

@ More jobs...

Digital Library
of the Week

Civil War in the
American South is a
new, collaborative web
portal developed by
members of the
Association of
Southeastern Research
Libraries to provide
one-stop access to
materials about the
American Civil War
Era, 1850 through
1865. The new website
was launched April 11
to connect users to
primary-source
materials held across
ASERL libraries about
the intellectual and
cultural underpinnings
of the Civil War. The
site currently links to
more than 3,600
digitized items, and is
expected to grow to
more than 5,000 items
in the near future. The
portal was developed
for ASERL by the
Digital Library of
Georgia, and features
advanced search
functionalities to help
users quickly discover
the items they seek
and to browse the
collection by specific
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Mimi Ito to headline AASL closing
session
Mimi Ito (right), international expert on mobile
technologies and using new digital media in everyday
life, will headline the closing session at the AASL
National Conference and Exhibition in Minneapolis,
October 27–30. Ito will speak about the value of
digitally augmented social practices in education,
countering the perception that new media is hostile to learning....
AASL, Apr. 12

ACRL 2011 draws record-breaking
participation
More than 5,300 library staff, exhibitors,
speakers, and guests from around the world
met March 30–April 2 in Philadelphia and
online for the ACRL 2011 Conference.
Combined with the more than 440 people
participating online in the Virtual Conference, ACRL 2011 had the
highest combined registrant participation ever for an ACRL
conference, with 3,533 face-to-face and virtual attendees from all 50
states and 24 other countries....
ACRL, Apr. 12

ACRL 2011: Walking the talk
Steven Bell writes: “If you attended ACRL 2011, I hope you enjoyed
it. One of the things I really like about the ACRL conference is that it
constantly evolves. A number of new initiatives were introduced this
year. Some risks were taken, and some new things worked better
than others. A few of the standbys may not be working as well as
they used to. But it’s the way we want our own academic libraries to
function.”...
ACRLog, Apr. 6

ACRL innovation contest at ALA Annual
Conference
Looking for ways to increase innovation in your
library? Join ACRL for its President’s Program at the
2011 ALA Annual Conference in New Orleans. Titled
“From Idea to Innovation to Implementation: How
Teams Make it Happen,” the program will feature
Jason Young (right), author of the book Culturetopia:
The Ultimate High-Performance Workplace and an
expert on how workplace teams can obtain maximum productivity.
The program will take place June 25. In conjunction with the
program, ACRL is currently accepting entries for a contest featuring
exciting library innovation projects....
ACRL, Apr. 11

PLA offers budget and finance workshop
PLA, in partnership with the Houston (Tex.) Area Library System, is
offering a Budget and Finance Management Workshop taught by
Sandra Nelson, May 17–18, at the Austin Memorial Library in
Cleveland, Texas. This interactive CPLA workshop will provide the
skills needed to manage all aspects of the library budget process
successfully. Registration is now open....
PLA, Apr. 12

June Garcia will lead PLA fundraising-management

filters, including
contributing library,
format, and other
aspects of the
collection.

Do you know of a digital
library collection that we can
mention in this AL Direct
feature? Tell us about it.
Browse previous Digital
Libraries of the Week at the I
Love Libraries site.

Public
Perception 
How the World 
Sees Us

“‘Libraries make no
sense in the future,’
Mike Shatzkin said
on stage in a library
that dates back to
1828 [the Atwater
Library in
Westmount,
Québec]. Anyone
with internet access
already has access to
far more books than
were in that library,
he pointed out.
‘There is no need for
a building.’ There
will be an ongoing
need for librarians,
however; their skills
will continue to be in
demand, as will
those of editors.”

—New York publishing
industry observer, consultant,
and blogger Mike Shatzkin
gave a presentation on “The
Future of Books,” as reported
in “Libraries Don’t Make
Sense Anymore,” by Linda
Leith, Toronto Globe and Mail
Books Blog, Apr. 7.
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workshop
PLA, in partnership with the Washington State Library, is offering a
Fundraising Management Workshop taught by June Garcia, May 24–
25, at the Seattle Public Library. This interactive workshop will provide
the skills needed not only to develop an effective fundraising plan, but
also implement it successfully. Registration is now open....
PLA, Apr. 12

New round of ALSC webinars
This year, ALSC is offering a regular schedule of convenient and
affordable webinars. Perfect for busy students and professionals,
these sessions last approximately one hour and give participants a
brief but concentrated look into unique subject areas. ALSC’s
reoccurring webinars are taught by highly regarded instructors and
are offered four times between now and September to allow
individuals more flexibility....
ALSC, Apr. 11

RUSA online reference classes
Public librarians, academic librarians, and library support staff are
encouraged to sign up for the May–June offerings of Business
Reference 101 and The Reference Interview, two popular online
classes offered by RUSA. All courses will be administered using
Moodle, an online course management tool. Online registration is now
open for all of these opportunities, with significant cost savings for
RUSA members....
RUSA, Apr. 12

AASL seeks 2012 Annual Conference presenters
AASL is now seeking presenter proposals for the ALA 2012 Annual
Conference, June 21–26, 2012, in Anaheim, California. The deadline
to submit a proposal is May 24. Proposal submissions will be accepted
for 1 1/2-hour concurrent sessions or half- to full-day preconference
professional development programs....
AASL, Apr. 11

Awards

2011 Marshall Cavendish Award
The Burnsville (Miss.) Public Library has won
the 2011 Marshall Cavendish Excellence In
Library Programming Award. This award,
donated by the Marshall Cavendish
Corporation, honors a school or public library
that provides excellent programs that have
community impact and respond to community needs. The library was
cited for two programs, one on model aircraft and another to raise
awareness about common ruses used by child abductors....
Office of ALA Governance, Apr. 6

2011 Sara Jeffarian Award
Harmony Middle School in Overland Park, Kansas, is the winner of the
2011 Sara Jaffarian School Library Program Award for Exemplary
Humanities Programming. Harmony Librarian Ronda Hassig developed
the winning program, “Harmony with Voice III: Our Poems Go Trans-
Pacific.” The school library will receive a plaque and a cash award of
$4,000, and the program will be included as a model in a national
professional development session on library humanities programs....
Public Programs Office, Apr. 11
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“Digital Harlem” wins RUSA
award
RUSA has selected “Digital Harlem: Everyday
Life, 1915–1930” as the winner of its 2011
ABC-CLIO Online History Award. Assembled
by Stephen Robertson, Shane White, Stephen
Garton, and Graham White, all at the
University of Sydney, Australia, the online
resource was cited for its novel and
sophisticated approach to the presentation of primary-source
ephemera. The award encourages, recognizes, and commends
professional achievement in online historical reference and research....
RUSA, Apr. 12

Gale Cengage Learning Financial
Development Award
The St. Charles (Mo.) City-County Library District has
been named the Gale Cengage Learning Financial
Development Award recipient for 2011 for its
“Imagine” campaign. The campaign was created in
2009 with a project goal of $25,000 as a vehicle to
cultivate donor interest for the St. Charles City-
County Library Foundation which supports the library
district. The beneficiary of its first year’s effort was the creation of
early literacy kits for distribution to pre-readers and their parents....
Office of ALA Governance, Apr. 6

2011 Distinguished ILL Librarian Award
Ed Rivenburgh, information delivery services project
director at the State University of New York at Geneseo,
has been selected the winner of RUSA’s 2011 Virginia
Boucher/OCLC Distinguished ILL Librarian Award. The
award recognizes an individual for outstanding
professional achievement, leadership, and significant
contributions to the fields of interlibrary loan and
document delivery....
RUSA, Apr. 12

BRASS Gale Cengage Learning Student Travel Award
Danielle Salomon, LIS student at the University of California, Los
Angeles, and intern at the University of Southern California’s Crocker
Business Library, is the 2011 winner of the RUSA Business Reference
and Services Section Gale Cengage Learning Student Travel Award.
The award enables a student who has demonstrated interest in a
business reference librarianship career to attend the ALA Annual
Conference....
RUSA, Apr. 12

Naperville librarian honored for romance
savvy
It turns out that the romance novel collection at the
Naperville (Ill.) Public Library is not only well-received
with library patrons, but also area romance novelists.
This is in large part because of Kathleen Longacre,
adult services librarian at the 95th Street branch. She
has been named Northern Illinois Librarian of the Year
by the Windy City Romance Writers of America. She is being honored
because of her support of the genre....
Chicago Sun-Times, Apr. 10
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2011 Indies Choice Book Awards
The American Booksellers Association announced the
winners of the 2011 Indies Choice Book Awards and the
E.B. White Read-Aloud Awards on April 6, as chosen by
the owners and staff at member stores in voting
throughout the month of March. The Adult Fiction Book
of the Year was Room by Emma Donoghue (Little,
Brown), and the Young Adult Book of the Year was
Revolution by Jennifer Donnelly (Delacorte Books for
Young Readers)....
Bookselling This Week, Apr. 6

Sunday Times EFG Private Bank Short
Story Award 2011
American writer Anthony Doerr (right) has won the
2011 Sunday Times EFG Private Bank Short Story
Award for his story, “The Deep.” Set in Detroit in the
early 20th century, the story is about a boy with a
weak heart who is expected to die before he reaches
manhood. Doerr receives a cash prize of £30,000
($49,050 U.S.). The story was published in the April
10 issue of the Sunday Times....
Booktrust, Apr. 9

Seen Online

Librarians: Masters of the info universe
CNN Librarian Kerith Page McFadden writes: “Librarians, information
specialists, knowledge managers, or whatever title a librarian might
have—their skills are in high demand. And, though you might not
know it, they are everywhere. And so in their honor during National
Library Week, we enjoy the following tidbits of information.”...
CNN, Apr. 12

New rules: Student data privacy
In its effort to clarify student data privacy rules for researchers and
education officials alike, the U.S. Department of Education proposed
several changes to the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act
(FERPA) on April 7. The changes include tighter enforcement and
directory information protection. In addition, the department
appointed Kathleen Styles as its first Chief Privacy Officer....
Education Week: Inside School Research, Apr. 7

Police increasingly looking at emails, IM
Law enforcement organizations are making tens of thousands of
requests for private electronic information from companies such as
Sprint, Facebook, and AOL, but few detailed statistics are available.
Police and other agencies have “enthusiastically embraced” asking for
email, instant messages, and mobile-phone location data, but there is
no federal law requiring the reporting of requests for stored
communications data, wrote Christopher Soghoian, a Ph.D. candidate
at the Indiana University School of Informatics and Computing, in a
paper published April 10....
PC World, Apr. 12

8-year-old donates $1,200 to keep
Jersey City library open
Paul Valleau (right) is not a typical 8-year-old boy.
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While most other boys in his neighborhood are playing
video games or sports, Paul is raising money for the
Jersey City (N.J.) Free Public Library system. On April
7, he presented Library Director Priscilla Gardner with a
check for $1,212.84, money he earned from used book sales and a
$400 donation. “I wanted to do this because I just couldn’t let the
library close. I had to do something to help them,” said Paul. Watch
the video (1:31)....
Jersey (N.J.) Journal, Apr. 8, 12

Huge rally kicks off campaign to
repeal Ohio antiunion law
With chants of “We are Ohio,” an estimated
11,000 union supporters rallied at the Ohio
Statehouse in Columbus April 9 to launch
the effort to overturn a law that would
weaken public workers’ bargaining power.
The crowd was the largest since the debate
over Senate Bill 5 began in February. Melissa Cropper, a librarian for
Georgetown schools in southwestern Ohio, said killing the law “is
about saving the middle class and protecting the rights of workers.
Corporations are getting all the breaks.”...
Columbus (Ohio) Dispatch, Apr. 10

Civil War photos on display at Library
of Congress
Poignant, solemn faces of young men, women,
and children who lived through or fought in the
Civil War are the subject of a new Library of
Congress exhibition, “The Last Full Measure: Civil
War Photographs from the Liljenquist Family
Collection.” McLean, Virginia, resident Tom
Liljenquist and his sons donated some 700
photographs to LC—both ambrotypes and
tintypes. The exhibition opened April 12, the 150th anniversary of the
bombardment of Fort Sumter, which started the Civil War....
McLean (Va.) Patch, Apr. 11; Library of Congress, Apr. 12

Scranton students preserve Civil War documents
At the beginning of this semester, Kathryn Meier assigned the
students in her Civil War class at the University of Scranton the task
of investigating the War between the States using primary sources.
Months later, the project is paying big dividends. The students spent
weeks exhaustively uncovering and digitizing 62 previously
uncataloged Civil War–era documents housed at the Lackawanna
Historical Society, located on the school’s campus. The documents will
soon be part of a website documenting Scranton’s history that staff
members at the Albright Memorial Library are developing....
Scranton (Pa.) Times-Tribune, Apr. 12

Libraries take you anywhere 
Chris Bohjalian writes: “Beginning April
10, the Vermont Library Association is
hoping to convey to Vermonters what a
modern library is really like. VLA
President Marti Fiske is among the
masterminds behind a multimedia
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campaign to convince us that libraries are not the blacksmith shops of
the 21st century. Three 15-second public service announcements are
airing on television this week, along with three matching print ads, all
of which share the theme, ‘Vermont libraries can take you
anywhere.’”...
Burlington (Vt.) Free Press, Apr. 10; Vermont Library Association

Los Angeles City Council tackles porn
A Los Angeles City Council committee debated April 12 what to do
about people who want to look at pornography on public library
computers. The Arts, Parks, Health, and Aging Committee asked for
input from the City Attorney’s office after the Chinatown branch
received complaints in early January. People told librarians that adults
and children waiting in line to check out books could see someone
watching pornography on a computer. Councilman Ed Reyes said it’s
the only reported incident....
Los Angeles Times, Apr. 13

The library card: A pop-culture fiend’s ticket to geek
paradise
Linda Holmes writes: “There’s a big public library literally across the
street from my bank and the supermarket where I most frequently
pick up stuff like milk and paper towels. Across the street. As in: First
I buy Diet Coke, then I dodge one SUV careening around the corner,
and I’m there. And yet, until this weekend, I’d never been in it and I
had no library card. I know. Why, when there’s such bitter frustration
over pricing of all the things people actually buy, is library borrowing
often only faintly heard about?”...
NPR: Monkey See, Apr. 11

Top school library in Colorado
falls victim to budget cuts
Like anyone at any job, Laura Israelsen
(right) wants to do good work. But
sometimes even doing the best work can’t
save anyone from the budget axe. “Last
October, we were the first school library to
be named Colorado Library of the Year,”
Israelsen, a teacher-librarian at the Hulstrom Options K–8 School in
Northglenn, said. But the Adams 12 Five Star Schools district has
little choice, considering the proposed reduction in state funding to K–
12 schools by $250 million overall....
KUSA-TV, Denver, Apr. 6

Cobb County finds a way to not
close its libraries 
Commissioners in Cobb County, Georgia,
passed a mid-year budget revision April 12
that requires furlough days and across-the-
board cuts for county departments, but keeps
the county library branches open.
Commissioners made the budget decisions in front of a crowd of
about 300 people, mainly library supporters lobbying against closing
most of the Cobb County Public Library branches, as was originally
proposed by Commission Chairman Tim Lee on April 7 to fill a $2-
million hole in the library budget. Of the county’s 17 branches, only
the four regional libraries would have remained open....
Atlanta Journal-Constitution, Apr. 12

Pelham library director indicted
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Robert E. Rice Jr. conducted more than 1,500
online auctions in “a number of schemes” to
defraud the Revere (Mass.) Public Library
while serving as its director, a prosecutor said
April 7. Rice, now director of Pelham (N.H.)
Public Library, pleaded not guilty—21 times—
at his arraignment in Boston. He is accused
of using city funds to buy items he kept for himself or sold online. An
indictment alleged he stole more than $200,000 from the library from
2005 to 2009....
Nashua (N.H.) Telegraph, Apr. 8; WHDH-TV, Boston, Apr. 7

Bobby and Violet roost at the
Bobst
Who knew the spectacle of a bird sitting on
a nest could be so gripping? Outside New
York University President John Sexton’s
12th-floor office in Bobst Library, Violet the
red-tailed hawk sits. She sits some more. She turns her head to the
right, cleans a feather. She pecks at a twig. The breeze ruffles her
head. You are watching the NYU Hawk Cam, and its stars are Violet
(named for one of the university’s colors) and her mate, Bobby
(named for Bobst Library)....
New York Times: City Room Blog, Apr. 6

A rare look at the Vatican
Library
Morley Safer and CBS’s 60 Minutes get a
rare look (12:26) at the cultural and
religious riches found within the Vatican
Library. It's the pope’s library, but it
contains much more than just church
documents. There are manuscripts going
back nearly 2,000 years on music and
math, warfare and exploration, even cookbooks and love letters. The
library is closed to the public, as it is a place for scholars only.
“There’s about two million printed books,” library curator Timothy
Janz told Safer....
CBS News, Apr. 10

Berlin library returns books stolen by Nazis
The Berlin State Library handed back 13 books stolen by the Nazis to
the Jewish community April 13 as the German government pledged to
redouble its efforts to return plundered cultural treasures. The
emotional ceremony came about thanks to a new drive to research
the provenance of state holdings with the aim of restitution, German
Culture Minister Bernd Neumann said. The books returned at the
event included 19th- and 20th-century novels, history books, poetry
collections, travel guides, and bound newspaper volumes....
Agence France-Presse, Apr. 13

Go back to the Top

Tech Talk
Top 10 Flip Video camera
alternatives
David Pierce writes: “The Flip Video camera
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marked the birth of a revolution that turned
everyone into videographers. Alas, it is no
longer. Cisco, which purchased Flip in 2009,
has decided to restructure its consumer
business, which in part entails ending the Flip’s life. There’s an
obvious culprit behind the death of the Flip camcorder: cellphones.
But whether you want a video-focused device, or a Swiss Army knife
gadget like the iPod Touch, we’ve rounded up 10 excellent,
inexpensive, and simple ways to record on-the-go video.”...
PC Magazine, Apr. 12

26 ways to engage customers
using video
Debbie Hemley writes: “Are you using
video to connect with customers and
prospective patrons? Videos will enhance
client communication and collaboration,
and help support and drive new
opportunities. Here are some ideas about where you may want to
spend time exploring video options. Qik is a mobile live-video-
streaming and two-way videoconferencing application that allows
users to stream live video from their cellphones to Facebook, Twitter,
and YouTube.”...
Social Media Examiner, Apr. 5

HTML5 made easy
Jason Griffey writes: “With the rise of
HTML5 / CSS3, a number of web designers in libraries are trying to
find the best way to either move their existing sites into a more
modern framework, or sometimes just figure out what the big deal is
about HTML5. Luckily, there are not only a ton of great resources for
reference (like the great w3c Schools info), but my new favorite
template is: HTML5 Boilerplate.”...
AL: Perpetual Beta, Apr. 13

New RFID standard
Lori Bowen Ayre writes: “Mick Fortune, of RFID: Changing Libraries for
Good fame, notes that the new data model standard released by ISO
just a few weeks ago (ISO 28560) ‘presents both a threat and an
opportunity for suppliers.’ Now that we have a standard that provides
guidelines for what to write to the tags (date elements) and how to
write that data to the tags (encoding), there is an opportunity for
interoperability between libraries and competition between RFID
vendors.”...
The Galecia Group, Apr. 11

Learn the basics of web-browser security
Marco Tabini writes: “Danger lurks behind every corner on the web:
phishing, fake sites, stolen digital identities. Despite the cottage
industry that has sprouted up to protect us from the evils of modern
life, all it takes to enjoy a safe relationship with the Digital Age is
nothing more than the lowly old browser, coupled with a bit of
knowledge about the way the web works. Let’s take a look at the
basic security features used by most web browsers.”...
PC World, Apr. 13

7 tools to create a mobile library
website
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Ellyssa Kroski writes: “Library websites are
usually robust and information-packed, which makes it a challenge for
many organizations when they consider going mobile. But if you’d like
to build a mobile presence for your library to offer your patrons
access to community features, library locator tools, maps, driving
directions, image collections, videos, custom content, and even
searchable mobile catalogs, you’ll want to check out these
applications. Here’s a quick summary of each tool’s features and
cost.”...
iLibrarian, Apr. 11

Pagination comes to Google Docs
Luiz Pereira writes: “In April 2010, we launched a new version of the
Google document editor, created from the ground up to take
advantage of the latest capabilities in modern web browsers like
Chrome. Today, we’re doing another first for web browsers by adding
a classic word processing feature—pagination, the ability to see visual
pages on your screen. Pagination adds visual page breaks while you’re
editing your documents, so now you can see how many pages of that
report you’ve actually finished.”...
Google Docs Blog, Apr. 12

2011: The year the check-in died
Early in 2010, “checking in” on Foursquare, Gowalla, or Yelp was the
cool new craze. In 2011, check-ins are going to go the way of the
eight-track tape and disappear. How many of your friends are
consistently checking in and broadcasting? How many “I just ousted
Fred as the mayor of Starbucks” messages do you see in your
stream? Across one network—a large and tech-savvy network—I see
less than 1% of people checking in on any service, and the trend is
down....
ReadWriteWeb, Apr. 12

11 tips for dealing with email overload
Dawn Foster writes: “Information overload is the bane of the web
worker, and a primary source of that overload is our email inboxes.
While I’ve previously mentioned a few strategies for dealing with
email overload, I think it’s a good time for a post with a
comprehensive rundown of my tips for managing email.”...
GigaOM, Apr. 1

Publishing
Free access to Gale resources
during National Library Week
Gale, part of Cengage Learning, is offering free
access to six highly-praised online resources for
use by any library during National Library Week and up through April
24. Librarians can download a widget to their homepage. Patrons can
look for the widget on the library’s homepage, which provides single-
click access to these online resources....
Cengage Learning, Apr. 6

ProQuest tools and NLW sweepstakes
During National Library Week, April 10–16, ProQuest
is offering free, open access to some of its most
popular online resources, plus new tools for
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marketing your library’s research databases.
Resources for genealogy, history, general reference,
and homework help will be open. Like ProQuest on Facebook and you
can enter the “My library rocks because…?” Sweepstakes....
ProQuest, Apr. 11

World Book Mobile launched
World Book has introduced World Book Mobile, a
mobile-friendly version of its comprehensive
reference database, which includes tens of
thousands of articles and multimedia images,
including maps, photographs, and illustrations.
Anyone can access a concise edition of the World
Book database by simply visiting World Book Online
or its mobile site from a smartphone browser to
perform quick searches. Subscribers to the World
Book Web can log on through their school or library
subscription....
World Book, Apr. 12

She’s got a secret that’s long overdue 
Mary Kelly writes: “I am dying to know what the
librarian ‘did.’ What shame is she hiding? Extending
computer time to rogue patrons? Did she forget a
subfield delimiter? Bun too tight? I am sure the crimes
are horrible, like that awful blouse she is wearing.
Good thing that ‘Bad Boy’ Devin is there ‘checking her
out.’ Good thing for Rachel, after a hard day answering
reference questions, unjamming printers, tossing out
crazies, and removing God knows what from the book
drop, she is probably ready for some hot, steamy romance.”...
Awful Library Books, Apr. 12

An anniversary for the Windies
It doesn’t take much to talk Selina Faye Sorrow into
slipping on her replica of the dress Vivien Leigh wore
in the barbecue scene from the film Gone with the
Wind. You don’t know the dress? Then you are clearly
not a Windy, as the ardent fans of the film are called.
For the book’s 75th anniversary this year, you can find
Windies gathered at the handful of Gone with the Wind
museums around the country, dressing the part and
reenacting scenes and sharing little-known details about the movie
and the book....
New York Times, Apr. 12

A Flappers’ Dictionary, 1922
Jim Lewin writes: “Hidden deep within a box
of materials that came into the shop this
week was a short stack of magazines from
the 1920s called Flapper. The July 1922
issue contained ‘A Flappers’ Dictionary.’ The
dictionary went into some detail, listing the
group’s slang and providing definitions. In
the process, it also provided an insight:
Through slang we can begin to discern attitudes and priorities and
mindsets. So, whether you be airedale or biscuit, put down your
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dincher and pretend your munitions are fine for the moment.”...
Book Flaps: Musings of a Smalltime Book Peddler, Apr. 10

Anatomy gets animated in rare
flap books
Nancy Mattoon writes: “A professor of
Romance studies and a historian of medicine
have pooled their expertise to create a new
Duke University exhibit that ‘weaves together
the history of science, medical instruction, and
the intricate art of bookmaking.’ Animated
Anatomies: The Human Body in Anatomical Texts from the 16th to
21st Centuries examines anatomical flap books, which take their
name from the layers of movable paper flaps that can be lifted from
the page to reveal something underneath, similar to pop-up books for
children.” Watch the video of the exhibit (10:00)....
Booktryst, Apr. 12; YouTube, Apr. 5

Actions & Answers
Thoughts on a National Digital Library
David H. Rothman writes: “Can advocates of a well-stocked national
digital public library system actually manage to enlist the support of
conservative Americans like my friend George Roper, blogger at GM’s
Place? Yes, as I see it—if the system will respond to community
needs and enrich rather than war with local public libraries. George
himself is unabashedly pro–public library and loves the national digital
library idea. With public governance from the start, the library system
would be more responsive to the populace.”...
LLRX.com, Apr. 9

A response to Jeff Trzeciak
Karen Schneider writes: “The latest
kerfuffle from LibraryLand comes courtesy
of Jeff Trzeciak, university ‘librarian’ at
McMaster’s University in Hamilton, Ontario,
whose April 8 speech (at 39:34) has
garnered tart responses from other
librarians and library directors. I take notice when a university
‘librarian’ seems quite proud to announce that the (self-inflicted)
trend in his library is to significantly reduce the number of
professional librarians (replacing some with Ph.Ds and IT people) and
move out of the information literacy role.” Should we call it
Trzeciakgate?...
Free Range Librarian, Apr. 10; Penn State University, Apr. 8; Attempting Elegance, Apr. 8;
Guardienne of the Tomes, Apr. 9; ACRLog, Apr. 13

Public library: An American
commons
Since 1994, Robert Dawson has surveyed
hundreds of the more than 17,000 public
libraries in the United States. The
photographs presented in this slideshow,
drawn from a current exhibition at the San
Francisco Public Library, capture a broad
range of American experience, from the Tulare County Free Library
built by farmers in the self-governed black township of Allensworth,
California, to a New Orleans library damaged by Hurricane Katrina,
tagged with the X-Code of an Urban Search and Rescue Team....
Design Observer: Places, Apr. 11
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Five reasons librarians are the future of ed tech
Joshua Kim writes: “How many people do you know who started their
careers in academic libraries and are now in leadership positions
within academic computing? How many great educational technology
folks that you have worked with have taken positions in libraries? The
future of campus computing belongs to the librarians and the
libraries, and that is a very good thing. Here is why.”...
Inside Higher Ed: Learn, Apr. 7

OCLC Research Library Partnership
Jim Michalko writes: “The OCLC Research Library Partnership is a
new, or perhaps more appropriately, evolved entity that will launch on
July 1 and extend the work of the current RLG Partnership. We hope
that an expanded and more inclusive partnership will emerge over the
next 2–3 years; we’d like it to become a considerably larger
transnational group of research-led institutions. Notably, annual
partnership fees are now significantly lower for most institutions.”...
HangingTogether, Apr. 11

Collaborating with faculty: A five-step program 
Kim Leeder writes: “Like many academic librarians, I spend a lot of
time reaching out to and trying to build connections with faculty
members in my liaison departments. I love this part of my work, but
it can be extremely challenging. Recently I’ve broken down my
approach to relationship-building with faculty into five identifiable
steps in order to be more deliberate about my efforts in the future.
Those steps are the subject of this post.”...
In the Library with the Lead Pipe, Apr. 6

When not to Google
Kevin Purdy writes: “Google’s good at a lot of
things, but it also has to serve a lot of interests.
Any relatively modern search engine knows that, in
order to compete and differentiate, it has to do
something different, something better, or something special, aside
from general ‘katy perry video’ searches. Here are the best search
engines for tackling specific types of search.”...
Lifehacker, Apr. 5

Texas Tech in Times Square
Texas Tech University Libraries are getting profiled on
the Thomson Reuters building in New York’s Times
Square April 10–16 after winning the company’s
Focused on Your Library Contest in December. Kaley
Daniel and Julie Barnett submitted TTU’s winning
essay, which focused on the exemplary services
provided to students, faculty, and staff, including the
bookcart-based Roving Reference librarians wearing
red T-shirts sporting the word “Lost?”...
Thomson Reuters, Apr. 10

UNC debuts Civil War Day by
Day blog
On April 12, the University of North
Carolina at Chapel Hill launched its Civil
War Day by Day blog, which draws upon
the holdings of the Louis Round Wilson
Special Collections Library to present original documents that are 150
years old to the day. Diary entries, correspondence, news articles,
maps, photographic portraits, and images of artifacts will be among
the items posted through April 9, 2015, the 150th anniversary of Gen.
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Robert E. Lee’s surrender....
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill

Skimming the surface
Dan Berrett writes: “An analysis of research papers written in first-
year composition courses at 15 colleges reveals that many students
simply copy chunks of text from the sources they cite without truly
grasping the underlying argument, quality, or context. The results of
the Citation Project were reported on April 7 at the annual meeting of
the Conference on College Composition and Communication.” Maura
Smale interprets what this means for academic librarians....
Inside Higher Ed, Apr. 11; ACRLog, Apr. 12

What I learned from Banksy
Brian Mathews writes: “I really enjoyed the
Banksy movie, Exit through the Gift Shop. The
film made me think of a recent project that we
had in our library. It was titled Motivational
Reflections and brought a street-art vibe into
some of our bathrooms. The short version of
the story: An enthusiastic student ends up in
my office. She pitches an idea for a class project involving bathroom
mirrors. Right away I was worried.”...
The Ubiquitous Librarian, Apr. 7

The Google Dictionary option
Phil Bradley writes: “I think that we’re all used to the ‘define:’ option
in Google by now, aren’t we? But if you cast your eye down the left-
hand menu (clicking to see ‘more search tools’ if necessary) there’s a
Dictionary option. This provides you with a better result. It also
provides useful examples and some helpful web pages to visit. Nice
option.”...
Phil Bradley’s Weblog, Apr. 12

New group for federal librarians
To drive innovations in succession planning and knowledge
management in the federal information community, the Federal
Library and Information Center Committee has formed a New
Librarians Working Group (NewFeds). NewFeds will support the
development and advancement of early career professionals with less
than five years of federal service. The working group is formalizing its
committee infrastructure and setting an agenda for fiscal year 2012....
Library of Congress, Apr. 6

Trove of Walt Whitman papers
identified
The National Archives announced the
identification April 12 of nearly 3,000 Walt
Whitman documents written during his service
as a federal government employee. This trove
of information, conclusively identified as
Whitman’s papers for the first time by University of Nebraska-Lincoln
scholar Kenneth Price, sheds light on the legendary poet’s post–Civil
War thinking, as well as his published reflections on the state of the
nation that soon followed. Watch the video (3:06)....
National Archives, Apr. 12; YouTube, Apr. 9

RDA and the eXtensible Catalog
In early March, Dave Lindahl and Jennifer Bowen from the University
of Rochester’s eXtensible Catalog Office were invited to meet with the
RDA Test Coordinating Committee at the Library of Congress to
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discuss XC’s partial implementation of RDA. The committee invited
Dave and Jennifer to submit a written statement, which describes the
benefits of implementing RDA for new metadata and discovery
applications, for inclusion as an Appendix to the group’s final report.
The report will include recommendations regarding whether (and how)
the U.S. national libraries will implement RDA....
eXtensible Catalog, Apr. 8

Urban Libraries Council selected for Teen Learning
Labs Project
The Institute of Museum and Library Services and the John D. and
Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation will support a partnership between
the Urban Libraries Council and the Association of Science-Technology
Centers to manage the Learning Labs Project. Together they will
commit $4 million to support knowledge-sharing activities for
museums and libraries nationwide, a framework for measuring
outcomes, and grants to create up to 30 new Teen Learning Labs....
Institute of Museum and Library Services, Apr. 8

Accessories for bookworms
Caroline Stanley writes: “What do you get for the
book nerd who has everything? How about
something that allows her to proudly display her
love of literature for all the world to see? Here is a
roundup of some of our favorite accessories for
bookworms, from a tiny typewriter necklace (right)
to a ring fashioned out of pages of Jane Eyre.”...
Flavorwire, Apr. 11

Designing a new action figure
Joyce Valenza writes: “I know the Nancy
Pearl Library Action Figure is meant to be
tongue-in-cheek. I have three in my office,
representing both the deluxe and basic
varieties. But after years of watching
visitors try her amazing push-button
shushing action, the joke’s worn thin. So
how about this National Library Week, we
create a gallery of teacher-librarian superhero avatars and consider
their image and their superpowers? Here’s an image I created last
month for a workshop.”...
School Library Journal: NeverEndingSearch, Apr. 12

Go back to the Top
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Don’t count out Troy library yet
In uncertain times, people take their victories
where they find them, and the beleaguered
boosters of the Troy (Mich.) Public Library are
no exception. “While the library may close (or
it may not), it will not be closing on May 1,”
Director Cathleen Russ announced April 20.
Elected leaders’ reconsideration of the library’s
future came shortly after a poll revealed that 72% want public library
services, with 32% declaring the library their top municipal priority....
American Libraries news, Apr. 20

On My Mind: Reviving the spirit of Andrew Carnegie
Mark Herring writes: “A folk singer of my youth, Joni Mitchell, once
famously sang, ‘You don’t know what you’ve got ’till it’s gone.’ Maybe
libraries are démodé, obsolete, or soon will be. But if we can revive
the spirit of Carnegie for one more generation, we may find that
frequenting libraries is far better than attending the ‘University of
Google’ exclusively.”...
American Libraries column, May-June

Revisiting “10 Reasons”
Greg Landgraf writes: “In 2001, American
Libraries published Mark Herring’s ‘10 Reasons
Why the Internet Is No Substitute for a
Library.’ The article, a celebration of the
importance of physical libraries in a digital age,
was a hit. It hasn’t aged well. On April 14, BoingBoing published a
photo of a poster made from that list, and the commentary is, well,
not kind. And with a decade of perspective, much of the criticism is
valid. Let’s turn it over to AL Direct readers: What are your most
important ways that the library remains valuable today? Answer in
the comment section.”...
AL: Inside Scoop, Apr. 15

Internet Librarian: The life of
an e-book
Joseph Janes writes: “Unless you’ve been
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living in a cave on Mars with your fingers
in your ears, you know why the number
26 is of sudden concern to us.
HarperCollins has announced it will
magnanimously allow that many loans of
its e-books before they go poof into the
ether. The publisher must have calculated that that was the point at
which its marginal profit per copy dropped beyond an acceptable limit,
or was the rough equivalent of the number of loans a physical copy of
a book could sustain. Or, HC made it up.”...
American Libraries column, May-June

Recommended Viewing: Movies and DVDs
Q. I know ALA has reading lists in different age groups. But what
about lists for other materials? Does ALA make a list of recommended
movies or DVDs? And are there lists for different age groups? A.
Similar to the ALA Recommended Reading page, there is an ALA
Recommended Viewing page, which links to the longtime Notable
Children’s Videos list and the ALSC Andrew Carnegie Medal for
Excellence in Children’s Video, among others....
AL: Ask the ALA Librarian, Apr. 20

New appointments
Carrie Cooper (right) has been appointed dean of
university libraries at the College of William and Mary
in Williamsburg, Virginia, effective August 1. Tessa
Michaelson Schmidt in January was appointed
assistant director of the Ruby M. Sisson Memorial
Library of the Upper San Juan Library District in Pagosa Springs,
Colorado. Gale Etschmaier will become dean of library and
information access at San Diego State University on June 30....
AL: Currents

ALA News

ALA calls on Congress to restore support to libraries
in FY2012
H.R. 1473, the budget bill that will fund the government through
September 2011, includes across-the-board cuts that may deeply
affect libraries of all kinds. The bill, which cleared Congress April 14,
includes a $28-million cut to the Institute of Museum and Library
Services, appropriating the agency at $237.8 million for FY2011. IMLS
has 30 days to determine how it will administer these cuts....
District Dispatch, Apr. 15

Library of Congress hit hard in FY2011 spending
agreement
The FY2011 spending agreement includes more than $103 million in
cuts to Congress’ own budget, which may eventually necessitate some
layoffs around Capitol Hill. The Library of Congress, which would be
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forced to absorb a $13.4-million cut from 2010 levels, would be hit
the hardest and require a hiring freeze, with core services and
products delayed as staff levels are reduced. The Washington Office
has a summary of other library-related areas in the agreement....
Roll Call, Apr. 13; District Dispatch, Apr. 15

ALA supports broadband build-out to rural libraries
ALA submitted comments (PDF file) April 18 to the Federal
Communications Commission in response to its Notice of Proposed
Rulemaking regarding reform of the high-cost program within the
Universal Service Fund and creation of the Connect America Fund.
ALA urges that funding to serve rural areas, whether from the CAF or
another funding mechanism, should carry with it the obligation to
ensure that public libraries receive adequate broadband
connectivity....
District Dispatch, Apr. 19

Wikimedia Foundation director to speak
at ALA President’s Program
Sue Gardner will join ALA President Roberta Stevens
at her President’s Program on June 26 to speak about
one of the most popular internet sensations of the
decade. The program, titled “Wikipedia: Past, Present,
and Future,” will be held during the ALA Annual
Conference in New Orleans. Gardner is executive
director of the Wikimedia Foundation, the nonprofit charitable
organization that operates Wikipedia and nine other free-knowledge
wikis....
Public Information Office, Apr. 19

Dan Savage to keynote Opening General
Session
Journalist Dan Savage, author of Savage Love and
Skipping Towards Gomorrah, will be the speaker at the
Opening General Session at the ALA Annual Conference
in New Orleans. Savage and his partner Terry Miller will
sign copies of their book It Gets Better at the conclusion
of the session....
Public Information Office, Apr. 19

Molly Shannon to keynote Closing
General Session
Comedian and author Molly Shannon will be the
speaker June 28 at the ALA Annual Conference Closing
General Session in New Orleans. The Emmy-nominated
actress is known for portraying exuberant characters
and became famous for her roles on Saturday Night
Live. Her debut children’s book Tilly the Trickster will
be published in September....
Public Information Office, Apr. 19

Celebrate Earth Day @ your library
Earth Day is April 22, an opportune time to
remind people in your community that libraries do
their part when it comes to reducing, reusing, and
recycling. Here are just a few things that libraries
across the country are doing to promote the
library as a key renewable resource. The East Hampton (N.Y.) Public
Library is collaborating with East Hampton Public Works and the

ALA Annual Conference
in New Orleans, June 23–
28, 2011. Provided by the
ALA Office for Human
Resource Development
and Recruitment, the
Placement Center will
be open Saturday and
Sunday, 9 a.m–5 p.m.
There will be an
orientation on Saturday,
June 25, at 8:30 a.m. in
the Placement Center.

Academic libraries
routinely struggle to
afford access to
expensive journals,
and patrons may not
be able to obtain
every scholarly paper
they need. Is Open
Access the answer?
In this ALA Editions
Special Report,
Crawford helps readers
understand what Open
Access is (and isn’t).
NEW! From ALA
Editions.
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Northeast Resource Recovery Association to sell backyard compost
bins and rain barrels to library users....
Campaign for America’s Libraries, Apr. 19

Bill would let libraries help in workforce
development
U.S. Rep. Rush Holt (D-N.J.) has introduced a bill to amend the
Workforce Investment Act of 1998 to integrate public libraries into
state and local workforce investment boards. The bill, the Workforce
Investments through Local Libraries (WILL) Act (H.R. 1616), would
expand libraries’ opportunities to take leading roles in helping the
public find employment in this weak economy....
District Dispatch, Apr. 19

Celebrating 15 years of children,
cultures, and books
“Many Children, Many Cultures, Many Books”—
the the new slogan celebrating the 15th
anniversary of El día de los niños/El día de los
libros—adorns a just-released ALA Graphics
poster and bookmark. The Many Children,
Many Books poster and bookmark, developed in partnership with Día
sponsor ALSC, emphasizes the importance of advocating literacy for
children of all backgrounds. Illustrating these powerful words is
original art by children’s book illustrator Maya Christina Gonzalez....
ALA Graphics, Apr. 18

Library Snapshot Day flash mob
April 13 was not a day to be quiet at the
Reading (Mass.) Public Library—for a short
time, anyway. For just over five minutes,
librarians and patrons danced, clapped, and
sang along to the song “Shout!” as the staff
brought a little levity to Library Snapshot
Day. Librarians asked patrons to fill out a form explaining why they
came to the library, and Director Lorraine Barry said the staff wanted
to give Reading residents a fun reason to visit as they filled out their
surveys....
Reading (Mass.) Patch, Apr. 14

Behind the scenes with the Committee on
Accreditation
Laura Dare writes: “The ALA Committee on Accreditation meets for
two to two-and-a-half days each quarter. Accreditation decisions are
usually made during the summer and winter meetings. Because of the
confidential nature of accreditation (to ensure candid reporting), COA
meetings are closed. So, what actually happens during a typical COA
meeting?”...
Prism 19, no. 1 (Spring)

Drew Brees joins the Celebrity READ
campaign
Drew Brees, quarterback for the New Orleans Saints,
is the latest star to join the Celebrity READ
Campaign. Developed in anticipation of the ALA
Annual Conference in New Orleans in June, the poster
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Ask the ALA
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Librarian’s Library

Solutions and
Services

AL Focus

Great Libraries
of the World

John Carter Brown
Library, Providence,
Rhode Island. An
independently funded
center for advanced
research, the Brown
Library possesses a
premier collection of
rare books and maps
relating to the
European discovery
and settlement of the
New World up to
1820. It began in 1846
as the private
collection of bibliophile
John Carter Brown and
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is now available for purchase. A much-loved figure in
the Crescent City and nationwide, Brees was named
MVP of Super Bowl XLIV, was named Sports
Illustrated’s Sportsman of the Year in 2010, and has
been selected for the Pro Bowl five times....
ALA Graphics, Apr. 18

RDA Toolkit enhancements
Starting this month, the Library of Congress Cataloger’s Desktop is
not the only third-party product through which you can access RDA if
you’re an RDA Toolkit subscriber; OCLC Connexion users who
subscribe can now link from a displayed bibliographic or authority
record to the RDA Toolkit. To help users keep up with RDA Toolkit
enhancements, the RDA copublishers have launched a blog....
ALA Publishing, Apr. 19

Use technology to be more efficient
ALA TechSource announces the latest in its series of
Online Workshops, “Using Technology in Library
Management: Skills for More Efficient Administration
and Communication,” with library director and
technology expert Kenley Neufeld. You will learn to
implement new communication tools, use cloud-based
tools such as Google Docs for document collaboration,
and solve problems using social media. The workshop will be held
June 2 and 9; registration may be purchased at the ALA Store....
ALA TechSource, Apr. 19

Teach information literacy to college
students
ALA Editions is offering a new facilitated e-course on
Teaching Information Literacy to College Students.
Joanna Burkhardt (right), head librarian at the
University of Rhode Island branch libraries and
coauthor of Teaching Information Literacy: 50
Standards-Based Exercises for College Students, will
serve as the instructor for this facilitated e-course,
which starts on June 6....
ALA Editions, Apr. 19

Featured review: Historical fiction 
Harrigan, Stephen. Remember Ben Clayton.
May 2011. 352p. Knopf, hardcover (978-0-307-
26581-4).
Like the statue at its center, Harrigan’s novel is
a stunning work of art resting on a solid base
of heartbreak. The action ranges from the

was kept in a special
fireproof room in the
Brown family house
until 1901, when it
was transferred to the
Brown University
campus.

Redwood Library
and Athenæum,
Newport, Rhode
Island. The Redwood is
the oldest membership
lending library in
America and the oldest
library building in
continuous use in the
country. It was
founded in 1747 by
Abraham Redwood and
45 others based on
the principle of
“having nothing in
view but the good of
mankind.” Architect
Peter Harrison used a
Roman Doric temple
with portico and wings
as a model for this
neoclassical building.
Although more than
half of its original
volumes were lost in
the British occupation
during the American
Revolution, the library
now has replaced
about 90% of the
missing books.

This AL Direct feature
showcases 250 libraries
around the world that are
notable for their exquisite
architecture, historic
collections, and innovative
services. If you find yourself
on vacation near one of
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Texas plains to the devastated northern French
landscape, with the presence of the violent
Wild West strongly lingering. Wealthy rancher Lamar Clayton
had raised his son alone after his much younger wife’s death.
Now Ben is dead, killed in WWI, and his taciturn father wants
to memorialize him in bronze. “Gil” Gilheaney, a brilliant,
ambitious sculptor, accepts the commission....

Top 10 historical fiction,
2011
Brad Hooper writes: “Imagine the
difficulty of selecting the 10 best historical novels over the past
year at a time when the historical novel is both good and
plentiful; imagine, too, the reading pleasure presented by the
outstanding selection we came up with. The list includes José
Saramago’s The Elephant’s Journey, set in 1551, when King
João III of Portugal made a startling diplomatic move by giving
Archduke Maximilian II of Austria the elephant housed on
Portuguese royal grounds. The elephant’s trek across Europe
to its new home is followed in this extremely amusing,
historically resonant, fablelike, and technically challenging
narrative.”...

@ Visit Booklist Online for other reviews and much more....

New Orleans Update

French Quarter walking tours
The Friends of the Cabildo French Quarter
walking tours are conducted by city-licensed
guides and emphasize the history,
architecture, and folklore of New Orleans. Tour
and store proceeds benefit Friends of the
Cabildo, a nonprofit volunteer group organized
in 1956 to provide support for the Louisiana State Museum. Tours are
held Tuesday through Sunday at 10 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. and depart
from the 1850 House Museum Store on Jackson Square....
Friends of the Cabildo

New Orleans cemetery tours
In New Orleans, even cemeteries are major
tourist attractions. With a spooky history and
ornate tombs that date back as far as the
late 1700s, it’s no wonder that travelers are
usually eager to explore these famous resting
places. There are dozens of cemeteries
throughout the city, but most organized tours will take you through
St. Louis Cemetery #1, home to Voodoo Queen Marie Laveau’s grave,
and Lafayette Cemetery, a popular location for movies shot in New
Orleans. Here is a list of area cemeteries, with photos....

them, be sure to stop by for
a visit. The entire list will be
available in The Whole
Library Handbook 5, edited
by George M. Eberhart, which
is scheduled for publication
later this year by ALA
Editions.

Career Leads
from

Reference,
Instruction, and
Outreach Librarian
for Special
Collections, University
of Chicago. As part of a
Reader Services team
of 5 full-time staff
members, the Special
Collections RIO
Librarian contributes to
an innovative and
highly collaborative
program supporting
research and teaching
in a newly renovated
space. Responsible for
reference assistance to
Special Collections
researchers at all
levels, across the
collections, including
rare books, University
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New Orleans Tourism Marketing Corporation; New Orleans Cemeteries

Gogobot gets personal
Shivani Vora writes: “Gogobot, a new travel-
planning site that debuted in November,
offers personalized recommendations for its
members based on suggestions from their friends. After signing up for
a free account, members can link to their Facebook and Twitter
accounts to find friends who are already part of Gogobot. Users can
ask any travel-related question and the site posts it on your Facebook
wall, your Twitter stream, and sends it to the Gogobot community.
The answers come back as structured data in a list with an address,
website, phone number, and reviews.”...
New York Times: In Transit, Apr. 15

Five myths about bedbugs and
travel
Lisa Cheng writes: “The recent bedbug
comeback has spurred a surge in industry
research and consumer education. That said,
bedbugs are still the subject of hyped-up
paranoia and confounding myths. Experts from
the National Pest Management Association, the American Hotel and
Lodging Association, and the New York State Integrated Pest
Management help to separate fact from fiction.” Check out the
Bedbug Registry and learn how to inspect your hotel room for
bedbugs....
Frommer’s, Apr. 15; Bug Girl’s Blog, Sept. 18, 2008; University of Kentucky Entomology

What are those chickens doing
here?
Since Hurricane Katrina, the 9th Ward has
seen a new species of neighbor: clucking,
crowing, prancing feral chickens that dart
across streets and nest in the trees. “We
don’t have stray dogs any more,” said
resident Ruby Melton. “But everyone I talk to has stray chickens.”
Most people figure that the wild birds descended from domestic fowl
that escaped backyard coops after the storm....
New Orleans Times-Picayune, Apr. 11

Division News

Celebrate Preservation Week,
April 24–30
Preservation Week marks its second
anniversary April 24–30. Recognizing the
critical role libraries play in preservation,
ALCTS, in partnership with the Library of
Congress and the Institute of Museum and Library Services, is proud
to bring Preservation Week to libraries across the country. This
national awareness campaign was developed to promote the
understanding and importance of care for personal and community
cultural heritage collections....
ALCTS, Apr. 19

Five choices for ALSC spring online courses
ALSC has lined up five fantastic options for spring online learners.

archives, manuscripts,
and the Chicago Jazz
Archives; develops and
provides online and in-
person instruction for
undergraduate and
graduate classes;
creates outreach
programs, including
orientations, tours,
presentations, and
events for University
and other audiences....

@ More jobs...

Digital Library
of the Week

The Oregon Digital
Library is a
searchable portal for
several digital
collections created by
institutions around the
state. At present, the
ODL gateway can
access approximately
500,000 items from
Oregon State
University, the
University of Oregon,
Southern Oregon
University, Lewis and
Clark College, Oregon
Institute of
Technology, and other
digital collections
throughout the state.
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Spanning five to six weeks, these courses are designed for busy
professionals or students who want passionate discussion guided by
highly regarded instructors. Detailed descriptions and registration
information is available on the ALSC website....
ALSC, Apr. 19

ACRL spring e-learning opportunities
ACRL is offering a wide variety of online learning opportunities this
spring to meet the demands of your schedule and budget. Full details
and registration information are available on the ACRL website. Online
seminars are asynchronous, multiweek courses delivered through
Moodle. ACRL also offers a variety of timely live webcasts addressing
hot topics in academic librarianship....
ACRL, Apr. 19

YALSA readies Teen Read Week 2011
YALSA launched its Teen Read Week 2011 website on April 14
(Support Teen Literature Day) in preparation for the event, which
takes place October 16–22. In addition to free registration, visitors
can find activity ideas relating to this year’s theme (“Picture It @ your
library”), planning resources, publicity tools, and applications for Teen
Read Week mini-grants. The first 300 registrants will receive a free
copy of The Odyssey by Gareth Hinds, who created the artwork for
this year’s theme....
YALSA, Apr. 15

Gareth Hinds helps teens “Picture
It @ your library”
Promote YALSA’s Teen Read Week at your
library with new products from ALA Graphics,
including both print and digital items that
feature the art of Gareth Hinds. This year’s
Teen Read Week theme is “Picture It @ your
library” and encourages teens to read graphic
novels and other illustrated materials. Hinds interpreted the theme
with teens “picturing” and exploring their dreams at the library....
YALSA, Apr. 18

2011 Teens’ Top Ten nominees
YALSA has announced the nominations for this year’s Teen Top Ten
vote. The Teens’ Top Ten is a teen choice list, in which teens
nominate and choose their favorite books of the previous year. The
division encourages teens to read the 25 nominees before the
national Teens’ Top Ten vote, which will take place in August and
September. The winners will be announced during Teen Read Week,
October 16–22....
YALSA, Apr. 15

Get a sneak peek of the new
Every Child Ready to Read
toolkit 
On May 4, ALSC and PLA will host a free
Sneak Peek Webinar for the eagerly
anticipated second edition of the Every Child Ready to Read @ your
library toolkit. Featuring Susan Neuman and Elaine Meyers, this hour-
long webinar will provide a review of the early literacy research that
led to the development of the toolkit. Registration is free....
PLA, Apr. 19

ALTAFF’s “The Laugh’s on Us!”

Do you know of a digital
library collection that we can
mention in this AL Direct
feature? Tell us about it.
Browse previous Digital
Libraries of the Week at the I
Love Libraries site.

Public
Perception 
How the World 
Sees Us

“Closing libraries—
there is no other way
to put this—is a
symptom of societal
decay. Libraries are
a symbol of
functional
democracy and
informed citizens—
and, indeed, of an
enlightened people.
Many of our nation’s
most celebrated
figures, from
Benjamin Banneker
and Abigail Adams to
Abraham Lincoln,
Ray Bradbury, and
Jack London,
educated themselves
in public libraries.
These institutions
represent our
collective
commitment to equal
access to knowledge
and information,
regardless of status
or income.”

—Matthew DiCarlo, “The High
Cost of Closing Public
Libraries,” Shanker Blog, Apr.
18.

“If I wanted to, the
solution is to get up
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ALTAFF will host “The Laugh’s On Us!” at the ALA
Annual Conference in New Orleans. The event, to be
held at the Hilton Riverfront June 26, will feature
comedians and authors Paula Poundstone, Andy
Borowitz (right), Jill Kargman, and Leila Sales. ALTAFF
welcomes Playaway as the sponsor of “The Laugh’s On
Us!” as well as a new Gold Corporate Friend....
ALTAFF, Apr. 19

Shulevitz to speak at Literary Tastes
Breakfast
Judith Shulevitz, author of the 2011 Sophie Brody
Medal–winning The Sabbath World: Glimpses of a
Different Order of Time, will speak at the 2011
Literary Tastes Breakfast at ALA Annual Conference in
New Orleans, an author event hosted by RUSA and
open to all book lovers. The event will be held June
26 and will feature authors from RUSA’s 2011 literary book award
selections. This is a ticketed event....
RUSA, Apr. 19

New online standards tool
AASL has launched Standards for the 21st-
Century Learner Lesson Plan Database, a
public online database that provides school librarians with a fast and
user-friendly way to create and share quality lesson plans with their
peers. The database serves as a catalyst for collaboration, as school
librarians and teachers work together to create projects that weave
content and skills into engaging learning activities....
AASL, Apr. 19

New webinar added for Preservation Week
Registration is now open for a free webinar, “Protecting Future Access
Now: Models for Preserving Digitized Books and Other Content at
Cultural Heritage Organizations,” sponsored by Ithaka, for
Preservation Week. The webinar will be held April 27 and will be
presented by Amy Kirchhoff, archive product manager at Portico....
ALCTS, Apr. 18

Using qualitative methods in action
research
ACRL has released Using Qualitative Methods in Action
Research: How Librarians Can Get to the Why of
Data, edited by Douglas Cook and Lesley Farmer.
While quantitative research provides librarians with
calculations and metrics of effectiveness, qualitative
research, in its exploration of assumptions, value, and
opinion, makes possible a deeper understanding of the
subtleties of patron interaction with library services and collections....
ACRL, Apr. 19

Awards

2011 AASL Intellectual Freedom Award
Dee Venuto (right), school librarian at Rancocas Valley
Regional High School in Mount Holly, New Jersey, is
the 2011 recipient of the AASL Intellectual Freedom

early and go to the
library.”

—The late David Foster
Wallace in a note he scribbled
to himself, quoted in Lev
Grossman’s “Unfinished
Business: Resurrecting David
Foster Wallace’s Last Novel,”
Time, Mar. 31.

“Enter a library, and
we lose our hard
surfaces and become
porous, like paper
waiting for ink. We
breathe in the smell,
that sweet
intermingling of
must and glue, and
our troubles melt
away. Our despair at
the desk when the
words wouldn’t
come; our irritation
at an imagined slight
or a telephone that
rang and rang; our
sore back—all
forgotten. Here, in
the hush of the
stacks, we can forget
the day’s indignities;
here, we can recover
our curiosity and
hope.”

—Susan Olding, “Library
Haunting,” Utne Reader,
Mar.-Apr. 2011.

@ More quotes...

"Let’s Choose to be a More
Literate Society": Pam
Muñoz Ryan

Pam Munoz Ryan
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Award. Venuto researched the motivations behind the
challenges of three books on lesbian, gay, bisexual,
and transgender issues and upheld the principles of
intellectual freedom in a presentation made before the
district’s reconsideration committee. Venuto discovered the book
challenge to be part of a well-organized strategy on the part of TV
personality Glenn Beck....
AASL, Apr. 19

AASL Distinguished School Administrators Award
Donna Haye, district assistant superintendent of curriculum and
instruction for the Atlantic City (N.J.) Board of Education, has received
the 2011 AASL Distinguished School Administrators Award. Sponsored
by ProQuest, the $2,000 award honors a school administrator who has
made worthy contributions to the operation of an exemplary school
library. Haye was cited for setting as a priority the hiring of a certified
school librarian for every school....
AASL, Apr. 19

AASL Collaborative School Library Award
The “Medieval Narrative” project, planned and presented by the
librarians and freshman/sophomore social studies team at Deerfield
(Ill.) High School, has won the 2011 AASL Collaborative School
Library Award. Sponsored by Highsmith, the $2,500 award recognizes
and encourages collaboration and partnerships between school
librarians and teachers. The project was cited for its usage of both
print and nonprint resources and the correlations of activities with the
“Empowering Learners” standards....
AASL, Apr. 19

2011 LexisNexis Documents to the
People Award
Lou Malcomb, head of the government information
department at the Herman B. Wells Library, Indiana
University, has been awarded the 2011 Documents to
the People Award, sponsored by LexisNexis and
administered by the ALA Government Documents
Round Table. Malcomb provided the impetus and
leadership for a preservation and access project as chair of a working
group for the Indiana Light Archive for Federal Documents....
Indiana University, Apr. 18

Robert F. Asleson Memorial ALA
Conference Grant
Iris L. Hanney, president of Unlimited Priorities
Corporation, has announced the formation of the
Robert F. Asleson Memorial ALA Conference Grant. The
grant honors the memory of the late Robert Asleson
(right), founder and president of the Redalen Group.
EBSCO Publishing has provided a generous donation to
support the grant. Candidates for an ALA-accredited MLS degree are
eligible to apply for the grant, which will subsidize attendance at
either the Midwinter Meeting or Annual Conference. Each grant will be
in the amount of $1,500....
Office of ALA Governance, Apr. 19
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Carnegie-Whitney Grant winners
The Carnegie-Whitney Grant provides funding for the preparation,
either in print or online, of popular or scholarly reading lists,
webliographies, indexes, and other guides to library resources that
will be useful to users of all types of libraries. Seven grants were
awarded this year for projects that will promote reading or the use of
library resources. Applications for the next cycle must be received by
November 5....
ALA Publishing, Apr. 19

20 librarians receive Summer Reading grants
YALSA has announced the winners of its Summer Reading Program
grants. The grants, funded by the Dollar General Literacy Foundation,
give each winning library $1,000 to offer inventive summer reading
programs....
YALSA, Apr. 15

Alberta library wins national technology award
The Red Deer (Alberta) Public Library has won a Canadian Library
Association award for embracing new technology to reach and engage
the public. This week library staff learned they were named the
recipient of the 2011 Information Today Award for Innovative
Technology. The library’s project, called “Engaging Community on the
Web: Red Deer Public Libraries Election Forum,” earned the award....
Red Deer (Alberta) Advocate, Apr. 20

Pulitzer Prize winners
Winners of the 2011 Pulitzer Prizes were announced
April 18 at Columbia University. The winner in fiction
was Jennifer Egan, A Visit from the Goon Squad
(Knopf); in history, Eric Foner, The Fiery Trial:
Abraham Lincoln and American Slavery (W. W.
Norton); in biography, Ron Chernow, Washington: A
Life (Penguin); and in general nonfiction, Siddhartha
Mukherjee, The Emperor of All Maladies: A Biography
of Cancer (Scribner)....
The Nation, Apr. 18

2011 Authors’ Club Best First Novel
The Authors’ Club announced that Jonathan Kemp has
won its Best First Novel Award of 2011 for London
Triptych (Myriad, 2010). This ambitious debut skillfully
interweaves the lives and loves of three gay men
across a century in a dark, unsettling narrative of sex
and exploitation in a London underworld of rent boys,
aristocrats, artists, and felons. The £2,500 ($4,067
U.S.) prize was awarded April 13 at Waterstone’s
flagship Piccadilly store in London....
Authors’ Club, Apr. 14

Seen Online

Improving literacy through school
libraries
Author Pam Muñoz Ryan (right) writes: “Over the
years, I have been invited to speak in elementary and
middle schools in all 50 states. I began to observe
that the schools where the library was the hub of the
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Ángeles, Los Angeles
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Guadalajara Book Fair.
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Connecticut Library
Association, Annual
Conference, Stamford
Hilton, Stamford.
“Come Together, Move
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Conference, Ocean
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Opportunity: Libraries
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school, and staffed by a professional librarian/media
specialist, seemed to have the most accomplished and literate
students. Today, I have discovered that based on more than 20
educational studies what I deduced was true: Children in a school
with a strong media/library program scored higher on standardized
tests.” Muñoz Ryan is one of several authors who have contributed
their voices to a series of PSAs available to library advocates as part
of ALA’s “Our Authors, Our Advocates” initiative....
San Diego (Calif.) Union-Tribune, Apr. 16

Is the dream of a universal library dead?
Peter Singer writes: “Scholars have long dreamed of a universal
library containing everything that has ever been written. Then, in
2004, Google announced that it would begin digitally scanning all the
books held by five major research libraries. Suddenly, the library of
utopia seemed within reach. But most of the works held by those
research libraries are still in copyright. The central issue is this: How
can we make books and articles—not just snippets, but entire works—
available to everyone, while preserving the rights of the works’
creators?”...
The Guardian (U.K.), Apr. 19

Facebook cashes in on user data
Jessica Guynn writes: “For years, Facebook put little effort into ad
sales, focusing instead on making its service irresistible to users. Now
the company is looking to cash in on this mother lode of personal
information by helping advertisers pinpoint exactly whom they want to
reach. It’s now tracking this activity, shooting online ads to users
based on their demographics, interests, even what they say to friends
on the site—sometimes within minutes of them typing a key word or
phrase.”...
Chicago Tribune, Apr. 17

Texas A&M gets rare veterinary
books
The Texas A&M University Libraries has
acquired a collection of 900 rare books about
veterinary medicine from the 16th to the early
20th century, with a special emphasis on
diseases of the horse. It’s a collection that
every veterinary school in the world would envy, said Esther Carrigan,
associate dean and director of the Medical Sciences Library. Of
particular note is the first published book on veterinary medicine,
Vegetii Renati Artis Veterinariae (1528). The collection was purchased
for $640,000 from retired British veterinarian John G. P. Wood....
Texas A&M University, Apr. 4

Detroit could close most of its branches
The Detroit Public Library could close most of its neighborhood
branches and lay off more than half of its workers because of an $11-
million shortfall caused by plunging tax collections. One month after
laying off 80 workers, library administrators said deeper cuts are
needed and outlined three options, the most severe of which is to
shut 18 of 23 branches and lay off 191 of the remaining 333 workers.
Whatever course commissioners who oversee the system choose in
May, residents in an economically challenged city with a functional
illiteracy rate of 47% are likely to suffer....
Detroit News, Apr. 15

Texas librarians protest $30
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Conference,
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Development and
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Conference, High
Country Conference
Center, Northern
Arizona University,
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“Take a Road Trip
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Library Fundraising.”
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million in state cuts
Texas libraries face massive budget cuts
from the state—up to $30 million in the
House proposal. On April 13, thousands of
librarians donned red T-shirts, took a
break from the Texas Library Association
annual conference, and gathered outside the State Capitol in Austin to
protest. Their speeches, chanting, and drumming were efforts to
make lawmakers hear how detrimental those cuts could be. One
program on the chopping block is the Lone Star Libraries Grant, which
delivers state aid to nearly all of the public libraries in Texas....
KXAN-TV, Austin, Tex., Apr. 13; YNN Austin, Apr. 13

Books burned in fundamentalist Mormon town
Piles of books—perhaps thousands—intended to be used for a new
library were burned over the weekend in the polygamous community
of Colorado City, Arizona. Isaac Wyler said he went to survey the
damage April 18 and found warm ashes and book fragments. In
2008, ex-Fundamentalist LDS member Stefanie Colgrove began
gathering books from book lovers who heard about her idea for a
library in the FLDS communities of Hildale, Utah, and Colorado City,
which hasn’t had a public library for years....
Salt Lake City Deseret News, Apr. 18

San Diego threatens cuts in branch hours
If the city budget cuts announced by Mayor Jerry Sanders on April 14
are approved, San Diego (Calif.) Public Library branches would be
open just two days a week and alternate Saturdays and 77 positions
would be eliminated. In a cruel streak of civic irony, the city is
building a deluxe new central library downtown, but the libraries that
serve as neighborhood centers are getting smaller. Even though hours
were reduced during the last round of budget cutting, San Diegans
used their libraries more often in 2010 than they did in 2009....
San Diego (Calif.) Union-Tribune, Apr. 14, 16

Spending cuts and school
libraries
AASL President Nancy Everhart (left) is
winding up her national Vision Tour to
celebrate outstanding school libraries. She
singled out Utterback Magnet Middle School
in Tucson for its exemplary library in a
ceremony on April 14. However, it was a
bittersweet event for Jerrilyn Blackman (right), who has served as the
school’s librarian for 11 years. She recently found out that her job will
be eliminated next year. On an Arizona public broadcasting station,
Everhart and Blackman discussed the impact of recent education
spending cuts on school libraries across the state....
Arizona Public Media, Apr. 14; KMSB-TV, Tucson, Apr. 15

A scroll to the editor
Lynne Sundstrom writes: “We believe that picture books are essential
to the development of lifelong readers and learners. In response to
an October 7 article, ‘Picture Books No Longer a Staple for Children,’
the library at Birch Lane Elementary School in Davis, California
(enrollment 600), dedicated the entire month of February to the
promotion of picture books for every person, every reader. During
that month, Love a Picture Book Month, our students read 4,590
picture books.”...
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New York Times: Letters, Apr. 13

Tomorrow’s librarians are all about tech
Sam Allis writes: “LIS students today face a two-year graduate school
curriculum freighted with technology courses that didn’t exist 10 years
ago. The emphasis on technology begins early at the Simmons
College GSLIS. Every student must create a website and wiki page
within the first six weeks. For her class, GSLIS Technology Manager
Linnea Johnson requires a PC autopsy, in which groups of two or
three students disassemble a computer, taking out everything from
the hard drive to the memory card to the central processing unit.”...
Boston Globe, Apr. 16

Junior League builds library at Florida shelter
The Fort Walton Beach, Florida, shelter for homeless women and
families can now add a library to its offerings. This year’s provisional
class of the Junior League of the Emerald Coast recently collected
about 10,000 books to complete the project. The 47 women in the
provisional class collected books from coworkers, family, and friends
for two weeks and spent two weekends clearing out a space and
installing the library at the shelter....
Fort Walton Beach Northwest Florida Daily News, Apr. 17

Belleville changes policy to benefit homeless man
A man whose library card was revoked March 21 because he is
homeless will be able to stay on the computers as long as anyone
else at the library, the Belleville (Ill.) Public Library board of trustees
decided April 14. The board changed its policy to add a half hour to
the time that noncardholders can use a computer. That brings it to an
hour, which is the same as the policy for cardholders. Library Director
Harriett Zipfel plans to partner with social service agencies to try to
connect them with users who need help....
Belleville (Ill.) News-Democrat, Apr. 15

Salt Lake City Public Library bomber
sentenced
A Downers Grove, Illinois, man who planted a pipe
bomb in the Salt Lake City Public Library in September
2006 maintained his innocence as a federal judge
ordered him to prison April 14. A jury convicted
Thomas James Zajac (right) last fall of six charges
related to the bombing, which damaged a third-floor
window and forced 400 people to evacuate. U.S. District Judge Clark
Waddoups sentenced Zajac to 35 years in prison followed by five
years of supervised release....
Salt Lake City Deseret News, Apr. 14

Couple caught having sex at ImaginOn
Police say a 20-year-old man and 18-year-old woman were caught
having sex April 12 in the teen lounge at ImaginOn, a combination
library and children’s theater in Charlotte, North Carolina. The lounge
is not walled off and there isn’t anything to keep kids from walking
into the area. Fortunately, there were not any children in that area
when the incident occurred. The two suspects were issued a citation
and are now banned from all Mecklenburg County libraries....
Charlotte (N.C.) Observer, Apr. 13

Lightning strike causes fire at Indiana library
Hancock County (Ind.) Public Library administrators were gathering to
discuss an earthquake-preparedness plan April 19 at the Greenfield
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branch when a lightning bolt struck the roof and started a fire.
Firefighters were called to the library around noon and removed part
of the roof. Library Director Dianne Osborne said rare materials in the
local history room were not damaged....
Indianapolis Star, Apr. 19

Winnetka librarian helps rebuild
Haitian libraries
Deborah Lazar is a librarian at New Trier High
School in Winnetka, Illinois. She has been
involved with New Trier’s Haiti Project, which
has been supporting the St. Joseph School in
Petit-Goâve, Haiti. The school was completely
destroyed along with many other buildings during the earthquake that
hit the country in January 2010. Lazar has started another project,
Rebuilding Haiti, Rebuilding Dreams, to help reconstruct libraries that
were damaged in the quake....
WBEZ-FM, Chicago, Apr. 14

Read-in over layoffs at Portsmouth Library
Protestors gathered outside Portsmouth Central Library in the United
Kingdom to campaign against expected job losses and service
reductions. Sixty members of the city’s library and museum staff,
book groups, and concerned members of the public staged a read-in
at the library entrance. They wanted to make the public aware that
an expected 30 staff members are to be laid off on April 25....
Portsmouth (U.K.) News, Apr. 15

Go back to the Top

Tech Talk
How Control + Alt + Delete was
born
John Brownlee writes: “You probably never
gave the actual provenance of Control + Alt +
Delete much thought. Clearly, it’s a shortcut
birthed by some coder in the early days of
computer lore, but you probably assumed that
the guy who actually invented it had his name forgotten by history
because ultimately no one cared. You’d be wrong. His name is David
Bradley, and he’s one of the inventors of the original IBM Personal
Computer.” Watch the video (1:16)....
Geek.com, Apr. 16; YouTube, Mar. 30, 2006

News curation apps for the iPad
Phil Bradley writes: “Flipboard, Pulse, Zite,
and Flud are all free apps that you can
download onto your iPad to keep you up-
to-date with your own news interests. They
will generally get their data directly from
your own resources—your Twitter or
Facebook account—or they’ll provide you
with the option of choosing subject areas and then you can indicate if
you like a subject, which will then affect the information returned in
the future. You’ll also find that rather than simply giving a list of
URLs, the app will collect the original story for you and return it, so
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that it can simply be read on the screen.”...
Phil Bradley’s Weblog, Apr. 18

How to make your QR codes prettier
Hamilton Chan writes: “The QR code: A thing of
beauty or an eyesore? The magical barcodes that
can be scanned by a smartphone to launch an
offline-to-online experience are often criticized
for their black-and-white checkerbox
appearance. Those who doubt that QR codes will go mainstream are
quick to point out that the look of QR codes will deter marketers and
advertisers from using them. Fortunately, QR codes are malleable and
can be redesigned in truly extraordinary ways, while still maintaining
their scanability.”...
Mashable, Apr. 19

Video games make you eat more
A Canadian-led study provides a new clue to the obesity epidemic,
suggesting that video-game use actually compels players to eat more
—even when they are not hungry. The teenage subjects of the
Canadian-Danish study—published in the American Journal of Clinical
Nutrition—spent an hour simply sitting in a comfortable chair and, on
another occasion, an hour playing a video game. After the gaming,
they consumed an average of 80 calories more at a pasta lunch....
National Post (Canada), Apr. 19

Five tips for better smartphone photos
P. J. Jacobowitz writes: “The cameras in cellphones
just keep getting better and better. Features like
autofocus, flash, and high-resolution image sensors
have made grainy, unfocused, washed-out cellphone
shots largely a thing of the past. Still, they’re not up
to par with dedicated digital cameras. But even if you
have a crummy camera phone, following some of
these guidelines will greatly improve your chances of
snapping a decent photo.”...
PC Magazine, Apr. 20

How to survive horrible cellphone reception
Whitson Gordon writes: “You probably use your cellphone as your
primary phone line, and since it’s with you all the time, that’s
extremely convenient. It turns into a problem, however, when you’re
stuck with crappy reception. If you regularly deal with bad service—
whether at home, at work, or anywhere else you frequent—here are a
few of the best ways to deal with it (short of moving).”...
Lifehacker, Apr. 20

Edit and add to the U.S. map with
Google Map Maker
Nearly three years after releasing Map Maker
in other countries, Google is ready to let its
users edit and add to the map of the United
States. Google Map Maker is a parallel version
of Google Maps that accepts user
contributions and map edits. When approved
by moderators, edits are published to Google
Maps and pushed live to all users. On April
19, Map Maker will integrate with Street View so users can use
imagery to help guide their edits. Using Map Maker, people have built
out and edited the maps for 183 countries and regions around the
world. Watch the video (0:53)....
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Mashable, Apr. 19; Google LatLong, Apr. 19; YouTube, Apr. 14

Publishing
Amazon to launch library lending
for Kindle books
Amazon announced April 20 that Kindle
users will be able to borrow e-books from
more than 11,000 libraries in the United
States beginning later this year. Kindle
Library Lending will enable users of Kindle
e-readers and apps to check out books from local libraries. Amazon is
working with OverDrive to “bring a seamless library borrowing
experience to Kindle customers.” E-books now available on the
OverDrive sites will be immediately integrated with the Kindle. An
Amazon spokesperson said the lending time will vary by library,
“generally 7–14 days.”...
Mashable, Apr. 20; Amazon, Apr. 20; Library Journal, Apr. 20; Ars Technica, Apr. 20

Gaiman fans, enter now
Win a part in American Gods and get coached
by Neil Gaiman himself. Enter Harper Audio’s
contest on Bookperk by recording an audio of
the audition paragraph and let the public vote
on it through May 2; then keep your fingers
crossed. The winner will be flown to New York
City where the 10th-anniversary audiobook
recording of American Gods will take place. You’ll have a credited
speaking role, plus audiobook narrator (and author) extraordinaire
Neil Gaiman will personally coach your narration. First, ....
Booklist Online: Audiobooker, Apr. 13

E-book growth in triple digits
Strong and continued growth of books on digital platforms—both e-
books and downloaded audiobooks—are the highlights of the February
2011 sales report of the Association of American Publishers, released
April 14. Once again e-books have enjoyed a triple-digit percentage
growth, 202.3%, compared to February 2010. Downloaded
audiobooks, which have also seen consistent monthly gains, increased
36.7% from last February....
Association of American Publishers, Apr. 14

10 ways digital books are changing our literary lives
Claire Martin writes: “The Hermitage Bookshop in Denver, decidedly
old-school with its oak furniture and elaborate Persian rug, isn’t where
you’d expect to find a fan of e-books, but listen to owner Bob Topp:
‘E-books have increased the purchase of print books,’ he says. Topp
doesn’t use an e-reader, but his wife does. She praises its ability to
store hundreds of novels in a slim, mobile device. Certainly, digital
publishing is changing the way people consume books, how and
where they acquire books, and how and where they read. Here are 10
examples, old school versus new.”...
Denver Post, Apr. 18

I want to be a librarian!
(updated)
Mary Kelly writes: “Waaaay back in the early
days of Awful Library Books we shared some
wonderful examples of old-timey librarian
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career books. Back in 1960, this version of I
Want To Be a Librarian! was published.
Thankfully, we have a newer edition from
2003 that includes the illustration on the
right. Going over our old librarian-themed
posts made me chuckle. Enjoy some of these older posts too,” and
browse through all of them from National Library Week....
Awful Library Books, Apr. 15

Publishers, libraries, and the value chain
Joe Esposito writes: “Library bypass is a publishing strategy in which
a publisher that has traditionally sold most or all of its products to
libraries begins to find ways to sell things directly to individuals, some
of whom may have been library patrons. Publishers developed this
strategy because libraries were telling them that they were out of
funds; they could not buy what the publishers wanted to sell. One
document that was widely circulated from a library purchasing
consortium advised publishers to lower their prices and not to
introduce any new products.”...
The Scholarly Kitchen, Apr. 18

Ingram and Recorded Books to
work together
Ingram Content Group and Recorded Books announced a content
distribution agreement April 18 that will create a comprehensive e-
audio collection. Libraries will have access to a broader selection of
titles through Recorded Books’ OneClickdigital platform. Ingram’s
enhanced audio offering will combine the Recorded Books’ library of
titles with tens of thousands of bestsellers, mysteries, histories,
nonfiction, and children’s titles Ingram’s e-audio inventory....
Ingram Content Group, Apr. 18

World-class collection of miniature
books
Jozsef Tari, a printer living in Pécs, Hungary,
has been collecting miniature books since 1972
and now owns more than 4,500 literary works.
Most of his books are Hungarian, but he also
has books from Canada, Mexico, the United
States, Australia, Indonesia, Japan, and nearly
all European countries. He also owns 15 miniature newspapers,
including the smallest one in the world (19 x 26 mm). L. D. Bradley
explains why Hungary became a preeminent publisher of miniature
books in the late 20th century....
Minibooks of Jozsef Tari; iLovePécs, Mar. 31; The Private Library, Apr. 19 

Actions & Answers
Most Americans opposed to banning
books
A new Harris Poll shows that a majority of
Americans think no books should be banned
completely (56%) while fewer than one in five say
there are books that should be banned (18%); a
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quarter are not at all sure (26%). The older and
less educated people are, the more likely they are
to say that there are some books that should be banned. Opinions on
banning books are linked to political philosophy: Almost three-
quarters of liberals (73%) say no books should be banned, compared
to six in ten moderates (60%) but only two in five conservatives
(41%) who say no books should be banned....
Harris Interactive, Apr. 12

Scholars in the stacks
Richard Goodman writes: “Located on the
second floor of the New York Public Library’s
Schwarzman Building on Fifth Avenue,
behind heavy polished wood doors, is heaven
for the 15 men and women chosen to spend
the academic year at the Dorothy and Lewis
B. Cullman Center for Scholars and Writers. Each fellow has his or her
own comfortable office, with computer, access to the entire NYPL
collection, unlimited help from its learned curators—and let’s not
forget the $60,000 stipend. How are those fortunate few chosen?”...
Fine Books and Collections, Apr.

Murder by the numbers
Andy Woodworth writes: “An infographic (a portion
shown at right) was passed around the online
library world during National Library Week. My
reaction to it was a bit different than others;
specifically, I was a bit perturbed. While it is
pleasant to look at and certainly has good design,
it’s the data represented that made me wonder
why anyone would think that this was a ‘good’
library support graphic. I’ll explain it in sections.”...
Agnostic, Maybe, Apr. 19

Eight new websites for your résumé
Heather Huhman writes: “Multiple experts predict
the death of the résumé in favor of the online
profile in the near future. But on the flip side, résumés will always be
needed at some point during the hiring process for official company
records. As a result, new websites are popping up to help you with
both sides of the equation. Here are eight new sites to help you bring
your résumé online.”...
U.S. News & World Report: Money, Apr. 15

Capstone Digital debuts
Netflix-like readers’ advisory
Capstone Digital has launched a new
online service that aims to do for literacy
what Netflix has done for consumer
entertainment, with the hope that this
approach might spark students’ interest
in reading. The myON reader system is a personalized digital reading
environment that functions like Netflix’s “Suggested For You.” After
screening the abilities and interests of K–8 students, myON suggests
titles based on the students’ Lexile levels and the topics that most
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appeal to them—and the process is further refined each time a
student rates a text. Watch the video (2:40)....
eSchool News, Apr. 14; YouTube, Jan. 26

Five myths about the information age
Harvard University Library Director Robert Darnton writes: “Confusion
about the nature of the so-called information age has led to a state of
collective false consciousness. It’s no one’s fault but everyone’s
problem, because in trying to get our bearings in cyberspace, we
often get things wrong, and the misconceptions spread so rapidly that
they go unchallenged. Taken together, they constitute a font of
proverbial nonwisdom. Five stand out.”...
Chronicle of Higher Education, Apr. 17

The library of the future
Rita Meade writes: “Recently, I was asked to be a judge for a
children’s essay contest sponsored by a Brooklyn councilman, who is a
big champion of libraries. The topic of the essay contest was ‘The
Library of the Future,’ and kids ranging from elementary school to
high school were asked to describe how they envision libraries
changing, evolving, and improving in the years to come. I wish I
could share every essay I read, because they were all hilariously
brilliant, but here are a few of the quotes I enjoyed.”...
Screwy Decimal, Apr. 15

A tour of the New Yorker library
Maura Deedy writes: “On a drizzly Friday, a small
group of curious librarians was treated to a tour of
the New Yorker Offices and the Library. Jon Michaud
(right), head librarian at the New Yorker, was our
host. We were whisked up to the 20th floor where
Jon met us. The office was a bit lean, as they had
just closed a double issue the day before. We peeked
into the fact-checking library, filled with reference titles. The web
team was in a large open area, newyorker.com open on every screen.
I kept hoping to see Malcolm Gladwell or David Remnick walk around
the corner.”...
The Desk Set, Apr. 14

Berners-Lee: Web access is a human right
Two decades after creating the World Wide Web, Tim Berners-Lee
says humans have become so reliant on it that access to the web
should now be considered a basic right. In a speech at an MIT
symposium, Berners-Lee compared access to the web with access to
water. While access to water is a more fundamental right, because
people simply cannot survive without it, web access should also be
seen as a right because anyone who lacks it will fall behind their more
connected peers....
Network World, Apr. 12

Help NYPL transcribe its menu
collection
With approximately 40,000 menus dating
from the 1840s to the present, the New
York Public Library’s restaurant menu
collection is one of the largest in the world.
Trouble is, the menus are very difficult to
search for specific information about dishes, prices, and the
organization of meals, so the curators are working to improve the
collection by transcribing the menus, dish by dish. They built a simple
tool that makes the transcribing pretty easy to do, but it’s a big job,
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so they need your help. Feeling hungry?...
NYPL What’s on the Menu?

WorldCat Mashathon US wrap-up
The WorldCat Mashathon US, held April 7–8,
represented a successful test of a new way
of hosting Mashathons. Held simultaneously
in multiple locations and connected via
WebEx with webcams, Mashathon
participants learned about OCLC Web
Services and how to use them, and shared
ideas on how to solve challenges in their respective institutions. Some
of those ideas were: Netflix at My Library (right), Borrow Direct Made
Better, and Call Number Browse....
OCLC Developer Network

Civil War board game factors in
politics
Rea Andrew Redd writes: “Lincoln's War is
a card-driven game that reflects the fickle
nature of politics and juggling resources
during the American Civil War. The
battlefield is an extension of the political
arena. More than 125 historical movers and shakers support or
oppose their presidents’ conduct of the war. Each card’s activation
number can goose a general into action, or be banked as political
currency, used to promote worthy commanders, purchase war
material, force indecisive commanders into action, or be translated
into direct support for commanders in the field.”...
Civil War Librarian, Apr. 14

Read Japan program
The Nippon Foundation’s Book Donation Project 2011,
“100 Books for Understanding Contemporary Japan,” is
calling for applications. University and public libraries
around the world are invited to apply for a donation of
up to 100 highly informative English-language books on
contemporary Japan. Send application materials to the
Nippon Foundation by September 16....
Nippon Foundation

Become someone else
Alice Yoo writes: “Don't you just love it when an
advertising agency executes an idea as well as
this? Bookstore Mint Vinetu worked with Love
Agency in Vilnius, Lithuania, to come up with this
brilliant series. Sure it reminds us of the whole
sleeveface idea, but with a catchy tagline, it just
works. ‘Become someone else. Pick your hero at
Mint Vinetu.’”...
My Modern Metropolis, Apr. 15

BiebBus, the expanding
mobile library
The Zaan district outside Amsterdam in
North Holland is so densely populated
that a conventional bookmobile takes up
too much parking space, so architect
Jord den Hollander designed a smart solution. He converted a
standard shipping container into a mobile library with an outer shell
that slides upwards to form a reading room and play space with huge
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windows and a transparent floor. The BiebBus makes 20 day-long
stops at primary schools throughout the district....
Domus, Apr. 11

Supporting cast: Lady librarian
Carol writes: “Have you ever seen the old
Perry Mason television series? One
episode was ‘The Case of the Bogus
Books’ from September 27, 1962. The
plot centered around, of course, a
murder. Who was murdered? A nefarious
bookseller. Why nefarious? He had a
successful venture stealing rare first
editions from libraries and reselling them. Just listening and watching
the ‘Lady Librarian’ (that was how actress Renee Godfrey was billed in
the credits) and Raymond Greenleaf as the ‘Rare Book Curator’ was
both illuminating and strangely familiar.”...
Metadata, Cataloging and Various Librarian-like Stuff, Apr. 19

A different kind of library
snapshot
Brian Herzog writes: “So far, I’ve been pretty
happy to see all the positive activities and
promotion around National Library Week. On
April 13, my library participated in National
Library Snapshot Day, and our patrons at
least tolerated us taking their pictures. But I wanted to look at
snapshots of libraries that aren’t generated by the library world. I
spotted the image at right—prominently and deliberately displaying a
library card—in the April 3 episode of American Dad.”...
Swiss Army Librarian, Apr. 14

Book-inspired cakes
Jen Yates writes: “Loyal librarian Saima has
informed me that last week was National
Library Week. When I was a kid, we made
weekly visits to our local library and every
week I came home with a teetering stack of
books taller than I was, so libraries are near
and dear to my heart. Today, I’m dedicating
these delicious book-inspired sweets to Saima and all of her fellow
librarians and library workers. Shush on, my friends.”...
Cake Wrecks, Apr. 17

A Seminole librarian in Florence
Former Florida State University LIS student
Alexis Weimer (right) spent a year in Italy
as the librarian supervisor intern at FSU’s
Study Center in Florence. The facility
serves as both a computer lab, 7,000-
volume library, and study center for FSU
students studying abroad. In this video
(2:41), she describes what her duties and
challenges were....
YouTube, Apr. 19

Go back to the Top
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American Libraries Online

Born here, died here
Kevin Grace writes: “More than 500,000
birth and death records have been digitized
by the University of Cincinnati Libraries.
Ranging from 1865 to 1912 and
representing the city’s earliest official birth
and death records, these cards hold the
key to understanding an urban community’s demographics through its
citizens, its neighborhoods, its health issues, and its occupations. By
digitizing and creating metadata for the cards, the UC Libraries have
provided access to primary source documents that are important not
only for academic endeavors, but for public research as well.”...
American Libraries feature

Technology in Practice: Too much
information?
Meredith Farkas writes: “I have friends who
use the mobile location-based networking
site Foursquare to broadcast exactly where
they are at during the day using the GPS on their phone. In my
Twitter feed, I see posts stating that one friend is at a conference,
another is out to lunch, and another is at the grocery store. With all
due respect, not only can I not envision who would want to know that
I’m at the grocery store, but I don’t think I’d want the world to know
where I am at all times. The universe of what I am comfortable
sharing doesn’t extend that far.”...
American Libraries column, May/June

Will’s World: My professional
heroes
Will Manley writes: “Ten years ago, when
Library Journal unveiled a new set of annual
awards for librarians called ‘Movers and
Shakers,’ I was delighted. Clearly there’s been
a lot of movin’ and shakin’ going on. So why
not celebrate those who push us out of our
professional comfort zones? That does not
mean that I think the M&Sers are the most important people in the
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profession. That honor would go to the ‘plodders and toilers,’ or if you
prefer, the worker bees.”...
American Libraries column, May/June

Trumbull’s solar solution
Greg Landgraf writes: “Trumbull (Conn.)
Library recently received a valuable green
gift: 18 solar panels capable of generating
4 kW of power. United Illuminating offered
them to the town. ‘City Hall decided the
library would be a good site’ to install them, said Library Director Sue
Horton, because the library is centrally located, open to all, and has a
roof that is flat and meets the physical needs for installation. Since
activation, the solar panels have produced 899 kWh, enough to power
2,700 light bulbs for a day.”...
AL: Green Your Library, Apr. 26

A typical loss rate?
“Area Libraries Increasing Security to Combat Rising Thefts” is the
headline for an April 23 article in the Dayton Daily News. But the
question that comes to the ALA Library is “What is a typical loss rate?
” There is no “typical” rate of loss for several reasons. Inventories,
unless done in conjunction with another operation, such as catalog
conversion or adding electronic security tags, are expensive and not
undertaken frequently....
AL: Ask the ALA Librarian, Apr. 26

ALA News

New website captures library
stories
PLA and the Office for Library Advocacy
have launched LibrariUS, an initiative
sponsored by the Public Insight Network at
American Public Media. Its aim is to inspire
news content and, more importantly,
generate a fresh and meaningful conversation about libraries and
communities in the 21st century. It will also give participants future
opportunities to share their knowledge and experience on other topics
with journalists. The LibrariUS program collects details from people
using the library. A simple widget (above) installed on your library’s
website will link patrons to the LibrariUS site....
PLA, Apr. 26

Sharpen your fundraising skills 
ALA President Roberta Stevens has launched a new
Web resource designed to simplify the fundraising
process for libraries. The Frontline Fundraising Toolkit
covers the basics of developing a fundraising plan,
annual funds, memorials and tributes, online giving
and planned giving. The toolkit can be used by
anyone, regardless of the library’s type or size, to
supplement local or institutional budgets....
Development Office, Apr. 26
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Save on advocacy preconferences at Annual
Reserve your spot today for both the “Nuts and Bolts for Trustees,
Friends, and Foundations” and “Boomers, Staff, and Students:
Engaging the Many Voices of Advocacy, an Advocacy Institute
Workshop” during the ALA Annual Conference in New Orleans and
save $25 off the combined registration (for the first 50 registrants).
Both programs will take place June 24....
Office for Library Advocacy, Apr. 26

Choose Privacy Week
Invite library users of all ages and backgrounds into a
conversation about privacy rights in a digital age May
1–7, Choose Privacy Week, now in its second year.
The national public-awareness campaign coordinated
by ALA’s Office for Intellectual Freedom gives libraries
the resources their users need to think critically and
make informed choices about their privacy. Librarians
have a long history of protecting the freedom to read,
learn, and receive ideas anonymously. This makes
libraries ideal places for people to think and talk
about privacy....
Public Information Office, Apr. 26

ALA Civics Class: The ALA
mission
Jenny Levine writes: “To kick off ALA
Civics Class, I talked to Executive
Director Keith Michael Fiels about our
mission. ALA does so much that
sometimes it’s difficult to figure out
what’s at the heart of the organization
and why we do what we do. ALA has to align its services to its
mission (2:36), just as libraries do. I also asked Keith what the ALA
mission means in action and how he evaluates whether an initiative
aligns with it (3:07).”...
ALA Marginalia, Apr. 27; AL Focus

Improve the ALA conference experience
The Young Professionals Task Force needs your help making ALA
conferences better. In order to do this, they would like to know the
best experiences you’ve had at conferences—ALA or otherwise—that
have made conferences rewarding and useful. Your feedback will be
used to improve the quality of ALA conferences. Take this short
survey....
ALA Membership Blog, Apr. 25

Expanding “Libraries Build
Communities”
Emerging Leaders Project F is determining how
to transform and expand ALA’s annual
volunteer service day, “Libraries Build
Communities,” in which members volunteer to
assist libraries and local groups in host cities
for the Annual Conference, into an ongoing national volunteer

ALA Annual Conference
in New Orleans, June 23–
28, 2011. Check out the
ALA Spouse/Guest Tour
Program.

The world’s a scary
place for Scaredy
Squirrel, but when he
finally leaps into the
unknown he discovers
great things. With
original art by Mélanie
Watt, let this new
Scaredy Squirrel
poster encourage
young readers to
explore new books,
new corners of their
library, and pages yet
unturned. Scaredy’s
next adventure,
Scaredy Squirrel Has a
Birthday Party, is now
available. NEW! From
ALA Graphics.

New this week
in American

Libraries

Born Here, Died
Here
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program for librarians. The new program will provide year-round
assistance to local communities and, in order to emphasize the
importance that librarians bring to both libraries and communities, the
national program will be renamed “Librarians Build Communities.”...
ALA Membership Blog, Apr. 26

Branding @ your library: A success story
In the fall of 2006, Grand Rapids (Minn.) Area Library Director Marcia
Anderson was looking for a new way to promote the library to the
local media. At the Minnesota Library Association conference she
overheard a group of librarians discussing the Campaign for America’s
Libraries’ @ your library brand and decided to adopt it. The
newspaper liked it too and has been running a weekly @ your library
column since late 2006. After 200 articles, Anderson and the library
continue to see the brand’s value. See a recent article here (PDF
file)....
Campaign for America’s Libraries, Apr. 26

Learn how to build a great library website
ALA TechSource is offering the “Building the Digital Branch” workshop
2:30–4 p.m. Eastern time on June 8. Taught by David Lee King, this
workshop will provide librarians with a foundation to build or expand
their library websites with effective planning and minimal costs.
Topics include how to find out what your patrons want from your
website and how to create strategic plans and goals. Registration is
open....
ALA TechSource, Apr. 26

A constellation of stars celebrates
books and libraries
In his new book Reading with the Stars: A
Celebration of Books and Libraries, former American
Libraries Editor-in-Chief Leonard Kniffel offers a
compelling collection of interviews with prominent
figures, all of whom have special connections to
libraries. From President Barack Obama to actress
Julie Andrews, from basketball star Kareem Abdul-
Jabbar to former First Lady and librarian Laura Bush,
and many others, stars of literature, politics, entertainment, and the
public arena speak with Kniffel about the ways libraries have been
critical in their lives....
ALA Editions, Apr. 22

Learning and leadership in the library
The best kind of learning is that which never ends—
and a culture of training means that staff will be
more flexible and responsive to new ideas and
strategies, imperative in today’s libraries. Using real-
life examples of trainers who serve as leaders within
libraries and their communities, Workplace Learning
and Leadership: A Handbook for Library and Nonprofit
Trainers by Lori Reed and Paul Signorelli sheds light
on an underappreciated but important component of
library operations....
ALA Editions, Apr. 26
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Thomas Hughes
Public Library,
Rugby, Tennessee.
This small library,
established in 1882 for
a British community
founded by social
reformer Thomas
Hughes, presents the
same appearance,
inside and outside, as
the day its doors first
opened. It contains
more than 7,000
volumes—one of the
best representative
collections of Victorian
literature on public
view in America. The
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Featured review: Historical fiction
for youth
Schmidt, Gary D. Okay for Now. Apr. 2011.
368p. illus. Grades 6–9. Clarion, hardcover
(978-0-547-15260-8).
In this stand-alone companion to The
Wednesday Wars (2007), a Newbery Honor
Book set in the late 1960s, Schmidt focuses
on Holling Hoodhood’s classmate Doug
Swieteck, who is furious when his volatile
father gets fired and moves the family to tiny
Marysville, New York. Eighth grade gets off to a rocky start,
particularly after Doug’s brother is blamed for a series of local
break-ins, and Doug, too, is viewed with suspicion. Life at
home with his hard-drinking dad is rocky as well, especially
after Doug’s second brother returns from Vietnam without his
legs. John James Audubon’s portraits of birds provide a cultural
awakening, with reproductions of Audubon plates introducing
each chapter....

Top 10 historical fiction
for youth: 2011
Ilene Cooper writes: “These novels
will take readers from 19th-century
Japan to the unsettling days of the 1960s and the horror of
1980s Sudan. But no matter the setting or era, these
historical-fiction titles show today’s readers the commonalities
of growing up. This top 10 list features books reviewed in
Booklist over the last 12 months.”...

@ Visit Booklist Online for other reviews and much more....

New Orleans Update

ALA 2011 New Orleans tours
Spouses and guests can have fun while you are networking June 24–
28 by signing up for a French Quarter walking tour, a city tour, a
dinner jazz cruise, New Orleans School of Cooking tour, or a Jean
Lafitte Swamp Tour. Tours are provided by Accent on Arrangements,
and advance registration by June 10 is recommended. Onsite
registration will only be available on a space-available basis. Contact
the arrangers at (504) 524-0188....
ALA Conference Services

Is the best sandwich in America
the muffuletta?
Take a walk through the French Quarter and it
seems that almost every other sign you see
touts a muffuletta sandwich; but the original,
which dates back to 1906, is available only at

floor-to-ceiling shelves
contain no books
published later than
1898, with most dating
from the 1860s
through the 1880s, as
well as a fine
collection of Victorian
periodicals.

Armstrong Browning
Library, Baylor
University, Waco,
Texas. This research
center houses the
world’s largest
collection of books,
letters, manuscripts,
and memorabilia
pertaining to the
Victorian poets Robert
and Elizabeth Barrett
Browning, as well as a
substantial collection
of primary and
secondary materials
related to 19th-
century literature and
culture. Completed in
1951, the library went
through major
renovations in 1995
and 2001.

This AL Direct feature
showcases 250 libraries
around the world that are
notable for their exquisite
architecture, historic
collections, and innovative
services. If you find yourself
on vacation near one of
them, be sure to stop by for
a visit. The entire list will be
available in The Whole
Library Handbook 5, edited
by George M. Eberhart, which
is scheduled for publication
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http://www.accentregister.com/events/events.asp?eId=6263
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Central Grocery (right) at 923 Decatur Street.
The sesame bread measures 10 inches around,
but the Central Grocery’s secret ingredient is its homemade olive
spread. Serio’s Deli at 133 St. Charles is also a contender for best
muffuletta (video, 5:11), as is Nor-Joe’s at 505 Frisco Avenue in
Metairie. Jason Perlow has a detailed comparison of Central Grocery
and Nor-Joe’s muffulettas.... 
Today (NBC), Sept. 17, 2007; Wikipedia; Roadfood.com; Throwdown! with Bobby Flay,
Season 3; Off The Broiler, Jan. 27, 2008

Audubon Aquarium of the
Americas
The New Orleans aquarium is located along
the banks of the Mississippi River by the
edge of the French Quarter off Canal
Street, at the upper end of Woldenberg
Park. In addition to its popular displays of sea otters, penguins, an
Amazon rain forest, and a Caribbean reef, the Audubon Aquarium has
a new exhibit called “Parakeet Pointe: Treats for Tweets,” which
allows you to walk through an 800-square-foot outdoor environment
filled with hundreds of free-flying parakeets. Guests can also purchase
seed sticks and feed the birds....
Audubon Aquarium of the Americas

Longue Vue House and Gardens
Longue Vue House and Gardens is a Greek
Revival mansion and garden located at 7
Bamboo Road and built in 1939–1942. It
serves as an educational, cultural, and
community resource, offering tours, events,
exhibits, and community programs to the
public. The gardens took a pounding from
Hurricane Katrina in 2005, but the Garden Conservancy has restored
much of it, and the Discovery Garden is fully up and running. This
pastoral urban spot has been prized since it opened to the public in
the 1970s. Here’s what’s in bloom in late June....
Longue Vue House; White Plains (N.Y.) Journal News, Feb. 10, 2009

Best golf courses in New
Orleans
Mike Bailey writes: “Though New Orleans
isn’t exactly known for its golf, the
Crescent City is a pretty good choice for a
golf vacation when you consider the whole
package. Pete Dye’s TPC of Louisiana
(right) in Avondale is one of the most accessible courses in the TPC
network: There’s water and sand everywhere with plenty of doglegs
and risk-reward opportunities. Other good courses are Stonebridge
Golf Club of New Orleans, Belle Terre Country Club, and Audubon
Park.”...
Travel Caddie, Apr. 25

Delta lets you follow your baggage in real time
Brett Snyder writes: “You can now follow your checked bag on Delta

later this year by ALA
Editions.

Career Leads
from

Civil Rights Project
Archivist, University of
California, Los Angeles.
One-year temporary
position. Reporting to
the UCLA University
Archivist and under the
direction of the
University Archivist, the
Civil Rights Project
(CRP) Archivist will
develop and implement
an archival processing
and preservation plan
for the non-current
records of UCLA’s Civil
Rights Project, including
paper and electronic.
The CRP Archivist will
also plan for the
development of online
federated access to
related archival
materials and data
located at academic
civil rights and racial
justice research centers
throughout the U.S....

http://www.roadfood.com/Reviews/Overview.aspx?RefID=122
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http://www.longuevue.com/
http://www.lohud.com/article/20090210/LIFESTYLE01/902100309/Garden-Conservancy-rescues-public-garden-nearly-destroyed-by-Katrina
http://www.longuevue.com/index.php/gardens/whats-in-bloom/163
http://www.thegolfchannel.com/travel-caddie/best-golf-courses-in-new-orleans-42663/
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https://www.delta.com/baggage/BaggageTrackStatus.action
http://ala.informz.net/ala/archives/archive_1212744.html
http://joblist.ala.org/modules/jobseeker/Civil-Rights-Project-Archivist/17056.cfm
http://joblist.ala.org/modules/jobseeker/Civil-Rights-Project-Archivist/17056.cfm
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just like you follow a package on FedEx. And that’s only a part of
what the airline is doing to make things move more smoothly. In
addition, Delta has brought the claim form into the 21st century. Until
recently, once you reported your bag lost, you had to fill out a paper
claim form for reimbursement. But now, you can do it online.
Finally.”...
The Cranky Flier, Apr. 21

Division News

2011 Día booklist available
The 2011 book list (PDF file) to help libraries and
families celebrate El día de los niños/El día de los
libros (Children’s Day/Book Day) is now available.
Containing more than 200 titles, the list features
books for those who speak English and Spanish, as
well as for those who speak Pashto, French, Hindi,
Michif, Russian, Swahili, and Vietnamese. The new
book list and list of websites, a collaboration
between ALSC and Reforma, are part of a brochure
for parents with tips on reading to and with their children....
ALSC, Apr. 20

A Preservation Week podcast
ALCTS Executive Director Charles Wilt (right) discusses
Preservation Week (April 24–30), the importance of
preservation, and the valuable role libraries play in its
awareness in this podcast (8:31). Recognizing that
critical role, ALCTS, the Library of Congress, and the
Institute of Museum and Library Services launched
Preservation Week in 2010....
Visibility @ your library, Apr. 26

Marilyn Johnson to appear at ALTAFF
President’s Program
The ALTAFF President’s Program will feature best-
selling author and library advocate Marilyn Johnson,
June 27, at the 2011 ALA Annual Conference in New
Orleans. Johnson has been a national champion of
libraries and was the moving force behind ALTAFF’s
Authors for Libraries, a large and growing group of
authors who are willing and ready to speak out at the local and
national levels about the importance of libraries....
ALTAFF, Apr. 26

Meet YA authors at the YALSA Coffee
Klatch
Meet your favorite authors over coffee at YALSA’s
annual YA Authors Coffee Klatch on June 26 in New
Orleans, as part of the ALA Annual Conference. This
year’s klatch will feature more than 25 authors whose
books have won YALSA awards or appeared on its
booklists. The klatch uses a speed-dating approach so
attendees can meet as many authors as possible....
YALSA, Apr. 25

2011 Michael L. Printz Award program
Annual Conference attendees won’t want to miss the

@ More jobs...

Digital Library
of the Week

Eighteenth Century
Collections Online is
a searchable database
of 2,231 keyed-text
editions of every
significant English-
language and foreign-
language title printed
in the United Kingdom
during the 18th
century, along with
thousands of
important works
published in the
Americas. A 12-year
initiative between the
University of Michigan
Library and Oxford
University named the
Text Creation
Partnership has
produced page images
for keying and is
permitting their online
release in support of
UM’s commitment to
the creation of open
access cultural
heritage archives. The
endeavor is part of the
Eighteenth Century
Collections Online
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2011 Michael L. Printz Award Program and Reception,
sponsored by YALSA, on June 27 in New Orleans.
Author Paolo Bacigalupi (right), whose book Ship
Breaker won this year’s award, will speak, as will honor
book authors Lucy Christopher (Stolen), Marcus
Sedgwick (Revolver), A. S. King (Please Ignore Vera
Dietz), and Janne Teller (Nothing). Tickets for the
program cost $29 before advance registration closes on May 13....
YALSA, Apr. 26

Pratchett to speak at Margaret A.
Edwards Luncheon
Join YALSA in honoring Terry Pratchett, winner of the
2011 Margaret A. Edwards Award for nine of his
novels, at the Margaret A. Edwards Luncheon, June
25, at the ALA Annual Conference in New Orleans. He
will speak about his books and writing for children and
teens. Advance registration for this event ends May
13....
YALSA, Apr. 26

Registration open for RBMS
Preconference
ACRL has opened registration for the
52nd Annual Rare Books and Manuscripts Section Preconference, “In
the Hurricane’s Eye: Challenges of Collecting in the 21st Century,”
which will be held June 21–24 in Baton Rouge, Louisiana. Register by
May 18 and save $50 off the full registration fee. Registration
materials are available on the RBMS website....
ACRL, Apr. 26

Transform your library’s image
On May 18, PLA will host the “Transforming Our
Image” webinar as part of its “Public Libraries at Work”
monthly series. Instructor Valerie Gross (right) will
describe a straightforward concept that enables
libraries to heighten their importance by replacing
traditional terms with powerful, intuitive, value-
enhanced terminology that people understand. Register to learn how
strategic vocabulary can immediately convey the library’s true value—
even to someone who has never set foot in a library....
PLA, Apr. 26

Write for the YALSA blog
mk Eagle writes: “Do you read the YALSA Blog regularly and wish you
could contribute? Now is your chance! We’re looking for new bloggers
to join our award-winning team. If you are a YALSA member and
interested in writing for the blog, contact mk Eagle.”...
YALSA Blog, Apr. 26

Spring into learning with YALSA’s webinars-on-
demand
Looking for guidance into the latest topics in teen services? Look no
further than YALSA’s Webinars-on-Demand. Previously recorded
webinars, led by content experts, are complimentary for YALSA
members only and available for purchase for everyone else. New
offerings include Tech4U and Homework Help Programs....
YALSA, Apr. 22

published by Gale
Cengage Learning.

Do you know of a digital
library collection that we can
mention in this AL Direct
feature? Tell us about it.
Browse previous Digital
Libraries of the Week at the I
Love Libraries site.

Public
Perception 
How the World 
Sees Us

“The local library’s
really starting to get
shaky to my mind,
unless it’s for the
poor, the
unemployed, the
homeless, and the
very old. That’s what
libraries are for now.
What kid in high
school is going to get
anything out of the
library? Seriously,
you’ve got some 90-
year-old reference
librarian who’s going
to point you to what,
a Britannica volume
to look something
up? All you’ve got to
do is Google. For
crying out loud.”

—Brian Cooley, senior editor
at CNET, in a “Buzz Out
Loud” podcast (starts around
14:00) about Kindle’s new
library services, Apr. 20.

@ More quotes...
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Get street smart with street lit
Street lit’s appeal extends well beyond urban teens. Find out more
about this increasingly popular genre of literature and how to
incorporate it into your library at the YALSA webinar, “Street Smart:
Serving Teen Street Lit Readers,” hosted by Megan Honig, on June
16. Registration is open now....
YALSA, Apr. 22

Make over your teen space
Looking for ways to spruce up your existing teen space? Or are you
moving into a new building and need to redesign or plan something
new? Join Kim Bolan Cullin as she discusses the latest in teen space
planning and implementation in a May 19 YALSA webinar. Registration
is open now....
YALSA, Apr. 25

Reach teens and tweens this summer
School and teen services librarians find their roles evolving constantly,
and many are now called to serve tweens and teens. What are the
differences in need between these two age groups, and how do
librarians successfully serve both? Find out how in “Navigating the
Divide between Teens and Tweens,” a new online course offered by
YALSA, July 11–August 8. Registration closes July 5....
YALSA, Apr. 22

Awards

Camila Alire receives 2011 Lippincott
Award
Camila Alire (right), dean emerita at the University of
New Mexico and Colorado State University, is this
year’s recipient of the ALA Joseph W. Lippincott
Award. The award is given annually to an individual
for distinguished service to the profession of
librarianship. Alire is past-president of ALA, the ALA
Allied Professional Association, ACRL, and Reforma....
Office of ALA Governance, Apr. 26

Shannon Hyman wins Henne Award
Shannon Hyman (right), school librarian at the Harry F.
Byrd Middle School in Henrico, Virginia, has received the
2011 AASL Frances Henne Award. In the letter of
nomination, Hyman was praised for having “transformed
her library program and facility into an active and
exciting daily stop for the entire Byrd learning
community.” Sponsored by Greenwood Publishing
Group, the award recognizes a school librarian with five years or less
experience who demonstrates leadership qualities with students,
teachers, and administrators....
AASL, Apr. 26

Harada wins AASL Distinguished Service
Award
Violet H. Harada, LIS professor at the University of
Hawaii, is the 2011 recipient of the AASL Distinguished
Service Award. Established in 1978, the award
recognizes an individual member of the library

Preservation Week: A Vinyl
Obsession (video)

Classic Film for Movie Night:
Notorious

Chris Wagner: A Librarian
Who Makes a Difference

Smithsonian Traveling
Exhibit Looks at Influence
of Latinos in American
Popular Music

One Book, One City:
Reading as a Community is
Embraced Throughout the
U.S. 

"Let’s Choose to be a More
Literate Society": Pam
Muñoz Ryan

 Join Us on Facebook

Subscribe to our 
Newsletter

TweetWatch

Follow:

Preservation Week,
Apr. 24–30, at:
#preswk

Massachusetts Library
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profession who has made an outstanding national
contribution to school librarianship. Harada was cited
for her work on the Learning Standards Indicators and
Assessment Task Force charged with developing indicators,
benchmarks, and model examples from the AASL learning
standards....
AASL, Apr. 26

RBMS Leab Exhibition Award
winners
The ACRL Rare Books and Manuscripts Section
has selected five winners and one honorable
mention for the 2011 Katharine Kyes Leab
and Daniel J. Leab American Book Prices
Current Exhibition Catalogue Awards. The
awards recognize outstanding exhibition catalogues issued by
American or Canadian institutions in conjunction with library
exhibitions as well as electronic exhibition catalogues. The winner in
the electronic category was the Linda Hall Library for “The Grandeur
of Life” (above)....
ACRL, Apr. 26

AASL Innovative Reading Grant
Shanna Miles’s project, the Billionaire’s Book Club, is the 2011
recipient of the AASL Innovative Reading Grant. Sponsored by
Capstone Publishers, this grant of $2,500 supports the planning and
implementation of a unique and innovative program for children.
Working out of the Tech High School library in Atlanta, the
Billionaire’s Book Club will team 9th-grade struggling readers with an
upperclassman who is a member of the National Honor Society....
AASL, Apr. 26

AASL Research Grants
The research teams of Mary K. Biagini and Rebecca Morris from
Pennsylvania, and Kara Krueger and Jean Donham from Iowa are the
winners of AASL Research Grants sponsored by Heinemann Raintree.
Biagini and Morris’s project is “Educating 21st-Century School
Librarians to Help 21st-Century K–12 Students Learn,” and Krueger
and Donham are working on “Influence of School Library Resources
on Student Learning in Rural Iowa Schools.”...
AASL, Apr. 26

23rd Annual Minnesota Book Awards
The Friends of the Saint Paul Public Library has
announced the winners of the 23rd annual Minnesota
Book Awards. In addition to winners in eight categories,
the awards included the Readers’ Choice Award,
selected by nearly 2,000 voters from across Minnesota,
which went to Laurie Hertzel’s News to Me: Adventures
of an Accidental Journalist (University of Minnesota)....
Friends of the St. Paul Public Library, Apr. 17

2011 Canadian Jewish Book Awards
Alison Pick’s novel Far to Go (House of Anansi), about
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amlibraries
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a Jewish Czech family in the months preceding World
War II, and Mordecai: The Life and Times (Knopf
Canada), Charles Foran’s biography of the late
Canadian novelist, are among the winners of the 2011
Helen and Stan Vine Canadian Jewish Book Awards,
announced April 21. Pick won in the Fiction category,
while Foran won in Biography and Memoir....
National Post (Canada), Apr. 21

2011 British Columbia Book Prizes
The British Columbia Book Prizes were handed out
April 21 in West Vancouver. The star of the show was
Gurjinder Basran from North Delta, who took home the
Ethel Wilson Fiction Prize for her debut novel
Everything Was Good-bye. Basran writes about her
experience growing up as an Indo-Canadian in North
Delta in the novel, which begins when Meena is in high
school, and she’s feeling a bit rebellious....
Vancouver (B.C.) Sun, Apr. 22

Seen Online

IMLS releases 2011 budget allocation table
The Institute of Museum and Library Services released its FY2011
budget allocation table (PDF file) April 26. The announcement follows
congressional approval of H.R. 1473, the budget bill that will fund the
government through the remaining months to September 2011. The
bill includes a $28-million cut to IMLS, not including the agency’s $16
million in lost earmarks that had already been eliminated. Most
alarming is that these budget cuts were made by a Congress
attempting to reduce the federal deficit by eliminating “wasteful
spending.”...
District Dispatch, Apr. 26

NYPL lions (and their building) turn
100
Will Patience (right) have the patience to make
it to 100? Will Fortitude have the fortitude? The
lions in front of the New York Public Library
(and the Stephen A. Schwarzman building that
they guard) will be a century old on May 23.
The library is planning a gala that will celebrate the building’s history,
but did not want to forget the lions. So they have commissioned artist
Nathan Sawaya to create a playful homage to them in Legos....
New York Times: City Room, Apr. 21

Detroit Public Library criticized for
lavish renovation
Detroit Public Library officials say finances have
grown so bad they could close most neighborhood
branches, but in a few weeks plan to unveil a
revamped wing of a main library that spares few
expenses. The South Wing is stocked with 20
yellow-and-orange European lounge chairs (right)
that cost $1,092 apiece, artistic pendant light
fixtures, and two alcohol-burning fireplaces. Director Jo Anne

Boston Book and
Paper Exposition,
Shriner’s Auditorium,
Wilmington,
Massachusetts.

May 20:
First Annual
Conference on
Information and
Religion, Kent State
Student Center, Kent
State University, Kent,
Ohio. Sponsored by
the Center for the
Study of Information
and Religion of Kent
State University’s
School of Library and
Information Science.

May 20:
Second Annual Open
Access Symposium,
Willis Library,
University of North
Texas, Denton.

May 23–26:
BookExpo America,
Javits Center, New
York, New York.

May 25–28:
Canadian Library
Association, Annual
Conference, World
Trade and Convention
Centre, Halifax, Nova
Scotia.

May 28–
June 7:
Cycling for Libraries,
international
unconference and
cycling tour, beginning
at the Danish National
Library in Copenhagen,
Denmark, and
concluding in Berlin,
Germany, at the start
of the 100th German
Librarians’ Day
Conference.

May 30–
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Mondowney said her staff tried unsuccessfully to return the chairs
after learning how much they cost. The project morphed from a
$300,000 furniture update to a $2.3-million overhaul with new floors,
study rooms, lighting. and built-in bookshelves....
Detroit News, Apr. 22, 26

Sect attorney: It wasn’t a book
burning
An attorney for a polygamous sect says a
bonfire set in Colorado City, Arizona, April
16–17 was part of an effort to clean up an
old building, not to burn thousands of
books. Rod Parker, who represents the
Fundamentalist Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter Day Saints, said a local man was merely cleaning up a
dilapidated building that was being vandalized by teenagers. Most of
the books inside were donated to libraries in Cedar City and St.
George, Utah, as well as the Deseret Industries thrift store in Cedar
City, though some that were in poor condition were added to the
burning trash....
Salt Lake Tribune, Apr. 23; KSTU-TV, Salt Lake City, Apr. 22

L.A. Council: Library shouldn’t filter internet
The city of Los Angeles will not install pornography-filtering software
on library computers, but instead will make the monitors more
difficult to be seen by nearby children, officials said April 26. The City
Council discussion was sparked by an incident in December when
parents complained that a patron at the Chinatown branch was
viewing pornography on a public computer in plain sight of children....
Los Angeles Daily News, Apr. 26

East Texas librarian robbed at
gunpoint
Daingerfield (Tex.) Public Library Director
Earlene Walton (right) was robbed at gunpoint
April 25 when a man entered the library
shortly after it opened and requested to use a
computer. He then told Walton that he had
forgotten something and left the building. When he returned, he
pulled out a gun and took a jar that library Friends use to collect
donations. Police have arrested a suspect on an aggravated robbery
charge....
KLTV-TV, Tyler, Tex., Apr. 25

Five Illinois systems slated to merge July 1
As of July 1, the five library systems serving libraries throughout
northern Illinois will combine to form RAILS (Reaching Across Illinois
Library System). The name was chosen in March by members of the
merger transition team. The decision to combine the Metropolitan,
Alliance, DuPage, North Suburban, and Prairie Area library systems
was made in January as an answer to ongoing financial woes faced by
the state-funded operations....
Lake County (Ill.) News-Sun, Apr. 22

Muskegon royal wedding fête to raise library funds
Come April 29, even though the sun won’t be up in Muskegon,
Michigan, Friends of the Hackley Library President Kathleen Snider will
put on her best hat, pull on a pair of dress gloves—and go to Prince
William and Kate Middleton’s wedding. Never mind that Snider will be
in downtown Muskegon watching the festivities on TV at the
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Libraries, Conference,
University of South
Florida Libraries,
Tampa. “The Role of
Libraries and Archives
in Disaster
Preparedness,
Response, and
Research.”

May 30–
June 3:
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Association for Social
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Services and
Technology, Annual
Conference, Simon
Fraser University
Harbour Centre
Campus, Vancouver,
British Columbia. “Data
Science Professionals:
A Global Community of
Sharing.”

June 7–10:
100th German
Librarians’ Day
Conference, Estrel
Convention Center,
Berlin. “Libraries for
the Future: Future for
the Libraries.”

June 13–17:
ACM/IEEE Joint
Conference on
Digital Libraries,
University of Ottawa,
Ontario. “Bringing
Together Scholars,
Scholarship, and
Research Data.”

June 17:
IT Section, New
England Library
Association, Spring
Event, Tower Hill
Botanic Garden,
Boylston,
Massachusetts.
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Muskegon Athletic Club. The Friends are hosting a Royal Wedding
Breakfast there, with all proceeds to be donated to the library’s
children’s department “which badly needs repairs,” Snider said....
Muskegon (Mich.) News, Apr. 27

Salt Lake boosts its transparency
Wobbled by months of management controversy—including calls for
the director’s resignation and a board member departure—the Salt
Lake City Public Library has unveiled an ambitious transparency
initiative that includes the quick release of draft minutes and perhaps
televised board meetings. But it did little to quell the still-raging
tempest, which erupted April 21 during a testy three-hour board
meeting....
Salt Lake Tribune, Apr. 22

New York Public Library manuscripts dispute
Paul Brodeur, a former investigative reporter for the New Yorker who
donated thousands of pages of his work to the New York Public
Library in 1992, is demanding that the papers be returned. He claims
it should not have taken the library 18 years to determine that it only
wanted 53 of his 320 boxes of papers. Brodeur also says the library
told him in 1997 that his papers had been reviewed and prepared for
public viewing. The library cited a backlog of donations for the 18-
year wait, but now Brodeur wants all the boxes back....
New York Times, Apr. 22

Librarian leaves $646,000 to Hennepin
County Library
The Hennepin County Library has received a gift of
$646,000 from the estate of a former employee.
Librarian Lillian G. Wallis (right) bequested the sum
and it was accepted by the County Board of
Commissioners April 19. Wallis began working for the
Minneapolis Public Library in 1951 and retired as
director of technical services in 1987....
KMSP-TV, Minneapolis, Apr. 25

Hawaii donates books to western Pacific islands
Bookshelves languishing in a basement at the University of Hawaii
were packed into containers April 23 destined for islands in the
western Pacific. Textbooks from local high schools were also shipped.
The nonprofit Reach Out Pacific hopes the donations will improve
communities in Micronesia and the Northern Marianas and reduce the
surge of migrants from those areas to Hawaii. REPAC President Glenn
Wakai believes increasing resources for schools and libraries will
encourage people to stay and improve their home islands....
Honolulu Star-Advertiser, Apr. 26

Where novels go to die
A bit like the Island of Misfit Toys from the Rudolph the Red-Nosed
Reindeer TV series, Parmly Billings Library’s basement is where
neglected works of fiction—castaways, rarities, and ones that aren’t
popular anymore—often wind up. Called the Montana Last Copy
Fiction Depository, it houses nearly 70,000 fiction volumes, some of
which are more than 100 years old, from libraries around Montana
and other northwestern states. But plans for a new library in Billings
do not include it....
Billings (Mont.) Gazette, Apr. 24

“Don’t say gay” bill clears Tennessee Senate panel
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After some convoluted maneuvers, a Tennessee Senate committee
approved a bill April 20 that will prohibit teachers from discussing
homosexuality in K–8 classrooms. The measure (SB49) is sponsored
by Sen. Stacey Campfield (R-Knoxville), who unsuccessfully pushed
the same idea—nicknamed the “don’t say gay” bill—for six years as a
member of the state House before he was elected to the Senate....
Knoxville (Tenn.) News Sentinel, Apr. 21

Foot stabbings at University of Kentucky
University of Kentucky officials issued a safety warning April 20 after
two reported assaults in the basement of the W. T. Young Library.
Both occurred April 18, and in each case the alleged victim told them
a man crawled under the desk and punctured their feet with a sharp
object. Both victims were females wearing sandals....
UK Kentucky Kernel, Apr. 21

Library vandal gets Face-booked
A British teen faces jail after admitting on Facebook that he flooded
the central library in Portsmouth and caused £150,000 ($247,500
U.S.) in damage. Portsmouth Magistrates’ Court heard how he filled
the plugholes in the third-floor men’s toilets with toilet roll and
switched on the taps—causing water to pour through the library on
the night of August 18–19. After initially denying the charge, the teen
changed his plea when he was confronted with the transcript of a
Facebook conversation in which he told a friend he was responsible....
Portsmouth (U.K.) News, Apr. 25

Mubarak’s stash of library cash
A prominent American scientist serving as trustee for
the Bibliotheca Alexandrina said that $145 million
was found in February in an Egyptian bank account
supposedly set up to benefit the nine-year-old library
—but was held in ousted Egyptian President Hosni
Mubarak’s name. Nina V. Fedoroff (right), current
president of the American Association for the
Advancement of Science, said no one at the library
knew about the account, which was registered under the library’s
name but opened over Mubarak’s signature....
The Daily Beast, Apr. 24

Go back to the Top

Tech Talk
Geeks are the future
Michael Kelley writes: “Reference is dead and libraries need more
geeks. That was the succinct message sent by Eli Neiburger at an
April 5 symposium sponsored by the Connecticut Library Consortium.
Neiburger, the associate director for IT and production at the Ann
Arbor (Mich.) District Library, said, ‘We need big servers and the
geeks to take care of them. What are we going to cut to be able to
hire a geek? We are going to cut reference staff. Reference is
dead.’”...
Library Journal, Apr. 26

PlayStation security breach: A survival guide
Ian Paul writes: “Sony has quite a security nightmare on its hands
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with its giant PlayStation Network disaster. The company finally
admitted April 26 that account details, logins, and online IDs for
registered Sony PlayStation Network users, as many as 77 million
people, have been compromised. The information was stolen
sometime between April 17 and 19, according to a Sony blog post, as
early as nine days before Sony notified its users of the breach. Here’s
what you need to know.”...
PC World, Apr. 27; PlayStation Blog, Apr. 26

How to keep your browser tabs
organized
Paul Boutin writes: “It’s not uncommon for
people to pop open 30 or more browser
tabs on a daily basis, including many they
check regularly, like the bookmarks of 10
years ago. Most browsers now let you group tabs to help organize
them, but navigating through groups of tabs atop the browser is only
slightly less of a distraction. The latest Firefox browser has an easy-
to-use visual solution called Panorama (or Tab Groups). If you have
Firefox 4 installed, look to the right of your browser tabs for a tiny
downward-pointing arrow.”...
New York Times: Gadgetwise, Apr. 19

Squrl away web videos and
playlists
Richard Byrne writes: “YouTube playlists
are great, but if you want to organize a
playlist of videos from multiple websites or you are looking for a good
way to keep track of the web videos that you want to use with
patrons, you might want to give Squrl a try. Squrl allows you to
create a playlist of videos from 16 different sources. You can save
videos to watch them later on your laptop, iPad, iPhone, or TV.”...
Free Technology for Teachers, Apr. 26

Driving directions with Google Maps Street View
Keir Clarke writes: “If you have a Where Are We page on your
website, you should consider adding an animated route map from Map
Channels. This handy application lets you create an animated
directions map using Street View and Bing’s Bird’s Eye View. To
create an embeddable map, you just need to enter a starting point
and a destination. Map Channels’ Animated Route Maps will then
create the code for you to add to your website.”...
Google Maps Mania, Apr. 26

Create custom iFrame tabs on
your Facebook page
Heather Mansfield writes: “In March, Facebook disabled the popular
Static FMBL App that many nonprofits had used to create custom tabs
on their Facebook Pages. Rather than having their apps be based on
FBML, Facebook has now switched over to iFrames. Those nonprofits
that have already created custom tabs using the Static FBML app will
continue to be supported (not indefinitely, however), but those
wanting to create custom tabs for the first time or switch over to
iFrames have a few new apps to experiment with.”...
Nonprofit Tech 2.0 Blog, Apr. 25

Two new Sony tablets announced
Martyn Williams writes: “Sony will take its first
step into the tablet market later this year
when it launches two tablets. The larger of the
two, code-named S1, has a 9.4-inch screen
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that takes up most of the front. The second
tablet, code-named S2, has a clamshell design
with twin 5.5-inch screens and can be folded so it fits in a jacket
pocket or bag. What are they like to use? I had a brief chance to try
them both out.”...
PC World, Apr. 26

How to get better battery life
from your Android phone
Whitson Gordon writes: “If you have a
modern Android phone, you know the pain
of turning on your phone at 5 p.m. only to
realize it’s deep in a low-battery coma. Here
are the simple manual changes and clever automatic tweaks that will
keep your phone awake and useful for far longer. If you are having
serious battery-life issues on your phone, make sure you check each
of these settings, features, and customizations to make sure you’re
getting the best battery life possible out of your phone.”...
Lifehacker, Apr. 26

Library book perforating device
Larry Nix writes: “One method for inserting
ownership markings in books was the use of an
embossing device such as the one used by the
Suquamish Library Association in Washington State.
Another method involved the use of a perforating
device. Stan Schulz, director of the Kilgore Memorial
Library in York, Nebraska, let me know about their
vintage perforating device (above), sold by by Melvil Dewey’s Library
Bureau.”...
Library History Buff Blog, Apr. 22

Publishing
It’s a reading revolution, and there will be blood
Switch11 writes: “Publishers, and some authors, are still caught up in
the mind-set of the 1980s—money, elasticity of demand, making
readers wait, trying to get the most money out of readers, treating
books like a scarce commodity, siphoning off 90% of the price to
middle men. All of that is pointless. Readers are in control now, they
are human, and they expect to be treated decently.”...
Kindle Review, Apr. 23

Top 20 Facebook apps for book lovers
Jason Boog writes: “Not all Facebook apps are dedicated
to Farmville-style social games. Goodreads has the most
popular book-related app on Facebook, counting more
than 150,700 monthly active users. To celebrate 3,000
new friends on our GalleyCat Facebook page, we’ve
compiled a list of the top 20 book-focused apps on Facebook and
ranked them in order of monthly active users.”...
GalleyCat, Apr. 24

Librarians at the e-book gate
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Andrew Richard Albanese writes: “Librarians have become an
important constituency at Book Expo America, showing up in
increasing numbers year after year to hear publishers pitch their
latest offerings. This year, however, BEA won’t just be about the
books librarians will buy, but how they will buy them, and, in the case
of e-books, if they can buy them at all. With one vendor dominating
public library e-book lending, and with some major publishers still
resistant to selling e-books to libraries at all, meeting the demand for
e-books is a challenging proposition.”...
Publishers Weekly, Apr. 25

Why the King James Bible endures
The King James Bible, which was first
published 400 years ago in May, may be the
single best thing ever accomplished by a
committee. The Bible was the work of 54
scholars and clergymen who met over seven
years in six nine-man subcommittees, called
“companies.” But even in its time, the King
James Bible was deliberately archaic in grammar and phraseology: An
expression like “yea, verily,” for example, had gone out of fashion
some 50 years before....
New York Times, Apr. 23

Stacks unveiled
A new book that tells the story of the Indianapolis–
Marion County Public Library’s evolution from its
origin in 1873 and its role in the educational and
cultural life of Indianapolis was unveiled April 14.
Stacks: A History of the Indianapolis–Marion County
Public Library is a work commissioned by the IMCPL
Foundation and written by S. L. Berry, a former
staff writer for the Indianapolis Star who
specialized in covering the visual and literary arts....
Indianapolis–Marion County Public Library, Apr. 1

Why do former cyberpunk authors now
write fantasy?
Charlie Jane Anders writes: “Cyberpunk has fallen from
its peak in the 1980s and early 1990s, but the great
cyberpunk authors are still writing. And many of them
have turned to fantasy. Consider: Rudy Rucker, author
of the Ware tetralogy and Postsingular, among many
others, has described his new novel Jim and the Flims
as being akin to fantasy. Also, Black Glass author John
Shirley published the mystical Bleak History in 2009.
What’s going on here?”...
io9, Apr. 25

10 parody novels that get the last laugh
Rob Lammle writes: “Ask someone what his or her
favorite parody movie is and you’ll hear Blazing
Saddles, Airplane!, or some other classic of the genre.
But ask what their favorite parody novel is and you’ll
likely get a blank stare. Here are the stories of a few
novels that get the last laugh. For example, the
parody novel Bored of the Rings, written by Henry
Beard and Douglas Kenney, the duo who would later
found National Lampoon, has been reprinted and
updated since it was first published in 1969.”...
Mental Floss blog, Apr. 22
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Collecting coffee
L. D. Mitchell writes: “The connection between coffee
and books is an ancient one. As Adrian Johns pointed
out in his controversial The Nature of the Book: Print
and Knowledge in the Making, coffee houses had an
outsized influence on the extent to which printed
books came to be seen as both culturally and
intellectually legitimate and authoritative. The earliest
known printed reference to coffee (in a Western
language) was in 1573 (mentioned in Leonhard Rauwolf’s Travels into
the Eastern Countries, published in 1582, above).”...
The Private Library, Apr. 25

Actions & Answers
The greatest library funding idea ever written
Andy Woodworth writes: “The ideal of the public institution for the
common benefit is no longer good enough to win the budget day. The
library is perceived as a luxury community expenditure. But we have
markets that companies want to reach through advertising. Whether it
is book readers, movie watchers, internet users, or story-time
attendees, these are all representatives of desirable demographics.
The library is uniquely positioned in the community, since there is no
other institution (public or private) that does what we do.”...
Agnostic, Maybe, Apr. 24

What are libraries for?
Hugh McGuire writes: “E-books will become the dominant form of
casual reading for adults at some point in the future. If community
libraries have structured their existence around a dying function
(lending print books), then how will libraries remain relevant in the
future? To find an answer to this conundrum, it’s important to try to
understand the reason for a library’s existence, rather than focus on
the things a library does.”...
In the Library with the Lead Pipe, Apr. 20

No room for books at University of Denver?
Plans at the University of Denver to permanently move four-fifths of
the Penrose Library’s holdings to an off-campus storage facility and
renovate the building into an academic commons could make the
university a flashpoint in the ongoing debate about whether library
books need to be housed on campus. “You would never ask a scientist
to get rid of his or her laboratory,” said art history professor
Annabeth Headrick. “But that’s exactly what’s being done to us.”...
Inside Higher Ed, Apr. 27

Dispelling myths about CIPA and filtering
Tina Barseghian writes: “Over the past few weeks, I’ve been hearing
from frustrated teachers about surprising websites their schools block
—everything from National Geographic to Skype. A few readers
questioned the judgment of teachers who use their own mobile
devices to allow their students access to blocked sites. To clear up
some of the confusion around these assertions, I went straight to the
top: the Department of Education’s director of the Office of Education
Technology, Karen Cator, who parsed the rules of the Children’s
Internet Protection Act.”...
KQED: MindShift, San Francisco, Apr. 7, 26

Brian Cooley: Libraries are for the very old or the
unemployed
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Michelle Kraft writes: “Brian Cooley, CNET’s senior technology
commentator and editor at large, in the April 20 ‘Buzz Out Loud’
podcast (about 14 minutes into the show) gave his less-than-stellar
opinion on libraries while discussing Kindle’s new library services.
Wow! All I can say is that for a smart tech guy Cooley comes off as
pretty stupid. Speaking as a medical librarian, here are my thoughts
on some of his statements.”...
The Krafty Librarian, Apr. 26

Visualizing linked data
Karen Coyle writes: “One of the questions I
always get when talking about the Semantic
Web is ‘What does it look like?’ This is kind of
like asking what electricity looks like: It
doesn’t so much look like anything, but it
makes certain things possible. I fully
understand that people need to see something
for this all to make sense, so when the webinar technology allows it, I
have started showing some web pages. Here are a few illustrations
using two sites that can present authors in a Semantic Web form.”...
ALA TechSource Blog, Apr. 26

DOIs as linked data
Ed Summers writes: “The CrossRef publishing consortium has made
the metadata for 46 million Digital Object Identifiers (DOI) available
as linked data. DOIs are heavily used in the publishing space to
uniquely identify electronic documents (largely scholarly journal
articles). What this means is that in areas of the scholarly publishing
ecosystem where DOIs are present, it’s now possible to use the web
to retrieve metadata associated with an electronic document.”...
Inkdroid, Apr. 25

Smartphone apps for kids
Kelly Beeson writes: “Where do KidLibs fit
into all these iPad and Smart Phone apps
for kids? If you’ve dipped a toe into this
world like I’ve been doing the past few
weeks, it’s pretty overwhelming.
Everywhere I look, someone is buzzing about this stuff. Unlike adult
and teen book apps, these apps are enhanced to make the experience
ultra engaging. Take a look at what Ocean House Media has done to
The Cat in the Hat. Pretty cool, eh?”...
ALSC Blog, Apr. 26

Universities: Be cautious editing your Wikipedia
entries
Campus communications officials shouldn’t aggressively monitor and
change their university’s Wikipedia page unless the entry has been
vandalized by another editor, according to Wikipedia spokeswoman
LiAnna Davis. Factual changes to a Wikipedia entry are usually
deemed as OK by the website’s 80,000 contributors, but any edit
beyond facts and figures would be considered controversial by
Wikipedia users who track changes....
eCampus News, Apr. 14

Why not just Google it?
An article in BioMed Central Medical Education suggests that
information literacy among biomedical students is inadequate. A study
among first-year dental students showed that a significantly higher
percentage of students who relied on Google (instead of PubMed) as
their preferred online search method provided incorrect responses to a
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citation search. Following a one-hour intervention by a health science
librarian, virtually all students were able to find the materials....
BMC Medical Education 10, no. 17 (2011)

Newspapers: Digital repositories
The International Federation of Library Associations
and Institutions has released Newspapers: Legal
Deposit and Research in the Digital Era, edited by
Hartmut Walravens. The volume brings together
contributions to three conferences: on legal deposit in
a digital environment, on web harvesting and
archiving, and on newspapers in the context of the
Mediterranean. In the newspaper world, the rights
situation requires a closer cooperation between
publishers and libraries to establish realistic access conditions....
International Federation of Library Associations and Institutions, Apr. 26

20 things anyone can do to help
the Earth
Muskegon (Mich.) Community College Librarian
Darlene A. DeHudy writes: “There is a lot the
public needs to know. Changing one habit can
have a significant effect on our planet.
Recycling is something everyone can do to save a great deal of
money and resources.” She offers a list of 20 things that might make
a useful handout at the circulation desk....
Muskegon (Mich.) Chronicle, Apr. 22

My favorite tools: #2, Twitter
Bobbi L. Newman writes: “I regularly get
asked how I ‘do it all,’ so I’ve put together
some handy tools that (in addition to hard work) help me do it. In
the past I’ve written how I decide who to follow on Twitter, and that
hasn’t changed much. No matter when I’m using Twitter I have push
notification turned off. And yes, it is true. I schedule tweets. I’m not
always on Twitter when it looks like I’m on Twitter. Now for the
tools.”...
Librarian by Day, Apr. 25

How libraries can use Twitter
Andy Burkhardt writes: “Twitter has been
working pretty well at our library. It is
coming up on two years since our first tweet. I have been thinking a
lot lately about how we use Twitter and our successes and
shortcomings with it. Looking back on tweets, conversations, and
interactions, I noticed seven ways that we are leveraging Twitter to
improve our library, our services, and our relationships with users. It’s
a great tool to have in your communication toolbox, and it can be
powerful in furthering your library’s mission.”...
Information Tyrannosaur, Apr. 26

History in 140 characters
Naomi Coquillon writes: “Over the last few months I’ve given a
number of in-person workshops for teachers, in which I mention the
National Museum for American History’s Twitter feed for educators,
@explorehistory. I was surprised to find that only about 10% of any
teacher group I meet in person is active on Twitter. What I’ve come
to love as I use Twitter is being exposed to more thought-provoking
articles than I ever had before and learning about new resources just
as soon as they become available.”...
O Say Can You See?, Apr. 20
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Tweet your librarian job in five words (or in a
haiku)
Andy Woodworth asked his Twitter followers on April 21 to describe
their librarian journey in only five words using #andypoll. Here are a
few: “There’s a world to organize,” “Museums wouldn’t have me.
Boo,” and “Walk, bus, walk some more.” Then on April 25, he asked
for haikus, such as: “Where is the bathroom? / Scholarly article?
Wha? / Jeez, how old’s this book?”...
Twitter: #andypoll

Destruction of Carnegie library
correspondence
Larry Nix writes: “In the late 1940s, the
Carnegie Corporation of New York
(celebrating its 100th anniversary this year)
chose not to preserve the paper files relating
to the Carnegie grants for library buildings in more than 1,400 U.S.
communities. Instead, it microfilmed the files and destroyed the
originals. The Columbia University Rare Book and Manuscript Library
has two copies of the microfilmed documents. The envelope above
with an Andrew Carnegie return address is from my collection. It was
preserved when far more important artifacts were not.”...
Library History Buff Blog, Apr. 26

School library funding opportunities
America’s Promise: The Alliance for Youth has a listing (with links,
descriptions, and deadlines) of grants and funding opportunities that
are currently accepting applicants. Included are Nickelodeon Big Help
grants, Ezra Jack Keats minigrants, Target’s Early Childhood Reading
grants, and many others....
America’s Promise

A masterpiece of English maps
goes digital
Nancy Mattoon writes: “Anglophiles who are
planning to watch the royal wedding on
April 29 have a new opportunity to gain
insight into the history and geography of
the United Kingdom. Cambridge University
Library has digitized a set of proof sheets
for the first comprehensive atlas of Great Britain, John Speed’s
Theatre of the Empire of Great Britaine, first published in 1611. There
are only five known sets of the proof sheets in existence worldwide,
and each of them differs greatly in composition.”...
Booktryst, Apr. 26

This Week in Libraries: Sarah
Houghton-Jan
Sarah Houghton-Jan (on screen), assistant
director at San Rafael (Calif.) Public
Library, appeared on the April 22 This
Week in Libraries show (22:53), sponsored
by the Amsterdam Public Library. Erik
Boekesteijn (left) and Jaap van de Geer
(right) interviewed her via Skype about e-books and library
organizational advocacy, HarperCollins, the E-book User’s Bill of
Rights, and the petition for library users and readers on Change.org
about the HarperCollins controversy....
This Week in Libraries, Apr. 22
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Non-literary uses for books
Jill Harness writes: “There are still far too
many books in this world that are destroyed
or contain terrible stories. Even if you like a
book, you might end up with a copy you just
can’t get rid of because there have already
been 10 million copies printed. So if you have
extra titles you have no further use for, here
are a few ways you can still use them even after the words inside
have lost their value.” Some examples are: buildings, home
insulation, chairs, light fixtures, ceiling décor, vases (above), a Kindle
case, and art canvases....
Neatorama, Apr. 27

Singing for Yale’s Day of
Service, 2011
Ten library staffers at the New Haven
(Conn.) Free Public Library, led by City
Librarian Christopher Korenowsky (at
center of photo), joined Yale University
alumni, staff, and students to sing and
perform in this video (1:17) promoting
Yale’s May 14 community service event. They can be seen in the left
arm of the Y in the final sequence. Beneficiaries will include public
and school libraries in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania; Washington, D.C.;
New York City; Kronberg, Germany; and Guatemala. Director Austin
Case and lead singer Devon Martinez are both Yale seniors....
YouTube, Apr. 20

Go back to the Top
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